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June 15, 2007

By David Walker,

After years of litigation, Jerry Greenberg's $400,000 judgment for willful
copyright infringement against National. Geographic Society has been
vacated.

The US Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit reversed its own
infringement verdict and vacated the jury award on June 13, explaining
that the Supreme Court's 2001 ruling In Tasini v. New York Times put the
case In a new light that required the reversal.

Greenberg sued NGS In 1997 for infringement because the publisher used
his images in a CD-ROM compilation of all back Issues of National
Geographic magazine. NGS argued all along that the compilation, called
The Complete National Geographic, was "a .revlslon of its magazines.
Under copyright law, publishers aren't required to get permission from
contributors for revisions of existing works.

Greenberg argued that the CD-ROM is not a revision, but a new product
because it was in an eiectronic format, with a search engine and opentnq
montage that made it different from the original magazines. " '
The 11th Circuit court, which is in Atlanta, agreed with Greenberg i,n a
March 2001 ruling. It called the CD "a new product, in a new medium, for
a new market" and therefore not a revision. The appeals court then
remanded the case to a trial court for a hearing on damages. A jury
concluded the infringement was willful and awarded Greenberg $400,000.

Three months after the 11th Circuit decided in Greenberg's favor,
however, the US Supreme Court ruled on Tasini v, New York Times. That
case involved the use of freeiance contributors' work in electronic
databases that removed articles from the originai context of the coliective
work.

In Tasini, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the freelancers, but implied
(without explicitly stating) that publishers could re-issue collections of
freelance works without permission as long as those works appeared in
their originai context.

NGS has argued ever since then that the Tasini ruling supports its
defense that The Complete Nationai Geographic is a revision of its originai
works, rather than a separate work. In 2005, the US Court of Appeais for
the Second Circuit, which is in New York, agreed with NGS in the case of
Faulkner v. National Geographic. That case was nearly identicai to
Greenberg's.

After Greenberg won the $400,000 jUry award, NGS appealed to the 11th
Circuit to reconsider its pre-Tasini ruling, which the court finally did.

"We conciude that the Supreme Court's decision in Tasini established a
new framework for applying [the law pertaining to revisions] that

effectively overrules [our] earlier decision in this case," the appeals court
wrote in its June 13 decision.

"National Geographic is delighted with the decision," says National
Geographic spokesperson MJ Jacobsen.

The court left open the question of whether the opening montage, which
includes one of Greenberg's images, is by itself infringing. Greenberg can
still pursue an infringement claim for that, but says he hasn't decided
whether or not he Will.

"I would be lying if 1 said I wasn't disappointed," Greenberg says. "I
believe in the [legal] system. There's winners and losers in everything,
and I have no animosity toward National Geographic at all."
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From: Billgarret@aol.com Add to Address Book
Date: 2007/06/18 Man PM 12:12:31 EST '
To: lulukiku@bellsoulh.nel
SUbject: NGM

Idaz,

I know Jerry doesn't read email so you might pass this along to him! I got it from a friend at the Geo.

By the way, new developments on the Jerry Greenberg/CD ROM case. You may already have picked this
up, but in case you haven't, the following is from our in-house electronic newsletter:

National Geographic received an important decision by a federal appeals court last week in the long
litigation involving the" Complete National Geographic on CD-ROM."

The US. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit reversed an earlier panel decision of the same Court
which had held National Geographic infringed on the copyrights of photographer-contributor Jerry
Greenberg when it produced, starting in 1997, the exact image-based reproduction of National Geographic
Magazine on CD-ROM. The appeals panel also reversed the jury finding in the subsequent damages trial
in Miami in 2004 of "willful infringement."

The appeals court also said that the trial judge erred when she entered judgment for the plaintiff on liability
and denied National Geographic a right to answer the complaint and assert other defenses such as the
contract with the contributor. This week's decision squared the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals with the
prior decision favorable to National Geographic of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit arising
from a number of other cases heard in New York by some prior National Geographic contributors.

The Eleventh Circuit Court in Greenberg 2 held that the prior Greenberg decision of the Eleventh Circuit
Court in 2001 was superseded by a subsequent US, Supreme Court decision in a 2001 case not involving
this same product in Tasini v, Ttie New York Times. This case said that a publisher may reproduce a prior
collective work under Section 201 (c) of the Copyright Act so long as it was done in the same context as
the prior collective work, analogizing to microfilm and microfiche. The plaintiffs in the New York cases
have a remaining appeal they are making to the Second Circuit on several state law claims which were
decided late last year by a federal trial court in National Geographic's favor. That Second Circuit appeals
court will hear argument in these cases over the summer and this Fall. /I is not presently known.whether
the plaintiff in the Miami case entered by the Court this week will move for rehearing by the full Eleventh
Circuit court or seek to appeal this decision to the US. Supreme Court. The "Complete National
Geographic" product was withdrawn from the market following the unfavorable jury verdict in the Miami
damages trial in 2004.

Sunday we had dinner with the whole family for father's day at a restaurant. Two sons and four
grandchildren. Mike looked ok Ihat day!

Bill
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From: Billgarret@aol.com Add to Address Book
Date: 2007/06/18 Mon PM 12:12:31 EST
To: luiukiku@bellsouth.nel
Subject: NGM

Idaz,

I know Jerry doesn't read email so you might pass this along to him! I got it from a friend at the Geo.

By the way, new developments on the Jerry Greenberg/CD ROM case. You may already have picked this
up, but in case you haven't, the foi/owing is from our in-house electronic newsletter:

National Geographic received an important decision by a federal appeals court last week in the long
litigation involving the" Complete National Geographic on CD-ROM."

The US. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit reversed an earlier panel decision of the same Court
which had held National Geographic infringed on the copyrights of photographer-contributor Jerry
Greenberg when it produced, starting in 1997, the exact image-based reproduction of National Geographic
Magazine on CD-ROM. The appeals panel also reversed the jury finding in the SUbsequent damages trial
in Miami in 2004 of "willful infringement. "

The appeals court also said that the trial jUdge erred when she entered jUdgment for the plaintiff on liability
and denied National Geographic a right to answer the complaint and assert other defenses such as the
contract with the contributor. This week's decision squared the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals with the
prior decision favorable to National Geographic of the US. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit arising
from a number of other cases heard in New York by some prior National Geographic contributors.

The Eleventh Circuit Court in Greenberg 2 held that the prior Greenberg decision of the Eleventh Circuit
Court in 2001 was superseded by a SUbsequent US. Supreme Court decision in a 2001 case not involving
this same product in Tasini v.,Tne New York Times. This case said that a publisher may reproduce a prior
coi/ective work under Section 201 (c) of the Copyright Act so long as it was done in the same context as
the prior coi/ective work, analogiZing to microfilm and microfiche. The plaintiffs in the New York cases
have a remaining appeal they are making to the Second Circuit on several state law claims which were
decided late last year by a federal trial court in National Geographic's favor. That Second Circuit appeals
court will hear argument in these cases over the summer and this Fai/. It is not presently known whether
the plaintiff in the Miami case entered by the Court this week will move for rehearing by the fui/ Eleventh
Circuit court or seek to appeal this decision to the US. Supreme Court. The "Complete National
Geographic" product was withdrawn from the market foi/owing the unfavorable jury verdict in the Miami
damages trial in 2004.

Sunday we had dinner with the whole family for father's day at a restaurant. Two sons and four
grandchildren. Mike looked ok that day!

Bill
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I know Jerry doesn't read email so you might pass this along to him! I got it from a friend at the Geo.

By the way, new developments on the Jerry Greenberg/CD ROM case. You may already have picked this
up, but in case you haven't, the following is from our in-house electronic newsletter:

National Geographic received an important decision by a federal appeals court last week in the long
litigation involving the" Complete National Geographic on CD-ROM."

The U.S. Courtof Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit reversed an earlier panel decision of the same Court
which had held National- Geographic infringed on the copyrights of photographer-contributor Jerry
Greenberg when it produced, starting in 1997, the exact image-based reproduction of National Geographic
Magazine on CD-ROM. The appeals panel also reversed the jury finding in the subsequent damages trial
in Miami in 2004 of "willftil infringement."

The appeals court also said that the trial judge erred when she entered judgment for the plaintiff on liability
and denied National Geographic a right to answer the complaint and assert other defenses such as the.
contract with the contributor. This week's decision squared the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals with the
prior decision favorable to National Geographic of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit arisiJig
from a number of other cases heard in New York by some prior National Geographic contributors..

The Eleventh Circuit Court in Greenberg 2 held that the prior Greenberg decision of the Eleventh Circuit
Court in 2001 was superseded by a subsequent U.S. Supreme Court decision in a 2001 case not involving
this same product in Tasini v. ,The New York Times. This case said that a publisher may reproduce a prior
collective work under Section 201 (c) of the Copyright Act so long as it was done in the same context as
the prior collective work, analogizing to microfilm and microfiche. The plaintiffs in the New York cases
have a remaining appeal they are making to the Second Circuit on several state law claims which were
decided late last year by a federal trial court in National Geographic's favor. That Second Circuit appeals
court will hear argument in these cases over the summer and this Fall. It is not presently known whether
the plaintiff in the Miami case entered by the Court this week will move for rehearing by the full Eleventh
Circuit court or seek to appeal this decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. The "Complete National
Geographic" product was withdrawn from the market following the unfavorable jury verdict in the Miami
damages trial in 2004.

Sunday we had dinner with the whole family for father's day at a restaurant. Two sons and four
grandchildren. Mike looked ok that day!
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"If there is demand for a freelance article standing alone or in a newcollection, the Copyright Act allows the freelancer to
benefit fromthat demand; afterauthorizing initial publication, thefreelancer mayalso sell the article to others," she noted.

"It would scarcely preserve the author's copyright Ina contribution as contemplated by Congress," Ginsburg concluded, "If a
printpUblisher, without the author's permission, could reproduce or distribute discrete copies of the contribution in isolation
or within newcollective works. The publishers' view that inclusion of the articles in the databases lieswithin the 'privilege of
reproducing anddistributing the [articlesJ as partof ... raj revision of that collective work,' is unacceptable."

Themajority In Taslnl also dismissed an analogy offered by publishers thatdigital databases wereakinto microfilm and
microfiche reprints, which have not prompted copyright Infringement claims. .

Ginsburg noted thatdatabases "donot perceptibly reproduce articles as partof the collective workto which the author
contributed or as partof any 'revision' thereof.•,. We would reach the same conclusion If theTimessent intactnewspapers
to the electronic publishers."

The Greenberg cases stem from The National Geographic Society's creation of "TheComplete National Geographic"-a
30·disc CD·ROM setcontaining complete reproductions of every Issue of National Geographic published in the magazine's
history. Fourof those Issues Included photos by Greenberg, whohadreclaimed his copyrights fromthe National
Geographic Society afterpublication.

"TheComplete National Geographic" was powered by copyrighted software programs andincluded-In addition to the
magazine reproductions-an animated montage of photos set to music anda Kodak commercial. The National Geographic
registered a separate, and new, copyright for the CD-ROM set in 1998.

In Greenberg I, Blrch-writJng for the panel-stated that"common-sense copyright analysis compels the conclusion" that
the National Geographic, in coliaboratlon with a software company, hascreated "a newproduct ... in a newmedium, fora
newmarket that far transcends anyprivilege of revision or othermere reproduction" envisioned byfederal copyright law.

Birch specifically dismissed arguments offered by National Geographic lawyers that the CD-ROM setsweremerely a
republlcatlon of a pre·exlstlng workno different from converting themagazines to microfilm.

"[11he crillcal difference, from a copyright perspective, is thatthe computer, asopposed io the machines used for viewing
microfilm and microfiche, requires the interaction of a computer program in orderto accomplish the useful reproduction
Involved withthe newmedium," Birch wrote. "These computer programs arethemselves the subject matter of copyright,
and may constitute original works of authorship. and thus present an additional dimension In the copyright analysis. "

Onremand, a districtjudgein Florida, using Greenberg I as a guide, awarded Greenberg $400,000 In2004, three years
afterTasini.

Afterthe Tasini ruling, National Geographic againappealed, resulting in lastweek's rUling.

In Greenberg II ,Trager, joined by Kravllch andBarkett, sided withhis home circuit, which since Tasinl has rejected claims
against National Geographic byotherfreelance writers and photographers.

Likethe2nd Clrcul~ Trager acknowledged that Tasinl had notaddressed theissue directly. Buthe suggested that the high
courthad given "lacltapproval" to microfilm and microfiche as non·lnfringing.

"Under the Tasini framework, the relevant question iswhether the original context of the collective workhas been preserved
inthe revision," Trager wrote. "Clearly, the replica portion of the ["Complete National Geographic") preserves the original
context of themagazines, because It comprises the exact images of each page of the original magazines."

Butin directcontrast to Greenberg I , theTrageropinion asserted thatsoftware programs embedded in the CD·ROM did
notalter'~heorlglnal context of themagazine contents."

L Donald Prutzman, a partner atTannenbaum Helpem Syracuse & Hirschlrilt in NewYorkwhosubmltted an amicus brief
in Tasini for theAmerican Society of Media Photographers, called Greenberg II "a reaction to the2ndCircuit's declsion-on
behalf of another photographer with respect to the same product-which declined to followGreenberg [IJ."

Prutzman said the2nd Circuit, in Faulkner v, National Geographic Enterprises, 409F.3d26, determined that Tasinlwould
allow publishers to reproduce previously published articles Indigital format as long as theywere presented as partof an
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entire Issue. Onthe otherhand, 'The National Geographic product added a number of bells andwhistles," he said. "There
was a basis for a holding that it was a newproduct, notjust an alternative form of the magazine.

PostTasin! appellate courtopinions suggest that, "As long as youreproduce the publication In the same form Itwas
published you haven't Infringed; Prutzman continued. "ButIf you disaggregate it Intoseparate articles and makethem
separately available, thel'\ you haveInfringed."

. Leon Friedman, a professor of copyright lawat Hofstra LawSchool, whofiled an amicus briefon behalfof TheAuthors
Guild In Tas!nl, suggested that,contrary to the Greenberg II opinion, "I don'tthink Tas!nl dealtdirectly withthis issue.... I
thinkpeople arereading a little too much into Tas!n! .

To reach the conclusion opined InGreenberg II, "You haveto read a lot between the lines ... I don't think Tas!nl compeis
the result in this case." Because of that,Friedman saidhe suspects that the U.S. Supreme Court"would takethat case" on
writ of certionari. After issuing Tssini, thehigh courtdenied certin Greenberg I, which theBirch panel hadpublished six
daysbefore Tasin! wasargued.

But NewYork attorney Charles S. Sims-who filedan amicus briefIn Tas!n! for TheAssociation of American Publishers in
support of The NewYorkTimes, said, "The 11thCircuit was wrong in 2001 and corrected itself In2007. Theanalysis that
the Taslnl courtused wasoneof the reasons whyItwasso clearthe 11thCircuit waswrong. It's certainly useful that they
havecorrected theirerrorandbrought themselves in linewiththe2nd Circuit CourtofAppeals."

In this story, the DailyReport Incorrectly reported theyearthatthe National Geographic Society registered a copyright for a
CD-ROM. It was 1998. .

Terms & Conditions I Privacy I AbDUl ALM I AboutDailyReport
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Thursday, June 21, 2007
National Geographic finds a trail through the copyright jungle
By R. RobinMcDonald, StaffReporter

INA DECISION called "curous"by an intellectual property expert, a federal appellate panel in Atlanta has reversed its
circuit's slx-year-old opinion Ina majorcopyright case, declaring the ruling's mandate on behalfof freelance photographers
to be"moot,"

Indoing so, the three-judge panel of the 11thU.S.Circuit Court of Appeals Interpreted a landmark U.S. Supreme Court
decision that expanded freelance writers' copyrights Ina waythat limited the copyright claims of freelance photographers.

The panel's June 13 ruling in Greenberg v.National Geographic Society II,97-03924-CV, reversed a separate panel's 2001
opinion, Greenberg v. National Geographic Society I, 244F.3d1267. Thatdecision had been authored by 11thU.S. Circuit
Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr., a noted copyright expert whose formal 11th Circuit portrait depicts himholding a copy of
"Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive workon copyright law.Judges Gerald B. Tjoflat and R. Lanier Anderson III joined
Birch in the 2001 ruling.

In reversing Greenberg I, the second appellate panel sidestepped a precedent which binds panels to an earlier circuit
decision addressing thesame Issue of lawuniess it hasbeen overturned eitherby the entire 11th CircUit or bythe U.S.
Supreme Court.

Bydeclaring Greenberg I moot, the newpanel-Judge Rosemary Barkett, Senior JudgePhyllis A.Kravitch and David G.
Trager, a visiting U:S.district judge fromthe2nd Circuit in NewYork-also resolved a long-standing conflict withthe 2nd
Circuit created by the Birch opinion. Tragerwrote the Greenberg II opinion for the newpanel.

Both cases dealwithThe National Geographic Society's placement of its entire magazine library on CD-ROM and selling it
as ''The Complete National Geographic,"

In the 2001 case, Birch found thatNational Geographic Infringed the copyright of Florida freeiance photographer Jerry
Greenberg. Sixty-four of Greenberg's photos had appeared in issues of the National Geographic. Oneof those published
photos also was included in ananimated photo montage designed exclusively for the CD-ROM.

Butin nearly Identical cases In New Yorkthatwere brought against Nationai Geographic by otherfreelance writers and
photographers, 2ndCircuit jUdges have taken theopposite tack.

In Greenberg II,Trager asserted that the new11thCircuit panel onwhich he sathad authority to overturn Greenberg I if an
intervening Supreme Court case overruled a priorpanel decision, or if "therationale the Supreme Courtuses in an
intervening casedirectly contradicts the analysis thiscourthas used in a related area, and establishes that thisCourt's
current rule Iswrong."

The intervening ruling onwhich Trager rested Greenberg II was the Supreme Court's 2001 opinion in NewYork Times v.
Taslnl, 533 U.S. 233.

In Tasinl, the high court found that the Times' sales of Its published news articles to online databases suchas Lexls and
Westlaw infringed the copyrights of its freelance writers whose contracts hadnevercontemplated the advent of digital
databases.

Thisweek, Lawrence Nodine, a partner at intellectual property boutique Needle & Rosenberg, called the Greenberg II ruling
"curious" for several reasons.

"Leave out for a second, thesilllng2ndCircuit jUdge," hesaid. "The rule is thatyouarebound by previous panel decisions
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of thecircuitthatshould Qrlly be reversed en bane."

... -0- - -- .

While an appellate panel would have authority to reverse a previous panellf there werea Supreme Courtdecision "on
point," Nodine suggested thatTasini was based ona different setof facts.

Anddicta-any explanatory commentary included in the high courtopinion thatdoesnot directly address the facts of the
case underreview-"ought notentitie thepanel Un Greenberg II] to disregard the previous decision," Nodine said.

'Whether or nolthe [Greenberg II] panel could reverse without an en banc[hearing] is a very interesting question."

Fora decade, the Greenberg and Taslnl cases have pitted publishers against freeiance photographers andwriters-all of
them seeking to define copyright lawInthe digital age. At stake areroyalties andfeesthat publishers could beforced to
share with freelancers whenever theyreproduce andsell those freelancers' previously published works in merchandise
designed for computer access.

As Birch noted In2001 during oral argument In Greenberg I, "All this is about whogetsthemoney, whether you
[pUblishers] canget the money or haveto shareItwithsome author."

Florida lawyer Norman Davis of the Miami firm Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, whorepresents Greenberg, insisted that
Taslnl"has no relevance whatsoever to Greenberg I" andwas nota proper basis for reconsidering andthen mooting the
Birch opinion.

Davis added that hisclienthasnotdecided whether to askthe 11thCircuit to reconsider Greenberg II en banco

In anappellate briefInGreenberg II, Davis suggested that the2ndCircuit's rulings in otherNational Geographic cases "set
upa confllcf' with Birch's 2001 opinion "through the misapplication of Tasinl" and argued that"any resolution of the conflict
between thetwo circuits should be leftto the Supreme Court:'

National Geographic Society executive vice president Terrence B.Adamson-a formerAliantaattorney whowasa key
assistant to then-Attorney General Griffin B. Bell and remains President Carter's iongtime personal lawyer-said he was
"pleased and quite delighted" by Greenberg 1/ •

'This is a veryimportant case," hesaid. "Itwasn'tthatwewere selling a lot of product, but it is ourarchive. There are now
almost 120years of National Geographic. It's ourwhole history andarchlve of whatthisorganization has been about."

The CD set,Adamson asserted, is nota newuseofformerlypublished Issues. "It's the sameuse.... because thepractice
hadbeen for 40 to 50 years to do microfilm and mIcrofiche, which everyone understood" andwhich required no additional
royalty payments to freelancers, "It'sthe same resultif youput it on CD·ROM, or DVD,"

The Taslnf casewasoneof the mostwidely watched copyright cases to reach the Supreme CourtInyears, Freelance
authors of articles previously published In newspapers andmagazines, ledby Jonathan Tasini, brought claims of copyright
Infringement against publishers and owners of electronic databases thathadmade the articles widely available via the
Internet.

A federal district court found for thedefendant publishers butwasreversed by the2nd Circuit, which ruled In favorof the
writers. Ina 7-2opinion Issued June 25, 2001, the high courtaffirmed the2nd Circuit's appellate ruling.

Writing for themajority, Justice Ruth BaderGinsburg determined that electronic and CD·ROM databases containing
Individual articles frommultiple editions of magazines, newspapers andotherperiodicals could notbe considered
"revisions" or revised editions of thepreviously published issues,

"[T]he Databases reproduce anddistribute articles standing alone andnot in context, not 'as part of that particular collective
work'to Which theauthor contributed, 'as partof ... any revision' thereof or 'as partof ... anylatercollective workin the
same series,m shewrote, citing federal copyright law.

Under theterms of Section 201 (c)of the 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act of 1909, Ginsburg wrote, "A publisher could
reprint a contribution fromoneissue Ina laterIssue of its magazine, and could reprint an article fromone edition of an
encyclopedia Ina laterrevision of it, but could not revise the contribution itselfor include it in a newanthology or an entirely
different collective work....
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Itls a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam, Globe Columnist I October 4,2005

Just a fewdays ago, The New Yorker magazine released "The
Complete New Yorker," a $1 00. ej~ht-DVD set thatallows you ~o

read, and printa copy of, every article that ha~ ever appeared Inthe
magazine. To getan idea of how the TCNY might work on your
computer, a free demo is available at thenewyorkersto~e.com.

So I was wondering': What gives them the rightto do this? It's not
possible thatfamous New Yorker contributors like Rachel Carso~,
Robert Benchley, Charles Addams, or even the young John Updike
signed over electronic rights to th~ Tilleygang. The answer, as our

friend John Roberts might say, is nota matter o~ settled law.

Edward KIaris, TCNY project directorand also the magazine's
general counsel, explains that The NewYorker can pUblish the DVDs
because of a Second Circuit Courtof Appeals decisIon in March
involving National Geographic, which put out a digItal version of the
"Complete National Geographic" in 1997. ''They weresued,· K1aris
says, "and the Second Circuit heldthat an image-based compilation
in context, like theirs, wasprotected" by the Copyright Act. "As long
as you maintain the Integrity of your collected work, you can pUblish it
in anymedium. We have a copyright on thatpackage."

But this situation looks verydifferent overat the National Geographic
. Society, which had to takeCNG off the shelves two years ago and

hasnot put it backon sale since. An exasperated executive vice
president TerryAdamson explains that theSociety hasspent
"millIons of dollars" defending Its right to pUblish its best-selling digital
tome in several courts, with no firm decision yet rendered. 'We've
lost the opportunity of haVing this product in homes allover the
world,· Adamson says. "I think that'sa huge loss."

Here's whathappened to theGeographic: In 1997 a photographer
named JerryGreenberg challenged the Geographic's right to resell
hiswork In the digital compilation. Hewon in the 11th Circuit Court of
Appeals, and theSupreme Court declined to review the case.
Portions of the case are still being litigated. Then several other
plaintiffs (Including "Into ThIn AIr" author Jon Krakauer) filed similar
SUits, albeit in a different district. They lost,

r



Whathappened? Taslni happened, the landmark Tas!ni v. New York
Times Co. Supreme Court decision that pitted myoid racquetball
partner, freelance writer Jonathan Taslnl, against the company that
ownsThe Boston Globe. In that decision, the Supreme Court ruled
that the Times Co. would have to·pay freelaneers if it sold individual
articles from its database. But •• and this is a big but - theTimes and
everybody else retained the right to publlsh and sell archival
databases, like microfilms, thatpreserved the package, or the context
of the original newspaper, withoutpayingoutside contributors.

Earlier thisyear, in what I am calling the Krakauer cases, the Second
Circuit applied the"Taslni standard" to National Geographic.
"Because the original context of the magazines is omnipresent in. the
eNG," the court ruled, "the CNG is a privileged revision" underthe
Copyright Act. Meaning Krakauer &Co. lose, and National
Geographic is free to sell its product. But the company doesn't see it
thatway. Given that the 11th CIrcuit ruled in favor of photographer
Greenberg, Adamson says, "you have totally divergent views of the
same statutory provision" In differentcourts. "We want theSupreme
Court to hear it." Until the law gets settled, he adds, CNG will not go
backon sale.

Klarts knows both decisions welf, and views "the 11til Circuit decision
[Greenberg] as fundamentally undermined by1heTasini ruling." He
adds that no N.ew Yorker contributor has contacted the magazine to
complain about TCNY. I spokewith two smartcopyright lawyers who
were unable to statedefinitively which side had the correct
interpretation of this dusty little cornerof copyright law.

So doesthe ghost of Rachel Carson have a cause of action?
Remember the lawyer's motto: Every proposition is arguable.
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It's a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam, GlobeColumnist I October 4, 2005

Justa fewdays ago, TheNew Yorker magazine released ''The
Complete New Yorker," a $100, eight-DVD set thatallows you to
read, and printa copy of, every article that has ever appeared in the
magazine. To getan idea of howthe TCNYmight workonyour
computer, a free demo is available at thenewyorl<erstore.com.

So I was wondering': What gives them the rightto do thIs? It's not
possible that famous New Yorker contributors like Rachel Carson,
Robert Benchley, Charles Addams, or even the young John Updike
signed over electronic rights to th~ Tilley gang. The answer, as our

friend John Roberts might say, is nota matter 0' settled law.

Edward Klaris, TCNY project director and also the magazine's
general counsel, explains that The NewYorker can pUblish the DVDs
because of a Second Circuit Courtof Appeals decision in March
involving National Geographic, which put out a digital version of the
"Complete National Geographic" in 1997. "They weresued," Klaris
says, "and the Second Circuit held that an image-based compilation
in context,.like theirs, wasprotected"by the Copyright Act. "As long
as you mamtaln the Integrity of yourcollected work, you can publish it
in anymedium. We have a copyrIght on thatpackage."

But this situation looks verydifferent overat the National Geographic
' Society, which had to takeCNG off the shelves two years ago and

hasnot put it bacl< on sale since. An exasperated executive vice
president Terry Adamson explains that theSociety hasspent
"millions of dollars" defending its right to pUblish itsbest-selling digital
tome in several courts, with no firm decision yet rendered. "We've
lost theopportunity of haVing this product in homes all over the
world," Adamson says. "I think that's a huge loss."

Here's whathappened to the Geographic: In 1997 a photographer
named JerryGreenberg challenged the Geographic's right to resell
hisworkInthe digital compilation. Hewon Inthe 11thCircuit Court of
Appeals, and theSupreme Court declined to review the case.
Portions of the case are still being litigated. Then several other
plaintiffs (Including "IntoThin Alr" author JonKrakauer) filed similar
SUits, albert in a different district. They lost,

What happened? Taslnl happened, the landmark Tasini v. New York
Times Co. Supreme Court decision thatpitted myoid racquetball
partner, freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, against thecompany that
owns TheBoston Globe. In that decision, theSupreme Court ruled
thatthe Times Co. would have to-pay freelencers if it sold individual
articles from its database. But -. and this is a big but - the Times and
everybody else retained the right to publish and sell archival
databases, like microfilms, thatpreserved thepackage, or the context
of the original newspaper, without paying outside contributors.

Earlier thisyear, inwhatI am calling the Krakauer cases, theSecond
Circuit applied the"TasInl standard" to National Geographic.
"Because the original context of themagazines Isomnipresent in the
CNG," thecourt ruled, ''the CNG is a priVileged revision" under the
Copyright Act. Meaning Krakauer &Co. lose, andNational
Geographic is free to sell its product. But thecompany doesn't see it
thatway. Given that the 11 th Circuit ruled in favor of photographer
Greenberg, Adamson says, "you havetota[iy divergent views of the
same statutory provision" In different courts. "Wewantthe Supreme
Court to hearit."Until the law gets settled, he adds, CNG will notgo
backon sale.

Klaris knows both decisions well, andviews "the 11th Circuit decision
[Greenberg] as fundamentally undermined by theTasini ruling." He
adds thatno New Yorker contributor has contacted the magazine to
complain about TCNY. I spokewith two smart copyright lawyers who
were unable to state definitively which sidehadthecorrect
interpretation ofthls dustylittle corner of copyright law.

So doesthe ghost of Rachel Carson have a cause of action?
Remember the lawyersmotto: Every proposition is arguable.
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tt's a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam, GlobeColumnist I October 4, 2005

Justa fewdays ago, TheNew Yorker magazine released "The
Complete New Yorker:'a $100, eight-DVD set thatallows you to
read, and printa copy of, every article that ha~ ever appeared in the
magazine. To getan idea of howthe TCNY mightwork on your
computer, a free demo is available at thenewyork.erstore.com.

So I was wondering: What gives themthe right to do this? It's not
possible thatfamous New Yorker contributors like Rachel Carson,
Robert Benchley, Charles Addams, or even the young John Updike
signed over electronic rights to th~ Tilleygang. Theanswer, asour

friend John Roberts might say, is not a matter o'settled law.

Edward Klaris, TCNY project director and also the magazine's
general counsel, explains thatTheNewYorker can pubnsh theDVDs
because of a Second Circuit Courtof Appeals decision in March
involving National Geographic, which put out a digItal version of the
"Complete National Geographic" in 1997. ''They were sued," Klaris
says, "and the Second Circuit held that an image-based compilation
in context, like theirs, was protected" by the Copyright Act. "As fong
as you maintain the Integrity of yourcollected work, you can pUblish it
in anymedium. We have a copyright on thatpackage."

But this situation looksverydifferent overat the National Geographic
Society, which had to takeCNG off the shelves two years ago and
hasnot put it backon sale since. An exasperated executive vice
president Terry Adamson explains that theSociety hasspent
"millions of dollars" defending Its right to publish itsbest-selling digital
tome in several courts. with no firm decision yet rendered. 'We've
lostthe opportunity of haVing this product in homes all over the
world," Adamson says. "I think that's a huge loss."

Here's whathappened to the Geographic: In 1997 a photographer
named JerryGreenberg challenged the Geographic's right to resell
hisworkInthe digital compilation. Hewon Inthe 11th Circuit Court of
Appeals, and theSupreme Court declined to review the case.
Portions of thecase are stilI being litigated. Then several other
plaintiffs (InclUding "IntoThIn Air" author Jon Kra!<auer) tiled similar
SUits, albeit in a different district. They lost,

What happened? Tasini happened, the landmark Tasini v. New York
Times Co. Supreme Court decision thatpltted myoid racquetball
partner, freelance writer Jonathan Tasinl, against thecompany that
owns TheBoston Globe. In that decision, theSupreme Court ruled
thatthe Times Co. would have to-pay freelahcers If it sold individual
articles from its database. But - and this is a big but - the Times and
everybody else retained the right to publish and sell archival
databases, like microfilms, that preserved the package, or the context
of the original newspaper, without paying outside contrloutors.

Earlier thisyear, in whatI am calling the Krakauer cases, theSecond
Circuit applied the''Tasinl standard" to National Geographic.
"Because the original context of themagazines Isomnipresent in the
eNG:' the court ruled, ''the CNG is a privileged revision" under the
Copyright Act. Meaning Krakauer &Co. lose. andNational
Geographic Isfree to sell its product. But thecompany doesn't see it
thatway. Given that the 11 th Circuit ruled Infavor of photographer
Greenberg, Adamson says, "you have totally divergent views of the
same statutory provision" In different courts. 'We wanttheSupreme
Court to hearit." Until the law getssettled, he adds, CNG will notgo
backon sale.

Klans knows both decisions well, and views "the 11th Circuit decision
[Greenberg] as fundamentally undermined by theTasini ruling." He
adds thatno N.ew Yorker contributor has contacted themagazine to
complain about TCNY. I spoke with two smart copyright lawyers who
were unable to state definitively which side had thecorrect
interpretation of this dUsty littlecorner of copyright law.

So does theghost of Rachel Carson have a cause of action?
Remember the lawyer's motto: Every proposition is arguable.
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By Alex Beam, GlobeColumnist I October 4,2005

Just a fewdaysago,TheNewYorker magazine released "The
Complete NewYorker," a $100, eight-DVD set thatallows youto
read, and print a copy of, every article that has ever appeared inthe
magazine. Togetan ideaofhowthe TCNYmightworkonyour
computer. a free demo isavailable atthenewyorkerstore.oom.

So I weswondering: Whatgivesthemthe rightto do this? It'snot
possible thatfamous NewYorker contributors like Rachel Carson,
Robert Benehley, ChaHes Addams, or eventheyoung John Updike
signed over electronicrights toth~ TIlley gang. Theanswer, asour

friend John Roberts might say. isnota matter 01settled law.

Edward Kiaris, TCNYprojectdirectorandalsothemagazine's
general counsel, explains thatThe NewYorkercanpublish the DVDs
because of a Second Circuit Courtof AppealsdecisIon inMarch
Invoiving National Geographic, whichputouta digital version of the
"Compiete National Geographic" in 1997."Theyweresued," Klaris
says, "and the Second Circuit held thatan image~based compilation
in context, liketheirs, wasprotected" by the Copyright Act."As long
asyoumaintain the Inte9rity of yourcoilected work, you can publish it
Inanymedium. We havea copyright on thatpackage."

But thissituation looksverydifferentoverat the National Geographic
Society, whichhadto lake CNG off the shelves twoyears ago and
hasnotput itbackon salesince. An exasperated executive vice
president Tany Adamson explains that theSociety has spent
"mUilons of dollars" defending its right to publish its best-selling digltai
tome inseveral courts, with nofirm decisIon yet rendered. "We've
losttheopportunity of having this product Inhomes ail overthe
worid," Adamson says. "I thinkthat'sa hugeloss."

Here's whathappened to the Geographic: in 1997a photographer
named JerryGreenberg chailenged the Geographic's rightto reseil
hisworkIn the digital compilation. Hewon Inthe 11thCircuit Courtof
Appeals, and theSupreme Courtdeclined to reviewthe case.
Portions of thecaseare stili being 1~lgated. Thenseveral other
plaintiffs (inclUding "IntoThinAir" authorJonKrakauer) fiied similar
sults, albeitIn a different district. Theylost.

Whathappened? Tasinl happened, the iandmark Tasini v. NewYork
TimesCo.Supreme Courtdecision thatpitted myoid racquetball
partner, freelance writerJonathan Taslnl, against thecompany that
ownsTheBoston Globe. in that decision, theSupreme Courtruiad
thatthe Times Co.wouid havetopay freelancers Wit sold individual
articles from itsdatabase. But - and this is a bigbut - theTimes and
everybody eiseretained the right to publlsh andseilarchival
databases, like microfilms, thatpreserved the'package, orthecontext
of theoriginal newspaper. without paying outside contributors.

Earlier thisyear. in whatI am calling the Kraksuer cases, theSecond
Circuit applied the"Tas!nl standard" to National Geographic.
"Because the original context of themagazines IsomnIpresent in the
eNG," thecourt ruled, "the eNG is a prIvileged revision" underthe
Copyright Act. Meaning Kraksuer& Co. lose, andNational
Geographic Is freeto seil its product. But thecompany doesn't see ~
thatway.Given thetthe11th Circuit ruledin favorof photographer
Greenberg, Ademson says, "you havetotaily divergent views of the
samestatutory provision" Indifferent courts. 'We wanttheSupreme
Courtto hearIt."Until the law getssettled, he edds, CNG will notgo
backon sale.

Klarisknows both decisions well,andviews "the 11thOlrcuit declslcn
[Greenberg] as fundamentaily undermined by theTasini ruUng." He
adds thatno N.ew Yorker contributor has contacted the magazine to
compialn aboutTCNY. I spokewithtwo smartcopyright lawyers who
wereunable to statedefinitively whichsidehad.the correct
interpretation of thisdustyUttle corner of copyright law.

So doestheghostof Rachel Carson havea cause of action?
Remember the lawye~s motto: EveI}' proposition is arguable.
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It's a case ofwho owns the words - The Boston Globe

friend John Roberts might say, is nota matter of settled law.

Edward Klaris, TCNY project director and also themagazine's
general counsel, explains thatThe New Yorker can publish theDVDs
because of a Second Circuit Court of Appeals decision In March
involving National Geographic, which putouta digital version of the
"Complete National Geographic' in 1997. ''They weresued," Klaris
says, "and theSecond Circuit held thatan Image-based compilation
in context, liketheirs, was protected" bythe Copyright Al:t. "As iong
as you malntaln theIntegrity of yourcoUected work, youcan publish it
in anymedium. We have a copyright onthatpackage.'

Butthisslluation looks verydIfferent over at the National Geographic
Society, which hadto take CNG off theshelves twoyears agoand
hasnotput it back on sale since. An exasperated executive vice
president Terry Adamson explaihs thattheSociety hasspent
"mllUons of dollars" defending its rightto publlsh lls best-selling digital
tome in several courts, with no firm decision yet rendered. "We've
losttheopportunlly of having thIs product in homes aU over the
world," Adamson says. "I think that's a huge loss."

Here's whathappened to theGeogrephic: In 1997 a photographer
named JerryGreenberg chaUenged theGeographic's right to reseU
hisworkInthedigital compUation. HewonInthe 11th Circuit Court of
Appeals, and theSupreme Court declined to review thecase.
Portions of thecase arestili being litigated. Then several other
plaintiffs (including "IntoThin AIr" author JonKrakauer) filed similar
SUits, albelt in a different district. They lost.

Whathappened? Taslnl happened, thelandmark TasinJ v. New York
Times Co. Supreme Court decision thatpitted myoid racquelbaU
partner, freelance writer Jonathan Teslni, against thecompany that
owns TheBoston Globe. In thetdecision, theSupreme Court ruled
thattheTimes Co. would have to payfreelanOOI'$ If it sold individual
articles from its database. But- and this is a bigbut- theTimes and
everybody else retained therightto publish and seu archival
databases, likemicrofilms, thatpreserved thepackage, or thecontext
of the original newspaper, without paying outside contributors.

Earlier thisyear, inwhatI amcalling theKrakauer cases, theSecond
Circuit applied the"Taslnl standard" to National Geographic.
"Because theoriginal context of themagazines. is omnipresent in the
CNG," the court ruled, "theCNG is a privileged revision" underthe
Copyright Act, Meaning Krakauer & Co.lose, andNational
Geographic Is freeto sell its product. Butthecompany doesn't seeit
thatway.Given thatthe11thCircuit ruled in favor ofphotographer
Greenberg, Adamson says, ''you have totally divergent views of the
same statutory provision" In different courts. "Wewant theSupreme
Court to hearit."Until the lawgets settled, headds, CNG will notgo
backon sale.

Klaris knows both decisions well, and views "the 11th CircUit decision
[Greenberg] asfundamentally undermined bytheTaslni ruling.'He
adds thatnoNew Yorker contributor hascontacted themagazine to
complain about TCNY. I spoke with twosmart copyright lawyers who
wereunable to state definitively which side hadthecorrect
Interpretation of this dUsty littlecorner of copyright law.

Sodoes theghost of Rachel Carson have a cause of action?
Remember the lawyer's motto: Every proposition isarguable.
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Norman Davis· Adamson and your case; see below
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It's a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam, Globe Columnist I October 4, 2005

Justa fewdays ago, TheNewYorker magazine released ''The
Complete NewYorker," a $100, eight-DVD setthatallows you to
read, and printa copy of, every article thathasever appeared in the
magazine. To getan Idea of howtheTCNY might work onyour
computer, a freedemo is available atthenewyorkerstore.com.

So I waswondering: Whatgives them therightto dothis? It'snot
possible thatfamous NewYorker contributors likeRachel Carson,
Robert Benchley, Charles Addams, or even theyoung John Updike
signed overelectronic rlghts to theTilley gang. The answer, asour
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Andrew Berger
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900ThirdAvenua
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It's a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam, GlobeColumnist I October4, 2005

Justa fewdays ago, TheNew Yorker magazine released "The
Complete NewYorker." a $100, eight-DVD setthatallows you to
read, and printa copyof,every artlcle thathasever appeared in the
magazine. To getan Idea of howtheTCNY might work onyour
computer, a freedemo is available at thenewyorkerstore.com.

So I waswondering: Whatgives them therightto dothis? II'snot
possible thatfamous NewYorker contributors likeRachel Carson,
Robert Benchley, Chartes Addams, or even theyoung John Updike
signed overelectronic rtghts to theTilley gang. The answer, asour
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Andrew Berger
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From: andrew berger [ma"to:andyberger@nyc.rr.com]
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It's a case of who owns the
words
By Alex Beam,GlobeColumnist I Oc:tober 4,2005

Justa fewdays ago, TheNewYork.er magazine released ''The
Complete NewYorker." a $100, eight·DVD setthatallows you to
read, andprinta c:opy of,every artlcle thathasever appeared in the
magazine. To getan Idea of howtheTCNY might work onyour
computer, a freedemo is available at thenewyork.erslore.c:om.

So I waswondering: Whatgives them the rightto dothis? It'snot
possible thatfamous NewYorker c:onlributors likeRachel Carson,
Robert Benchley, Charles Addams, or even theyoung John Updike
signed overelectronic: rights to theTilleygang. Theanswer, asour



It's a caseofwbo owns the words - The Boston Globe

friend John Ro.berts mightsay.Isnota matter of settled law.

Edward Klaris, TCNY projectdirector and alsothemagazine's
general counsal, explains thatTheNewYorker can publish the DVDs
because of a Second Clrcuft Courtof Appeals decision InMarch
involving National Geographic, which putouta digital version of the
"Complete National Geographic" In 1997. ''They weresued," Klaris
says, "andthe Second Circuit heldthatan Image-based compilation
In context, liketheirs, wasprotected" by the Copyright Act."As iong
as you maintain the Integrity of yourcollected work, youcan publish it
in any medium. Wehavea copyright on thatpackage."

But thissituation looks verydifferent overat the National Geographic
Society, which hadto takeCNG off the shelves twoyears agoand
hasnot put it beckon salesince. An exasperated executiVe vice
president Terry Adamson explains that theSociety hasspent
"millions of dollars" defending ils rightto pUblish itsbest-seiling digital
tomeInseveral courts, withno firmdecision yet rendered. "We'Ve
lostthe opportunity of having this product in homes allover the
world," Adamson says. "I thinkthat'sa huge loss."

Here's whathappened to the Geographic: In 1997a photographer
named JerryGreenberg challenged the Geographic's rightto resell
hiswork Inthe digital compilation. HewonInthe 11thCircuit Courtof
Appeals, andtheSupreme Courtdeclined to review the cese.
Portions of thecasearestillbeing litigated. Then several other
plaintiffs Oncludlng "IntoThinAir"author JonKrakauer) filed similar
suits,albeitin a different district. Theylost.

Whathappened? Taslnl happened, the landmark Taslnl v. NewYork
Times Co.Supreme Courtdecision that pitied myoid racquetball
partner, freelance writerJonathan Taslnl, against thecompany that
ownsTheBoslon Globe. Inthat decision, theSupreme Courtruled
thatthe Times Co.would have to payfreelanClii'S1f II sold IndMdual
articles from its database. But- andthis is a big but- theTimes and
averybody elseretained therightto pUblish andsellarchival
databases, likemicrofilms, thatpreserved the package, or the context
of the original newspaper, without paying outside contributors.

Earlier thisyear, inwhatI amcalling the Krakauer cases, the Second
Circuitapplied the"Taslnl standard" to National Geographic.
"Because the original context of themagazines Isomnipresent in the
CNG," the courtruled, '~he CNG is a priVileged revision" underthe
Copyright Act.Meaning Krakauer & Co. lose, andNational
Geographic Is freeto sell its product. But thecompany doesn't see it
thatway.Given thatthe 11thCircuit ruledin favorof photographer
GreBljbarg, Adamson says, "youhavetotally divergent Views of the
samestatutory provision" Indifferent courts. 'We wanttheSupreme
Courtto hearit." Until the lawgelssettled, headds, CNG wlH notgo
backon sale.

Klaris knows both decisions well, andviews "the 11th Circuit decision
[Greenberg] as fundamentally undermined by theTasin! ruling,·He
adds that no NewYorkercontributor hascontacted the magazine to
complain aboutTCNY. I spoke withtwosmartcopyright lawyars who
wereunable to slate definitively Which sidehadthecorrect
interpretation of this dustylittlecorner of copyright law.

So doestheghostof Rachel Carson havea cause of action?
Remember the lawye~s motto: Every proposition Isarguable.
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Appeals Court
Reverses

\ .

Greenberg
Decision

AFTER YEARS OF LITIGATION, JERRY GREENBERG'S
$400,000 judgment for willful copyright infringe
ment against Nationai Geographic Society has been
vacated.

The U.S. Court of Appeais for the Eieventh Circuit
reversed its own infringement verdict and vacated
the jury award' on June '3, explalntng that the

Supreme 'Court's 2001 ruling in Tasini v. New York
Times put the case In a new light that requiredthe
reversal.

Greenberg sued NGS in 1997 for infringement be
cause the pubiisher used his images without per
mission in a CD-ROM compilation of all back issues
of National Geographic magazine. NGS argued all
along that the compilation, called The Complete Na
tional Geog"raphic, was a revision of its magazines.
Un1l.lir copyright law, pubiishers aren't required to
geflPJl!rmission from contributors for revisions of ex
isting works.

Greenberg argued that the CD-ROM is not a revi
sion, but a new product because it was In an elec
tronic format, with a search engine and opening
montage that made it different from the original
magazines.

The nth Circuit court, which is in Atlanta, agreed
with Greenberg in a March 2001 ruiing. It called the
CD"a new product, in a new medium, for a new mar
ket" and therefore not a revision. The appeals court
then remanded the case to a trial court for a hear
ing on damages. Ajury concluded the infringement
was willful and awarded Greenberg $400,000.

NGS CONTINUALLY ARGUED
THAT THE TASINI RULING

SUPPORTS ITS DEFENSE THAT
THE COMPLETE NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC IS A REVISION OF
ITS ORIGINAL WORK, RATHER

THANA SEPARATE WORK.
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Three months after the nth Circuit de
cided in Greenberg's favor, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled on Tasinl v. New York
Times. That case involved the use of free
lance contributors' work in electronic data
bases that removed articles from the
original context of the collective work.

ln Tasini, the Supreme Court ruled in fa
vor of the freelancers, but Implied (Without
expiicitly stating) that publishers could re
issue collections of freelance works without
permission aslong asthose works appeared
in their original context.

NGS has argued ever since then that the
Tasini ruiing supports its defense that The
Complete NationarCeographic is a revision
of its original works, rather than a separate
work. In 2005, the u.s, Court of Appeais for'
the Second Circuit, which is in New York,
agreed with NG5 in the case of Faulkner v.
National Geographic. That case was neariy
identical to Greenberg's.

After Greenberg won the $400.000 jury

"I WOULD BE LYING IF I
SAID I WASN'T

DISAPPOINTED," SAYS
GREENBERG. "I BELIEVE IN

THE [LEGAL] SYSTEM. I
HAVE NO ANIMOSITY
TOWARD NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC AT ALL."

award, NGS appeaied to the nth Circuit to
reconsider its pre-Tasini ruiing, which the
court finaliy did.

"We conclude that the Supreme Court's
decision in Taslni established a new frame
work for applying [the iaw pertaining to re
visions] that effectively overrules [our]
earlier decision in this case," the appeals
court wrote in its June 13 decision.

"National Geographic is delighted with
the decision," said National Geographic
spokesperson MJ Jacobsen.

The court left open .the question of
whether the opening montage, which in
cludes one of Greenberg's images, is by it
self infringing. Greenberg can still pursue
an infringement claim for that, but says he
hasn't decided whether or not he will.

"l would be lying if i said I wasn't disap
pointed," Greenberg said. "I believe in the
[iegal] system.There's winners and losers in
everything, and I have no animosity toward
National Geographic at all."

• <;-

-David Walkeri
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New Development in NGS Infringement Case

The story continues for Greenberg v. NGS. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit will
reconsider its decision to vacate a $400,000 award for Greenberg for copyright infringement by
National Geographic Society. Greenberg requested that the court hear the matter "en bane,"
where all of the judges of the 11th Circuit (instead of the original panel of 3 judges) weigh in
on the ultimate decision, and the court agreed. This happens usually because the case concerns
a matter of exceptional public importance or the panel's decision appears to conflict with a prior
decision of the court. Review my June 16. 2007, and June 25. 2005, blogs for background of
the case.
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LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

WILEY PAYS $5,000 FOR ILLEGAL CD USE; REMOVES CD FROM .~ARKET ,
NEW YORK-Publisher John Wiley & Sons Inc. has paid photographer Bianca Levies $5,000
for the unauthorized use of one of hersignature images on a CD. When the company was
made aware of the unauthorized use, it also withdrew the CD from the market in orderto

,remove the photo and reissue a revised version without it. "We take copyright very serious
ly," says John Wiley spokesperson Susan Spilka.

Lavies' photo shows a jumping armadillo, which she shot onassignment forNationalGe
ographic in the early Eighties. She subsequently licensed print rights to John Wiley & Sons
for a physics textbook-once in 1992, and again in 1995. On both occasions her delivery ,
memo and irwoice specified print rights only, she says.' " " '

, In 1993 and 1997, Lavies refused the publisher's request.for rights to use the photo in',
electronic media-once ona CP-ROM called CD physics,"and again in an electronic datab~se.
, Then; last summer, John Wiley notified her that the photo would appear on a neW~c1F ,
tion of CD Physics, and asked herto bill them for $75,' ';', '"

"I flipped out:' says Levies, When' she complained about the disailowedusage, a J(jhn
, ' d continued on oaae 13

Wiley editor assured her that the picture
would not appear on the CD after all, she
says. "I wrote a letter confirming the conver
sation. Next, I was notified thatit had already
gone onCD and 1,500copies had been sold:'

Says Spilka, "We discovered our error'
and asked for her permission for the use.
When she said no, we withdrew the CD
and reprinted it withouther image:'

Lavies said she was initially offered
$500 to settle the matter. Since that was
unacceptable to her, she hired attorney
Nancy Wolff to press for more.

She had registered the copyright of the
photo prior to the unauthorized use, making
her eligible for statutory damages in court.

She wanted to take the case to court, she
says, butdecided against it.One factor in that
decision was the precedent of Tasini v. The
New York Times, afederal court ruling which
gave publishers some rights to reuse printed
articles on electronic media.

In addition, says Wolff, "I didn't think we
could justify the risks and costs of asking for
more at a trial, and $5,000 for an editorial
use on a CD is a fair settlement:'
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JERRY
DANTZIC'S

UNSEEN
LADY DAY

New York photojournalist
Jerry Dantzic recorded on
film many notable jazz

musicians of the Fifties and Sixties,
in clubs, during TV appearances
and recording sessions for major
record companies of the time.

Among his most telling subjects
was jazz legend BillieHoliday, whom
he photographed extensivelyduring a
two-week appearance in 1957 at the
Newark, New Jerseydub Sugar Hill.

Much of this work-like this
behind-the-scenes portrait of the
singer with her Chihuahua, Pepe
offers a different side to the tragic
public persona that haunted
Holiday throughout her life.
Although Dantzic shot these images
as a freelancer for Decca Records,
they were never used and they
remain largely unseen to this day.

Dantzic, a life member of the
ASMP, passed away in December
2006 after a long illness, yet his pho
tographic archive remains active
under the watchful management of
his son, Grayson. Future exhibitions
will include a show in late 2007 at
the Foley Gallery in New York. '::.~.
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Even more important than the overall project description is the
agreement you reach on usage of your images. "Never give up your
copyright," cautions Fitzhugh, who now works almost exclusively
with nonprofit groups. "If your photographs turn out to be great,
that copyright is gold." Most photographers license their images to
a nonprofit for a limited period and specify whether the usage
applies to print, Web or both. For his Costa Rica shoot, Orlando
gave the organization unlimited internal use of75 to 100 images for
a year, then relicensed them afterward. Borges says he tends to give
organizations permanent unlimited use of his images "as long as
they're used in the promotion of the message"-c-however, he gener
ates income from print sales and speaking engagements.

Clearly, relicensing images can offset the costs of waiving or
reducing your fee, but getting the language for relicensing into your
contract might require some finessing. "A lot of nonprofits are
afraid you're going to exploit the images," says Fitzhugh, who sells
her own stock from nonprofit shoots directly to educational maga
zines and textbooks. In her contracts, Fitzhugh states that she'll reli
cense her work for educational or editorial purposes only. "I'm very
careful to monitor the way the images are used, to make sure that
nobody is presented in a negative way,"she says.

"What'sequally important is to have a clause in your contract that
prevents your nonprofit from doing any third-party licensing. The
client must understand that third-party licensing is something only
the copyright holder can do. The photographers we spoke with

the Lazarus Project, a Lutheran organization. Colton donated his
time and was paid expenses, though he anticipates relicensing some
of his images for stock, or partnering with the organization to create
a shared income stream by selling images through its Web site.

BY SARAH COLEMAN!!!

In some cases, however, it may feel right to waive fees.Jon
Orlando, a Colorado-based photographer who has
worked with non profits ranging from Greenpeace to a
tiny nonprofit in Costa Rica, says he'd never donate work
to Greenpeace because it's obvious that the nonprofit
behemoth depends on high-quality photography and has
funds to finance this. But when he partnered with the Costa Rica
Conservation Trust, he knew the organization had only one paid
staff member and a limited budget. "Youhave to be realistic,"he says.
"Not charging large nonprofits that are paying other creatives is bad
business for yourself and the industry at large. For shoestring oper
ations, though, if you feel passionate about what they do, go for it."

Consider how much time you have available to do the work, and
the long-term benefits it will bring you. Even if there's no immediate
payoff, benefits can accrue in the form of an enhanced portfolio,
exposure and the potential for stock sales. "Every time I'm asked to
donate something, I evaluate it on a case-by-case basis,"saysFobes."I
ask myself:Will I get more than my investment? Is this going to help
me achieve my goals in my business?"

"Whetheryou're working for a fee or donating work, it's vital to draw
up an agreement that's absolutely clear about the expectations for the
project on both sides."If you're donating work, you're entitled to ask
for a few things in return," says Susie Fitzhugh, a Seattle-based pho
tographer who has worked with the Annie E. Casey Foundation and
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, among others. For instance,
says Fitzhugh, you should insist that the organization help you get
model releases for your subjects. If releases are not obtainable, you
should at least require the organization to indemnify you against any
future action taken by the subjects you photograph on their behalf.

In many cases, partnering with a nonprofit can help photogra
phers get access to material that would otherwise remain out of
bounds. "This was a project r wouldn't get a chance to do in my
everyday life, and I found it inspiring," says Neil Colton, a
Washington, D.C-based photographer who recently traveled to Haiti
on a probono basis to photograph children in a village sponsored by

Fobes recommends looking on Cuidestar.org, a Web
site that maintains information on nonprofits' operating
budgets, for a real-world gauge of the organization's
finances. Common sense is also helpful in determining
the extent of a financial give and take. Some years ago,
Fobes says, she was approached by a government agency
that wanted to use two of her images in an exhibition, but
offered nothing more than a photo credit. Her incredu
lous reaction: "This is a photography exhibit and they
have no budget for photography?" After she quoted them
$1,500 for the use of her work, the agency called back and
said it had found the money. "Because I said no to them,
I was able to pay the mortgage that month," Fobes recalls.
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Clem Spalding
President, ASMP

ciary responsibilities from our counsel, Victor Perlman, so
that we all stay within the rules and laws that govern our
organization. We are now writing a training manual for
officers, where none existed before.

Payments to members, including directors, for outside
services have always been reported in the minutes, but
now we also publish a running scorecard, with extensive
detail, on the Web site. You can see this information at
<www.asmp/payments>.

In 2003, we instituted an annual performance review
with our executive director. This includes a written, com
prehensive and candid review of the past year's perform
ance as well as the establishment of objectives for the
coming year. It always leads to a very healthy employee/
employer discussion. It provides a mechanism for both
parties to address concerns honestly and constructively.
I cannot imagine doing things any other way.

Society officers are now much more involved in the
budgetary process. Instead of reviewing a budget pre
pared by staff, we now roll up our sleeves and get down
to line-by-line analysis and planning. Staff has worked hard
to provide the most concise financial information possible.

For several years now we have conducted Chapter
Leadership Training programs. A trained director spends
the day with a chapter's volunteer leadership and helps
them to better understand their roles, as well as the best
practices of chapter operations.

This past year, we established a Governance Committee
charged with identifying and recruiting potential leaders to
serve on a national committee immediately so they can
become exposed to national issues, begin a relationship
with the national board and staff, and demonstrate their
leadership skills.The committee is also charged with find
ing and recommending the strongest candidates for
national board service.

Proper internal governance and delivering value on a
day-to-day basis go hand in hand. We will continue to
create and adapt our best practices in order to maintain
your trust and lead the ASMP forward to a stronger
future for us all. After all, we are members too.

Mark Greenberg, a board member and

portrait. A longtime

the commercial marketplace. Now working

serves cneots throughout Mc1fk'5 WO,f!<

WHO IS MINDING THE STORE?

THE ASMP CONTINUES to grow in size, influence,

stature and value. With the vital assistance and
cooperation of staff and volunteers, we are build

ing a better, stronger ASMP that provides for us collec
tively what we cannot do for ourselves individually. Every

day brings new reasons why we need this strong voice for
our interests: Orphan Works and the cultural degradation
of copyright, the powerful need for digital and licensing
standards, the unprecedented speed of change in the
marketplace, the evolving profile of our membership.

The source of our strength is the trust that members
give the organization. Trust that we will do the right
thing, we willalways speak out when needed, and we will
not squander the resources placed under our responsi
bility as elected leaders. It is a trust that no one should
take lightly. It is a trust that, If lost, is the devil to regain
and rebuild.

So how do we know that our leaders will be good
stewards? How do we "trust but verify"? How can we be
sure that they are doing the right thing? We do it by con
ducting all the ASMP's affairs with complete transparen
cy and within prudent controls.

We have long published our audited annual financial
statement in the bulletin and published our board meeting
minutes on the Web site, as required. And, as required, the
president and the treasurer approve every check written.

Over the past five years, though, we've gone beyond
these requirements to ensure that the ASMP gets the
most for its money, that members have good reason to
trust their leaders, and that those leaders are account
able for their actions. Among the measures and innova
tions we have instituted:

Guidelines for director spending. Our board members
must travel at least twice a year to Philadelphia for meet
ings. Officers make the journey twice as often. Some of
our directors also travel as part of their committee
responsibilities. In 2002, we established guidelines for
director spending that ensure such expenses are kept to
a minimum.

In recent years, we've provided ongoing training for all
directors, new and old, with an eye to maximizing their
ability to contribute to the continuing improvement and
strengthening of the ASMP.They also get a class in fidu-
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MARKETING MATTERS

PRO BONO:
Colors may be brilliant,
subtle, saturated or delicate.
With this film, they'll always be faithful.

Patrick Ross
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NONPROFITS

around the world. "With that gift, go out and find partners who
share that passion." Emerging photographer Julia Blaukopf who
was interested in working in Africa, found the Ghana-based non
profit organization Women in Progress (WIP) on Idealist.erg, a
Web site that publicizes jobs and opportunities in the nonprofit
world. "I maintained a dialogue with the founders through e-mail
and sent them photographs from my work in Kenya," she recalls.
WIP stood out to her, she says, because "it involved helping women
and focusing on sustainable business over government handouts."

Once you've found an organization to partner with, how gener
ous should you be with your work? To answer this question, you
should ask two more: what is the organization's size and budget,
and how much time will you spend doing the work relative to other
(possibly more lucrative) assignments?

Some photographers arc so enthusiastic to work with a nonprofit
that they'll instantly agree to waive their fees. While this might be
appropriate in some cases,it can lead to a general expectation among
non profits that photography can be obtained for free. The result is a

"trickle up" effect where even organi
zations with deep pockets start asking
photographers to donate work.

"There are nonprcfits out there
that have money, but that are still
looking for handouts," says Natalie
Fobes, who has published books on
Pacific salmon and Alaska. In order to
maintain objectivity in her work,
Fobes prefers to self-fund her projects
or to work on assignment for maga
zines like Audubon, Smithsonian and
National Geographic. Yet, she's con
stantly approached by environmen
talist groups seeking to use her exist
ing images. "What I tell them is that
right now, I'm working on a very
complex story on logging and I don't
have funds to foot my own bill, so
that's why I charge a licensing fee for
my other images," she says. "Some
groups arc very sympathetic; others
are very rude."

BULLETIN 22

How do you find a nonprofit whose mission gels with your own,
and approach the organization about working together? "If you
have something you're passionate about saying, that's 80 percent of
the battle," says veteran photographer Phil Borges, who has worked
with Amnesty International and CAREto shoot indigenous peoples

For many photographers, the idea of working with a non
profit organization is enormously appealing. If you're
doing work with a social or environmental focus-c-docu
menting autistic children, perhaps, or chronicling the

endangered snow Jeopard-why not partner with a like-minded

organization that's working in the same area? There are obvious
benefits: the organization might help you with access to subjects,

pay expenses or fees, and enhance your exposure by exhibiting
and publishing your work. But there can also be some potential
pitfalls. We spoke to eight photographers who've worked with
nonprofits on various levels to find out how they've managed
these relationships, and to what extent their normal business
practices were appropriate.
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Above: Nikita Khrushchev in front of the
Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C., 1959.

Right: 1960s fashion icon Twiggy during a
photo shoot. london, Great Britain, 1966.

Top right: Burt Glinn, the lover, with a friend
on the beach. Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1960.
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but I still think that the Crimson was the best," Glinn told us in a recent

interview.
For the full details of our conversation, visit the ASMP web site at:

<www.asmp.org/go/glinn>.
To see more of his pictures visit: <www.magnumphotos.com>. ,",:,:.
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AN EXCLUSIVE NETWORK OF PHOTOGRAPHERS, REP GROUPS ANO AGENCIES POWERED BY CUSTOMIZEO, NEXT GENERATION TOOLS ANO TECHNOLOGY.
WE'RE WORKING TOGETHER TO REVOLUTIONIZE THE EVER-CHANGING NEEDS ANO TRENDS OF THE STOCK INDUSTRY. GO INOIE,

Above: Fidel Castro
enters town and deliv
ers a speech that lasts
for hours. Santa Clara.
Cuba, 1959.

Left: Photographer Burt
Glinn poses as a fighter,
with cameras around his
neck and gun held high.
Havana, Cuba, 1959.

FROM THE CRIMSON

ASMP LIFE

Cuban revolution) and his eye for unfolding events (he broke ranks
with the press and stationed himself in front of the Lincoln Memoria!

for a candid picture of Khrushchev during his historic US visit) were

formed by his early years as an editor for the Harvard Crimson and a
photographers' assistant for LIFE magazine.

"I've worked with most of the major publications in the world,

T
he allure of the globetrotting photographer is nowhere better
exemplified than in the work of Burt Glinn, a past president of
the ASMP and a longtime member of Magnum Photos, for which

he also served multiple terms as president.

Glinn's nose for news (he fled a tony Manhattan New Year's Eve

party for a late-night flight to Havana and a chance to follow the

Photos taken during the first
days of January 1959. when
Cuban dictator Fulgencio
Batista was ousted and
Cuban rebel leader Fidel
Castro marched from the
mountains toward Havana
with his revolutionary army
of 8,500 partisan men and
women.

[PORTFOLIO]

Above: Castro rides into
Havana aboard a military
vehicle, escorted by Cuban
naval officers. Havana, Cuba,
1959.

Right: On a stop along his
route to Havana, Castro lifts
a young admirer. Santa Clara,
Cuba, 1959.
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"Bill Cramer's magazine licensing agreement excludes article reprint use. Spelling
this out In a contract earns him more money and saves relationships too.

As the project evolved, the scope of Kahn's involvement grew, yet

his change-order confirmation faxes to Spivak often went unacknowl

edged. Kahn followed his customary approach to any job, producing an
agreement form that covered how and with whom approvals would be

granted. He also took detailed notes on meetings and e-mail exchanges

and documented his production costs and expenses extensively.A good
thing, as it turns out: the artistic director was notorious for requesting

far more work and materials than his budget actually covered. Thanks
to Kahn's careful documentation habits, as well as some creative sug

gestions from seasoned members of the production team on how to

redirect costs to minimize red flags, he was able to recoup expenses that

were initially refused on his invoice.
"What's most helpful in a situation like this is to get to know the peo

ple who can cover your back and expedite the billing/payment process,"

says Kahn. "There are creative ways to structure your bill that insure get
ting paid for your work," he adds, "Bottom line: it has to be reasonable."

Avoid Ambiguity with Detailed Documents
Cramer is also a stickler for communication and detail. He views the

estimate and contract as the bedrock of a good documentation system
and keeps boilerplate forms for contracts and estimates close at hand. "A

proper paper trail for photographers really comes down to having a
comprehensive agreement signed by both the photographer and the
client," says Cramer. "Coming to a clear understanding prior to shoot

ing an assignment will avoid a lot of confusion later." He adds, "Any
ambiguity in the agreement will generally benefit the client, who has the

advantage of having both your pictures and your money. And if your
agreement is oral and not written, you will always have ambiguity."

Cramer works with the production company Wonderful Machine,

whose support staff maintains an invoice log to track important items
for each assignment. Keypoints include: job delivery,backup, invoicing,
payment, copyright application date and verification of the completed

certificate, receipt of tear sheets, follow-ups with clients and subjects,
among other things. "We have a full-time studio manager, marketing

director and bookkeeper on staff. If we didn't have a systematic way of
keeping track of those details, we wouldn't be able to work together."

Cramer keeps a stack of assignment cheat sheets handy that prompt
him for important information about each project: name and contact

details for the assigning party, contact information for subjects and/or
their PR companies, a brief description of the article, technical and cre

ative notes, special information on model releases, details about
reporters or other parties on-site during the shoot, and the project
timeline. Cramer's job folder sometimes ends up stuffed with e-mails,

directions, schedules and discussion notes, but his assignment sheet is
the key to keeping it all organized.

"For me, it's just intuitive to want to keep track of everything. I
always have a bunch of projects going on at any given moment. I could

never hope to remember all the details. $0 having a system really helps
me keep it all together."

Not sure where to get started? ASMP members can access business
forms for estimates, invoicing, terms and conditions, releases
and more-to use "as is" or format to your own specifications at
<http://asmp.org/membersarea/forms.php>.

for the ASMP in recent months, and (as some announcements in

our news section will attest) has led to increased cooperation with
industry partners and benefit for all members.

With this circumstance in mind, I would encourage you to

negotiate and seek compromise and consensus in your business
agreements rather than taking a confrontational stance. Ask for
fair compensation and try not to leave money on the table.

Request all of the information necessary to produce an estimate
and take some time away from the phone to analyze all facts

before calling your client back. Be sure to determine the range of
usage, the term of usage and the particulars of the assignment. As
a tactic, be sure to price your jobs so that there is room for nego

tiation and remember that if you are not willing to walk away
from the job, you really haven't negotiated at all!

Meanwhile, I would encourage you to price your job saying,
"This is what we customarily charge for this type of assignment
with this license term and specific rights and usages." If the client

balks or complains, ask what they had in mind and wait for a
response. I repeat, wait for a response; don't waffle and lower your
price. Be prepared to negotiate a compromise somewhere in

between your estimate and their offer. Ultimately, you create a
win/win situation for both you and your client.

As an association with thousands of members, the ASMP is
better prepared to deal with egregious company policies than you
are as an individual. We do the best we can to address these issues

on behalf of our members. But don't always look for smoke and
fire. The best and longest-lasting deals are negotiated with mutu

al respect and good sense and are not necessarily the result of
public pressure or confrontation. So, the next time your blood
pressure begins to rise and you're about to say something you
might regret, take a deep breath. Think about what you really

want and keep your eye on the prize-fair compensation for the
value delivered. F·

Eugene Mopsik
Executive Director, ASMP

I wish yOIl continued successin your business affairs for the new year.

Look to the ASMP's "It's Your Business" seminar series [or valuable

programming and, coming in the fall of 2007, watch for the return

of the highly acclaimed"StrictlyBusiness"seminar cvent.

When the communication is less than personal, the temptation

to be confrontational is multiplied. Yet,in these situations it is in
my nature to first pick up the phone and make a call to the prin
cipals regarding the issue at hand, express my concerns on behalf
of my members, and test the waters to see how likely it is that pos
itive changes will be made. The private response of the other par

ties would determine my subsequent communication to the pub
lic. The bottom line is that no one likes to be put into a corner
photographer or client.

Indeed, across a wide range of issues, more can be accomplished

through consensus than through confrontation. This philosophy
and the relationships it inspires-has been particularly productive

W
HAT'S IN YOURNATURE?Whena client
offers lousy terms and conditions, low fees

and a diminished rights position, do you
get confrontational or do you try to negoti
ate a better deal? The instantaneous and

impersonal aspect of e-mail and listservs make it easy for us to

respond to these challenges in an aggressive manner. while there
is certainly a time to be aggressive, my experience has shown that
more is accomplished through negotiation and efforts to reach
consensus than with confrontation.

Consider the following: a heated trade issue in which the
anonymity and speed of internet communications fan the flames
of public and private outrage in an online thread of accusation
and comment. Situations like this are often brought to our atten

tion at the ASMP, and we use our experience and best efforts to
diffuse hostilities and arrive at a positive resolution.

Be sure to determine the range
of usage, the term of usage and

the particulars of the assignment.
As a tactic, be sure to price your jobs
so that there is room for negotiation

and remember that if you are not
willing to walk away from the job,

you really haven't negotiated at all!
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"Our laptop comes on all our shoots, traveling

in planes and trains and cars, so it could easily
get damaged," he says. "To have AppleCare

included in this deal is great."
To get the preferred pricing, visit <www

.asmp.org/go/buyapple>, or call Apple at
(800) 854-3680 and identify yourself as an
eligible participant in the Apple Association

Member Purchase Program.
-Sarah Coleman

Lightroom Hits the Streets.
Get it While it's Hot-
at a Preferred Price

professional photography studios replace hard

ware annually or bi-annually to keep up with
evolving technology. "Digital processing is so
intensive that the speed and efficiency of a new
machine makes it a really worthwhile invest

ment," he says.
Making the deal even sweeter, Apple is

offering a 12 percent discount on AppleCare
extended warranties, which Anderson says are

a must-have for photographers on the move.

Check out the new and extensive
online guide to copyright
on the ASMP Web site.

Visit <www.asmp.org/copyright>
for full details.

AN APPLE
NEVER TASTED
SO SWEET

F
or ASMP members who use Apple com
puters and software, life just got a little
bit better. In partnership with ASMP,

Apple is offering substantial discounts on some
of its most popular products. Discounts range
from 8 percent on hardware like the Mac Pro
tower to 17 percent on Aperture software, and
there's even a small break on iPods and other

consumer items. The deal includes free ship
ping on orders over $50, and digital imaging

professionals are on hand to offer free techni
cal advice on product configuration options.

"I'm very happy and excited about this deal,"

says Richard Anderson, ASMP board member
and chair of the Universal Photographic Digital

Imaging Guidelines (UPDlG). An early adopter
of Apple technology, Anderson notes that many

I'm after," says Cramer. "My contracts are made up of an estimate

detailing what pictures I'm going to create, what licensing I'm going to
convey and how much it's going to cost, and a terms and conditions
page that covers definitions of usage terms like 'publicity', 'collateral;
'advertising' and also provides detail about the payment schedule,
copyright, exclusivity, indemnification, turnaround time, confidential
ity, tear sheets, retouching rates and cancellation policy:'

Although you should have your own legal document templates at
the ready, whether they're estimates, job agreements or job change

orders, many clients (especially large corporations or publishing con
cerns) prefer----or insist-that you sign their in-house forms. Be vigi

lant about reviewing the language and terms of all documents you are
asked to sign: contracts, indemnifications, purchase orders, job
changes-you name it. Boilerplate wording on a purchase order could
supersede your initial agreement. Don't assume that months of negoti

ations on a job agreement will be honored-always read the latest ver
sion of a document, and check it against previous versions, before you
sign on the dotted line.

It's important to understand when a client expects you to revise their
contract and when they don't. It's a rule of business that if you don't
ask, you don't get. So many contracts are written to only serve the inter

ests of your client. In most cases, they fully expect you to cross out and
add your own language. It's also crucial to compare secondary docu
ments to your primary contract or job agreement. Cross out any words
that undermine your contract-watch out for the terms "work for

hire," "hold harmless" and "prevailing terms." Make sure to initial or

sign your changes and return the document to your client.

Establish The Paper Trail
Kahn's 1999 Rizzoli publication SoHo New York drew the interest of
Neil Spivak, the artistic director of the Columbia Pictures blockbuster

Spider-man, released in 2002. Spivak hired Kahn to create Peter Parker's
"photography portfolio," by digitally inserting photos he made of

Spider-man's stuntman into New York City-scapes he shot to match
storyboard illustrations. The resulting composites appeared promi
nently throughout the films.

Watch Your Language
In any business transaction it's vital that all parties are clear about their

roles, expectations and obligations. Given the potential for complexi
ties in a photography assignment, oversight is particularly important. If
you arc generating a document such as an estimate, job agreement or a

work change order for your client to review, you want to be precise and
comprehensive in the wording contained therein.

After photographing a CEO for a magazine client, Philadelphia
based shooter Bill Cramer learned that the subject's company had pur

chased lO,OOO reprints from his client to the tune of $19,000. When

Cramer called the magazine to negotiate the licensing rights, he was
initially rebuffed. Yet, since his contract with the magazine excluded

article reprints from the initial licensing agreement, he eventually got
paid an additional $3,800 for the reprint use. "If I hadn't spelled it out
in the contract, I would have had no leverage," says Cramer, "and if I

had pressed the issue with the client, I would have either not gotten the
money or I would have ruined that relationship. But they could see in

black and white that they had already agreed to my terms. Having a

contract 110t only makes you more money. it saves relationships too."
Both Cramer and Brooklyn-based photographer Steve Kahn have

honed the language in their estimates and job agreements over the
course of their careers. Cramer has kept his contract wording as simple
as possible. "It's easier to negotiate because the client understands what

A
considerable investment of time and effort is required to

land jobs and work with clients to meet their interests

while protecting your own business needs. In a perfect
world, a photographer's next move would be to focus only

on producing a creative end product and receive due compensation for

the effort. But in the complicated realm of reality, photographers need
to remain vigilant and track all aspects of their work process-from the
first client discussion to the contents of legal documents.

In the first and second installments of our series "The Art of

the Estimate," we covered the basics of handling calls from
potential clients and best practices in preparing an estimate.

A THICK PAPER TRAIL AND A REVIEW OF FINE PRINT
ARE A PHOTOGRAPHER'S BEST DEFENSE

THE DEVIL IS IN THE

DETAILS
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60 years ago, they have been inundated by for

eigners intrigued by those humongous gourds.
"When you think about it, it's even more

important to get a model release from a naked

man wearing nothing but a gourd. So I
exchanged a few coins for the signed releases.

But the men of Irian lavadon't have any pock

ets for their coins-just gourds.
I learned pretty quickly not to ever ask for

small change. F·

ASMPBULLETIN 17

BY GLEN'.6:i.'CisONI

really fun for her. I felt awkward having to go

through the exercise. Later I asked my driver to
sign as a witness. In deep appreciation I gave

the lady my pen as a heartfelt gift, not just com
pensation. I'm sure this made her day. The
warm interchange certainly made mine.

If we want to license our images effectively,

we must have those releases. The larger stock
photo libraries won't accept ANYphotos with

recognizable people that don't have model

releases. There are other marketing avenues
where one can list the images as "Not

Released," but then licensing opportunities are

greatly reduced, and images are only available
for editorial uses and not the often more
lucrative commercial licenses. Gle1JAflison travels extensively shooting travel

So what about those guys in the gourds? images for stock and has authored several books

Well, they like to have their photos taken, too, inspired by his travels including Penis Gourds
and it wasn't all that difficult to get releases & Moscow Muggings. He describes himselfas a

signed once my guide explained their legal sig- © GlenAllison <www.glenallison.colTl> dweller (~r third world cyber cafes and owner of

nificance. Fortunately for me, these gentlemen are not intimidated by the world's largest mobile collection (~f cables, adapters tint! pocket hard

a camera. Ever since they were discovered by Western civilization just drives. See more of Glen's images at <www.glenoliison.com>.

Tel: (312) 977-0121
Fax: (312) 977-0733

LAW OFFICES

COPYRIGHT AND RELATED MATTERS

ATTORNEYAT LAW

ALAN KORN

tion as a great artist. Philippe and Yvonne are

survived by their daughter, Irene, three grand
children and three great -grandchildren. po

-SC

MARK H. BARINHOLTZ, P.c.

mPYRIGHT,TRADFMARK, INTELLFCfUAL PROPERlY

1840 WOOLSEY STREET
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94703

Tel:510-548-7300 Email:AAKORN@IGC.ORG
Fax: 510-540-4821 Web: \\'\\M'.ALANKORN.COM

SSWest Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603

for New York, where they hosted Dadaist art
salons in their Upper West Side apartment.
Among his other honors, Philippe was the first

president of ASMP.Always the dedicated help

mate, Yvonne supervised printing of her hus

band's photographs after his death in 1979,
and in 1989, wrote the definitive book
Hulsman at Work, sealing Philippe's reputa-

~CAi
136 West 21 Street. New York. NY 10011 . Ph(212) 741 2990 . Fx(212) 741 3217

www·'oto~are,~oill

Her name is usually appended to that
of her famous husband Philippe, but

Yvonne Halsman, who passed away
in September 2006, was a photographer and
writer in her own right. Born in Paris, she met
Philippe when she worked as an assistant in
his Paris photography studio. In 1940, just
before the Nazi occupation, the two fled Paris

Passing of a Partner in Art and Life

ASMPBULLETIN 8



BETTER BUSINESS
[ASMP POINTOF~

PENIS GOURDS +
MODEL RELEASE

CONSTITUTIONAL REFERENDUM

COMMENTARY

NOW that I have your attention-so how do you ask a tribal
warrior in Irian lava, naked except for his gourd, to sign a

model release?
Getting releases is most definitely the bane of a stock photogra

pher's existence-at least mine. I've found, however, that getting
releases in thirdworld countries is usually much less painful than in
the more litigious societies like the United States and other Western

countries where people are afraid to sign any legal document that
looks intimidating. The biggest problem in the more "exotic" cul
tures of the world is not getting the release, but explaining what it is

and why it's necessary, especially if you don't speak the language.
Recently I photographed a painted elephant festival in Iaipur,

India. Parades and street festivals always present a big challenge

when it comes to getting releases. It's almost impossible to pull a col
orfully painted elephant out of a procession and get the mahout
(elephant driver) to climb down and sign a release. Yet I find that

India is one of the easiest countries

to get model releases in. First of all,
the people are inquisitive by nature
and extremely friendly. They are

intrigued by the camera and the at
tention. Smiles come easily. But

what about the language barrier?
No problem. It's relatively inexpen
sive to travel in India so I always

hire a car with a driver (about $25
per day) and make sure the driver
speaks fluent English. He's my link

to communicate with the locals
and he can easily explain to them

that I might be able to get the pho
tos published, but only if I have

their permission granted by the
model release in my hot little hand.
Naturally the gratuity they receive

makes the proposition even more
attractive. In advance, I decide the

"proper" amount to pay relative to
the culture, so I don't make it even

more difficult for the next photog
rapher who stumbles down the

same path.

It's said that there are about ten million nomadic tribal people in

India who have no education and don't even know the name of the
country they live in. These are some of the most uniquely dressed

people in the land. You wouldn't believe the colorful saris with
embedded bits of mirror, bangles and beads that the women wear

and the silver jewelry that's tied in their hair and dangles about their

faces. My driver explained to one of these ladies the significance of

my model release. Then she looked lip with a big grin. This was
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In accordance with Article XIII sec. 3 of the ASMP Constitution

(Opposing points of view)and By-Law #11, the following statements
in support of and in opposition to the proposed constitutional ref·

erendum are offered for your consideration. For the complete
Pro/Con statements, rebuttals, proposed changes and what's dif
ferent go to <www.asmp.org/referendum>. Be sure to vote!

PRO
Dear Pellow Members,
I write to urge you to vote "YES"for the current ASMP referendum

that has probably already reached your mailbox. As your most
recent past president, I believe this proposed constitution will allow
our Society to continue the progress of the past few years, as well as
provide us with a better future. Without it, ASMP will suffer the

inevitable slowdown our current system mandates.
Many of you probably have little interest in the Society's gover

nance, but you do care deeply about having a trade association that

provides you real value. These two issues are tied at the hip-c-in
order for ASMP to work proactively and successfully for your inter
ests, you need to help ASMP to approve this new constitution.

Our current constitution requires a 2/3-majority member vote
to raise dues even a dime. Have you ever tried to get a super major

ity of photographers to agree on anything? Try something easy like
a chapter program topic or what to put on the pizza and you will
see our problem. Historically, by the time the required majority is

reached, we have lost services and staff. The system holds us back.
The proposed document changes the dues setting system and it

also increases the power of membership oversight. It allows our

elected board of directors to set the dues and, simultaneously, eases
the procedure for reversing a board action. The board needs the

ability to run the organization efficiently, and the members need
the power to stop a renegade board. This proposal strikes that crit

ical balance perfectly. The referendum process should be used to
correct problems, NOT for the normal duties of properly running

a trade association.
The ASMP board has term limits, and by 2008, half of the scats

will be filled by new directors, perhaps by you. This proposal is not

about giving more power to those currently in office. It is about

what will work best for all of us.
Change will happen. Strength comes from looking down the

road and proactively making changes to improve one's position.

Reactions based on fear and holding on to the status quo rarely

lead to progress. I want to see ASMP develop and grow from a posi

tion of strength.
This referendum proposes a progressive change for ASMP~

vote "YES" by March 15 and help me make this forward-thinking
move a reality. Without this new constitution, ASMP will face
diminished strength at a time when we need our advocacy voice

more than ever. I vote "YES" for ASMP-join me.

Sincerely,

Susan Carr

ASMP President 2004-2006
Director 2001-2007

CON
We believe in what ASMP has done through the years as evidenced

by our membership and leadership at the chapter level.
We are concerned that the national board continues to come

back to the membership with the same proposal after we have

voted it down.
We believe the board's need of the membership vote for dues

increases provides limited member oversight of our board's fiscal
authority. A good check and balance in the system, which would

disappear if this referendum is approved.
General members haw had the right to approve dues increases

beginning with the founding fathers more than 60 years ago.
The ability to raise dues every two years is too often. The board

has not taken the suggestions of a cost of living percentage every so
many years, but rather wants full control. There are other similar
professional organizations our members can join. We're going to

lose members if the dues get much higher.
The board has been asked the past two years to take this out

of this referendum and make this a separate referendum on the

same ballot.
We believe the membership will support dues increases, which

arc justified and the membership can afford to support. Let's keep

it this way-we prefer the checks and balances in place to keep the

board fiscally responsible.

Stanley Leary

Harold Naideau
Beth Schneider
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THE ASSAULT
ON COPYRIGHT

Stephen John.on on Digitel Photography by Stephen Johnsen
ISBN:0·596·52370·X
Copyright ~ 2006 Stephen Johnsen. All right. reserved,
Used with permission from the publisher. Available from booksellers or
direct from O'ReillyMedia <www.crellly.ccrn>

<www.oreilly.com/catalog/.tephenjohn.onI?CMP.PAC·QU34167BB047"
Enter discount code D7ASMPfor 35 percent off thl. title until April 15, 2007.

I
n my last column, I described a momentary calm in the eye of the
Orphan Works storm. Vlfe are now back in the turbulence and trying
to negotiate a piece of legislation acceptable to photographers and
other freelancecreators of copyrighted works. The new Congress has

convened, and by the time you read this, new legislation will have been
drafted and possibly introduced. Since matters involving any legislation
can change with lightning speed, we will do our best to update you on
significant developments via e-mail and the ASMP Web site.

No matter what the final Orphan Works legislation looks like when it
gets enacted (and there is no doubt that some version of this bill will
become law), this is just one early battle in what I believe is a major and
long-lasting assault on copyright. Discussions within our industry are
generally limited to a small group of copyright owners. This gives us a
skewed vision of the world. For a more accurate view,we need to look
beyond our ranks. Check out the Web sites of groups representing the
interests of people who use copyrighted works, like the Electronic
Freedom Foundation <www.eff.org> or Public Knowledge <www.pub
licknowledge.org>, and see what they have to say about copyrights.

Try reading Wired magazine. Talk to anyone in the educational
community. Try talking to your kids. Ask them whether file-sharing
has gone away and whether it's good or bad. Check out YouTube
<www.youtube.com> or MySpace <......-ww.myspace.com> and see
what's going on there. It's really very simple. Digital technology and
the internet have made it fast, easy and convenient to distribute copy
righted material-often without permission or payment of licensing
fees. For decades now, the trend in society has favored things that are
fast, easy, convenient and cheap-and there's nothing cheaper than
stolen copyrighted content.

Copyright is under assault, from just about every direction and on
every front, including the courts and the legislature. Copyright law
finds its very basis in the u.s. Constitution. Despite that, recent years
have given rise to lawsuits challenging various aspects of the Copyright
Act as-unconstitutional!

The bottom line: Society does not want copyright and does not want
to pay for copyrighted works. That's probably not new, but there
weren't many practical alternatives before the proliferation of comput
ers and the internet. Today, society has all it needs to use copyrighted
materials without permission, except legal authority. And there lies our
biggest problem for the future. Laws are created to meet the needs of
society. Given the overwhelming desire of millions of registered voters
to carve copyright protections down, I see a period in which copyright
protections will be eroded on an ongoing basis. Further exceptions will
be written into the law, and Copyright Act provisions will be interpret
ed by courts to benefit users at the expense of copyright owners. We
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It is now time-even past time-to start thinking of new
business approaches for your work.

Arthur Meversou's "The

have all watched, and are painfully aware of, marketplace pressures on
traditional rights-managed licensing, so I need not belabor that aspect
of the attack On copyright.

What does this mean for you? In my view, our members' tradition
al business model is under pressure from so many quarters that it will

not last in the long term. It is now time-even past time-to start
thinking of new business approaches for your work. Consider your
selves as visual communicators, not as professional photographers
doing business in the same way as in the past. Start thinking out of the
box. Candidly evaluate your unique skills and talents, then envision
ways to convert them to money. The ASMP's board has charged itself
with examining these same questions on behalf of our members. Yet,
no matter what the board comes up with, you need to plan for your
own professional future.

Beforecars became commonplace, thousands of companies manufac
tured horse-drawn carriages. When automobile sales started to outstrip
this market, the carriage companies started to disappear. All except one:
the Fisher Carriage Company. This company realized it wasn't in the
horse-drawn carriage business-it was in the business of making body
work for personal transportation, whether powered by horse or motor.
The company innovated and remained successful-so successful that it
was eventually bought out by GM. The threat to copyright today is every
bit as real as last century's threat to the horse-drawn carriage, so start
now to think of yourself and what you do in different ways.

lish your work or use it for commercial purposes. Under most state laws,
you also have the right to know who purchased your work and be supplied
that information on request from anyone selling your photographs.

It doesn't hurt to explicitly spell out those basic rights on the print
label itself. It makes for an informed process from the very beginning.

GALLERY,CLIENTS AND MAGAZINE SUBMISSIONS
Custom-built Web sites can be amazingly quick ways to communicate
photographic options to potential clients. Increasingly, people are will
ing to view a Web site as a starting point for conversation. This usually
works best if the other party contacts you first.

"Whenyou are making the overture, your best bet for drawing atten
tion to your work is to ask about and follow their preferred submission
procedures. That doesn't mean that you don't adopt other methods if
the normal procedures don't result in a reaction.

Rejection is another issue entirely. It must be handled with a thick
skin, attention to any comments made, and a re-evaluation if the reject
ing entity was a good fit for your work. The book Art 6- Fear tackles
many of these issues with humor and perspective.

It is critical that your presentation is superb. Track and number every
portfolio you send out. Make sure it is understood that it has value, that
it is being given on loan, and that its return is expected. Include return
shipping forms to make this clear and convenient for the recipient, who
will appreciate that their job has been made easier.

EXHIBITIONS THAT LIVE ON
Don't let temporary installations of your work disappear. Upload
panoramic VR filesof exhibits to your Web site as an ongoing record of
your exhibition history. It keeps a visual record, allowsvisitors to explore
the space, and substantiates the validity of your exhibition record.

The PhotoMerge command within Photoshop's Automate menu is a
built-in panoramic VR stitcher to make a panoramic file from individ
ual frames (see Chapter 7).

WEB GALLERIES
Photoshcp's Web Photo Gallery function allows easy creation of custom
Web pages with a variety of styles and layouts. Simple HTML editing on
the supplied styles (kept in Photoshop's Presets folder under Web Photo
Gallery) can further customize their appearance with your logos and
navigation features. Many other packages are available, including
WebPics, which add a layer of copyright information to photos. These
packages allow a nearly instant photo-posting capability. Don't underes
timate the power of a quick response to photo requests with custom gal
leries. It's a way to show your work with minimum effort.

PORTFOLIOSAS BOOKS AND ON DVD
Providing galleries and potential buyers with custom portfolios of
your work is now a must. Work can be printed in sheets with multiple
images, then custom-bound at a book bindery, usually found in any
urban area. Allow space on the left side of the sheets for the binding
and consult the bindery regarding their specifications before printing

your sheets.
DVD portfolios are also popular and prove extremely useful. Try the

software that comes with your computer (like Apple's iDVD); it can do
most of what is minimally required for video slide shows and more.

Take advantage of any technology that gets your work seen and com
municates the emotional content. Pay particular attention to technolo
gies that don't put your work at great risk for theft.

SELLING YOUR WORK
Price your photographs so that it is worth your time in making prints.
Look beyond the mere satisfaction of exchanging income for your art
and figure out if your time seems financially well spent. Most of us make
photographs for the pleasure of the experience, but selling the work is
different. The emotional satisfaction also needs fiscal encouragement,
and making the same print over and over is a drag.

Most photographers have a matrix of income, including print sales,
commercial work, stock photography and teaching. Ultimately, you
need to calculate the physical cost of materials, your time, your general
ized costs of doing business and a profit margin. This is the formula for
continuing to be able to make the work.

IMAGE PERMANENCE AND STORAGE
If you plan to sell your work, the prints need to last. Pigment inks in
inkjet printers and Fuji's Crystal Archive Type C chromogenic color
photo paper have provided unprecedented longevity in color photo
graphic print work. Be up-front with your galleries and potential collec
tors as to the type of printing technology you use in making prints, as
well as the accelerated aging tests of how long the prints should last
without visible change (see Wilhelm Imaging in the section "Software
and Internet Resources" in the Appendix).

Label your prints with all of the provenance information you can.
Such information will be of great value to future archivists as they seek
to preserve the work from this interesting but improvisational period in
photographic history. Avoid marketing terms like "glicee,' which have

no precise meaning.
Many protective sprays are now available to inhibit UV damage and

provide some surface protection against scuffing. Bag the prints in
polyethylene storage for long-term protection.
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[THE TOOLBOX] BOOK LOOK

from the towering heights of the Grand Canyon,

LastingLightis worth the climb.
-c--lessica Gordon

their subject, the Canyon~an American icon.
"As every photographer who comes to the

Grand Canyon, I've been humbled by the
place and its checklist of challenges: vastness,
remoteness, ruggedness-s-and on the river, the

constant danger of water damage to equip
ment and the sickening sound of sandy dirt in
lenses and camera bodies," Trimble writes in

the book's introduction.
Trimble's writing and the book's accompa

nying images depict how he and fellow photog
raphers-c-including such legendary ASMP
members as Ansel Adams, Ernst Haas and
Joseph Muench, plus contemporaries Tom

Bean, John Blaustein, Tom Brownold, James
Cowlin, Jack Dykinga, George H. H. Huey,

David Muench, Larry Ulrich and others-s-care
fully overcame those challenges to create art, in
the name of crimson rocks at sunrise, warm

copper sunsets and white-capped waterfalls.
For a great lesson in landscape photography

ASMPBULLETIN 11

LIGHT
Grand Canyon's overwhelming natu

beauty has visually hypnotized pho
tographers since cameras were first invent
cd-c-vet early photos of this natural wonder

are often forgotten.
In Lasting LiglJt: 125 Years of Grand Canyon

Photography, author and ASMP member
Stephen Trimble gives readers a glimpse into

that hypnotizing beauty, with vibrant images
made by many of the world's finest Canyon

photographers. From historical images of the
late 18005, to twenty-first century digital cap
tures, the Grand Canyon's luster is palpable in

this oversize book.
The project was conceived by three Arizona

based professionals-s-a custom printer, a pho

tography publisher and a member of the Grand
Canyon Association~who often worked with
Canyon photographers. They invited Trimble
to collaborate on this project, and to bring to

life the relationship between the artists and
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today's digital world, rough hand-coated emulsion-look edges,
photo-frames, drop shadows and similar decoration rarely strength
en the work, and mostly look like the window dressing that they are.

The presentation matters, and good work that is poorly presented
often gets overlooked.

LIGHTING
It is now possible to carefully match your prints to the display light
ing where prints will be viewed. Galleries are often lit terribly, with
low intensity (to protect fragile materials) yellow light (from ordi

nary flood lamps run at low voltage). Your prints can be balanced for
these dismal conditions and look better in those particular circum

stances, but then they might look awful in the mixed daylight/indoor
lighting of a collector's wall.

I still am inclined to choose daylight (5000K-6500K) as my view

ing light condition and print to that white point. In many situations,
my prints have suffered from this decision, going very warm and los

ing most of the subtlety I try so hard to achieve. I do encourage arti
ficial light that is closer to daylight, and the Solux 4700K quartz
halogen bulbs I use in the track lights of my gallery do help.

OUTREACH, OWNERSHIP AND SHARING
You own your photographs from the moment light strikes the record

ing media. A buyer has the right to display,enjoy, resell,but not to pub-

VISION AND STYLE
Work from the heart almost has to be unique, but it may require a lot of
thinking to give visual vent to those unique feelings. It is one thing to

feel things deeply, and another to express feelingswith eloquence. Years
of work, hard self-questioning and showing the work to others all help.

GALLERIES: REAL AND VIRTUAL
Displaying work for others to see is the name of the game. Getting

people to come and look is another challenge. The impulse to have
your work appreciated has not changed with the digital age. Getting
the attention has become harder and easier at the same time. We cer

tainly have more tools to distribute our work, but everybody seems
to have a gallery online, and standing out remains hard.

M uch as art schools rarely teach how to make a living as an artist, the practicalities of what to do with your pho
tographs are often left out of the equation. Discussion of nuts and bolts such as print labels, Web galleries.
archival matting and framing are needed now more than ever. Perhaps this is even more important in the age

of digital empowerment for the arts, as so many people without formal art training enter the field to pursue their heart
and vision. This chapter was written to help address that need.

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR IMAGES

SOMETHING SPECIAL
Uniqueness is both intangible and highly sought after. It cannot easi

ly be described, but we think we know it when we see it. The work
itself is what really counts. Try to understand artists whose work has

inspired you, as you move toward an understanding of what you want
to do. We all engage in art-making because of inspiration; one of the
real tasks is to take that inspiration and work it into a new vision.

Oftentimes, people get caught up in the mechanics of putting the
work together. While this is important, and can sometimes make a
critical difference, it should corne after accomplishing strong work. In

This article is excerpted from Chapter 15, "What to Do with Your Images" of Stephen Johnson's book Stephen Johnson on Digital Photography, published by
O'Reilly Media <www.oreilly.com>. To view additional diagrams, download the full chapter as a pdf file, and to purchase a copy of the book via the ASMP Web
site please visit <www.asmp.org/go/johnson>.

STEPHEN JOHNSON ON
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
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[BEHIND THE SHOT] 01NGVOLU NTE ERS
Bill FOSTER'S GUBERNATORIAL GIG

JORGE PARRA SOUTH FLORIDA CHAPTER
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From actively participating in many photography
Hstservs to spearheading projects for his local

ASMP chapter, Jorge Parra dives right in.-jW

easier to update, Parra referred a Web designer
and offered his own technical experience to get
the job done. Within the wider community,
Parra serves as liaison to the Miami Beach
Chamber of Commerce and is working on the
integration of ASMP with the chamber's direc

tory Web site.
"We have a lot of great people in this chap

ter and I'm kind of glad for that," Pace says of
the local membership. But, as Pace describes it,
working with any group is like making soup.

"It takes a lot of ingredients, but if left alone
they mean nothing," he explains."Jorge'sgood at
stirring up the soup, and it's important to stir
the soup in order to make it taste good."

So congratulations and thank you, Jorge
Parra, for stepping up to the plate and diving
right in. c:·~,

J orge Parra has only been an ASMP mem
ber since 2001, but he has already made a

big impression as a talented photographer and
a dedicated volunteer. Starting as an interna
tional member from Venezuela, he made his
presence known from afar through an active
involvement in numerous photography list
servs. Before relocating to Miami in early 2006,
Parra e-mailed chapter president Matthew
Pace to introduce himself, then followed up in

person soon after he arrived.
"Jorge wasn't like most other new arrivals,

who are only interested in what the organiza
tion can do for them," explains Pace. "He asked
right away how he could be involved, what he

could do to help."
Pace immediately got him involved. When

the chapter decided to redesign the Web site to
mirror the look of the national site and make it

twelve years ago," says Foster. "I just didn't know it until the opportu
nity presented itself."

Over the past several years, Foster has honed his skills in both photo

journalism and corporate work. This diverse experience, coupled with

his knowledge of image management and archiving, made him unique

lyqualified to manage both day-to-day activities and long-term projects.
While his new position provides Foster with a closer relationship to

the governor than other photographers enjoy, preferred access isn't
always guaranteed at public events.

"I can still get [word] from the Communications Director to 'stay
out of the way of the press," Foster explains. "It's kind of a delicate bal
ance," he adds. "Our goal is to make the governor look as good as we
can, but it's important for the news to come out through the regular
channels and for the [press] to have their unbiased views."

Foster recently found himself vying for a spot at an impromptu
photo op after the public signing of a groundbreaking executive order
for a Low Carbon Fuel Standard. While leaving the event, Governor
Schwarzenegger ducked under the hood of a parked municiple vehicle,
a Chevy Tahoe, to take a closer look.

"I was shooting over the shoulder of two other people," says Foster.
"I don't alwaysget pushed to the front." ,:::::. -Jill Waterman

S acramento, California-based photographer Bill Foster has been
burning the midnight oil since signing on as the official photog

rapher for Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger on January 2, 2007.
"This is the job I've been working toward since tagging along on

assignments with my mentor [ASMP member John Harrington]
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For application and information please visit us on the web at
WWW.ASMPNY.ORG/IMAGE07.HTML

-FUJCHLM

OVER '15,000 IN PRIZES COURTESY OF THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS.

•

DRlVEOI1iITRl Tf/{SEflVE= . Apple Specialist

:::;;;: sp~~ir~: .:M TAmROn

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF

MEDIA PHOTOGRAPHERS

SUBMISSION INFORMATION----------
Open to professional and student photographers residing within the United

States. Submit one or more of your favorite images that were created after

January 1st, 2006. Entry deadline is May 5th, 2007.

C p\Q .. ::~YORK

DIGITAL &. FILM CAMERAS
LIGHTING - GRIP - PROPS

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

Serving the Photo lndustty Since 1966

FOR ASMP MEMBERS

LENS & REPRO
33 WEST 17TH ST

NY NY 10011
2126751900

RENTAL DISCOUNTS
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC •

•

Left: Notional Geographic circa February 1968.Right: Themagazinetriesfor more

newsstandImpact with its April2000 coveron the same subject.

LURCHING INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
Change isn't coming easily to the Society's patriarchal and

bureaucratic culture as it struggles for a new generation of readers.
By David Walker

.-.--y- \

putting the squeeze on suppliers.
But change isn't coming easily to

the Society's patriarchal and bu
reaucratic culture. FO.r100 years,the
Society has been run by a family dy
nasty named Grosvenor, descen
dants of one of the Society's first
patrons arid presidents, Alexander
Graham Bell. The current scion,
Gilbert M. Grosvenor, passed the
reins reluctantly to professional
managers during the Nineties, and
the struggle between dear old tra
ditions and new corporate ideals is
far from over.

That struggle is certainly mani
fest at the magazine. Some at
tempts to shore up the rnagaztne's

circulation have tarnished the dignity and exdustvlty of the non
profit educational Society. Subscriptions have been offered
through Publisher's Clearinghouse and frequent-flier programs in
recent years. In late 1998, the Society began selling the magazine
on newsstands for the first time in its history.

More significantly, the Society is looking overseas for new sub
scribers. To date, it has launched ten foreign editions with over
seas publishing partners; four more were scheduled for launch at
the end of September. So far, foreign editions account for 1.8 mil
lion subscribers, boosting total subscriptions back to nearly 10 m!l
lion. Some overseas editors have dared to say out loud that the
writing is boring, and some foreign publishing partners are doing
something just as unthinkable: selling ad space in the edit well.

Meanwhile, the magazine is cutting costs. Story budgets, which
didn't exist a decade ago, are now tight. The average photo
assignment lasts from four to eight weeks instead of months on

T
hese are the waning days of
National Geographic maga
zine, at least as we know it.

For the past decade, the Nation
al 'Geographic Society's U.S. mem
berships-its word for magazine
subscriptions-have fallen steadily
from a high of 10.8 million to
around 7 million. And the Society's
growth is slow, with revenues hov
ering around $500 million.

The explosion of cable TV, the
Web and niche magazines have
been hard on all general-interest
magazines in recent years. But
things are particularly bad for
National Geographic, which re
mains stuck in a time warp with a
base of older readers.

"It's our responsibility to make sure this organization is as high
ly regarded, as influential and as relevant as possible in the next
100 years as it was in the last 100 years," saysSociety CEO John Fa
hey. "For us to do that, we have to tap into a worldwide audience.
We have to tap into new audiences-meaning younger people in
this country, quite frankly. And we have to use all the-media avail
able to get our message out."

Tothat end, the Society has been morphing into a corporate me
dia giant with the kind of brand extension strategy now in place
at every magazine publisher. Soon it expects to launch the Na
tional Geographic Channel, a aq-hour cable-TV station that could
cost the Society $250 million or more and is expected to replace
the magazine as the engine that drives the Society.Meanwhile, the
Society has been licensing content for new products, overhauling
its book division, downsizing staff, outsourcing fulfill ment and.yes,

-----------------.------------------.-----------------..__._--------------------,1
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The Photo layouts are

more lavish than ever, but

some people inside and out

side the magazine uiticize

its reliance on the same

"stones and bones" formula.

Near right: The redesign,

launched in September, ere

ated minimal changes.

National Geographic Magazine CizcJliation Level History

)

19941991

1970-19~5 priceof subscriptions

Back to the Puture
Conservatism runs deep at the National Geographic SOCiety. The
Grosvenor family and the Society's board are staunchiy conserva
tive. And the SOCiety, located in Washington, D.C., has always prid
ed itself on its status as a quasi-official institution and its access
to power.

Those conditions have fostered an abiding conservatism in the
magazine. It ran flattering portraits of Nazi Germany and fascist
Italy in the Thirties,whitewashed South African apartheid in the
Sixties, avoided the topic of evolution until the late Fifties, so as
not to offend Christian fundamentalists, and didn't mention the

injustices toward blacks in the Amer
ican South until '970.

The magazine is substantially less
conservative than it once was. But the
Society's directors or editors have
killed or watered down what could
have been hard-hitting stories in re
cent years about famine and AIDS in
Africa, social and economic upheaval
in South Korea, and the rise of evan
gelicalism in the U.S. Last year, in an
issue dedicated to biodiversity and
rapid species extinction, the role of
global economics and corporate pol
luters went almost unmentioned.

The magaztnehas eschewed other
controversies, too. Several years ago,

"They're publishing a monthly encyclopedia." says one contributor.
The challenge for editor Bill Allen and staff is figuring out how

to drag the magazine into the aist century without alienating its
loyal audience. But so far, the magazine has stayed close to old for
mulas and sensibilities.

198819731970

end. And the Society's push, into new media and cross-divisional
synergies requires extensive re-use rights, bringing the magazine
into conflict with its stable of veteran photographers.

Suchchanges, traditionalists argue, threaten to undermine the So
ciety's best asset: its editorial quality and authority. But even they ac
knowledge that the magazine looks as good as ever. Last spring,
National Geographic won the National Magazine Award for general ex
cellence for the third time, (It won previously in '992 a-nd 1984).

Still, the magazine has serious editorial handicaps. Its founder's
mission, "to increase and diffuse geographic knowledge," sounds
quaint and pedestrian in the information age. Its attention to
science and exploration, unique in 1888, now faces sharp compe
tition from the Discovery Channel, Audubon, Outside and other
media geared to hipper audiences. It is often slow and wooden
in its response to newsworthy events. And it is notorious for its
rosy, Pollyanna view of the world and the bloodless, didactic
style of its writing.
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Above:Alexandra Boulat's

hard-hitting story on the

strugglesof Kosovar

AlbanIans.Right:Jodi

Cobb's story on Ideas of

beauty around the world.

editors killed a story on advances In medical technol
ogy to avoid mentioning abortion. Recently,the Soci
ety killed a new book called Body Beautiful, Body
Bizarre about body art around the world. It reported
ly contained pictures of pierced genitalia. It was
brought to Grosvenor's attention, who ordered all
10,000 copies of the book to the shredder. [Spokesper
son M. J. Jacobsen insists that Fahey. not Grosvenor,
killed the book).

The magazine also roots out the point of view and
even the style of its photographers and writers-iri
the name of editorial neutrality. Tom Kennedy; direc
tor of photographyfrorn tqdj to 1997, says the maga
zine "homogenized a whole generatlon of talented
photographers" ln the Seventles and Eighties. He says
he had some success changing that, but he was fired,
in part for challenging the status quo.

Kennedy's, replacement.Kent Kobersteen. is byallac
counts "a company man.""We're tryi,ng to convey the
feel of a,place,or the personality of aperson'cr the be
haviorof an animal," says Kobersteen. "Our photogra
phers havetomake ptctures that are, about the subject,
not"about themselves. Oftentimes, Y?U, look at, pho
tographs bya person with-a strong style, and you come
away havlnglearned rnore about the photographer than
about the sUbj~ct. That's fine, That's' great But-that's
not for us, because wc'rea.generat circulation magazine

that's using photography to communicate."
As a result, the magazine has turned away some

brilliant work, including Sebastfao Salgado's work on
manuallabpr (Kobersteen says it was turned down be
cause it was in black and white). They also passed on
Lauren Greenfield's story on youth culture in LA. In the
mid-Nineties. "l'd like to think we'd publish that to
day,"says Kobersteen.

That isn't to say that there aren't brilliant and
beautiful images in National Geographic, and, to its
credit, the photo department is making some effort
to break out of its edttortat straitjacket. For instance,
it recently published Alexandra.Boulat's ha rd-htttlng
story on KosovarAlbanians. Boulatls now working on
her second piece for the magazine. Black-and-white
essays are also in the works.

"We're more open than we were 10 orrg years ago
to individual styles:' says assistant-director of pho
togr.aphy Susan Smith. Kobersteen admits that he
should be dolng.more to cultivate a new generation
of photcgraphers-c-most of the contributors are vet
erans. ov~r'46--'but says he doesn't have the budget
to take chances on new talent.

Meamvhile,. Bill Allen, "the 597year-old editor who
joined the magazine in 1982, is steeped in its traditions.
His edltorlal adjustments have been minor. One of the
biggest changes: he's.made .durtng his five-year tenure
has been to shorten the length ofstorfes so the .maga
alne can publish on average seven amonth, rather than
five.That increases the chance's that more readers will
find something of Interest tn 'each 'issue, he says,

Heand his staff also point to efforts to put bolder pho
tos on the magazine'scoverto make it stand out on news
stands. A recent example Is.last April's issue,featuring a
shark gnashing its teeth. Allenisalso launchinga new reg
ular feature called Zip lJSA. Each installment will feature
text and photos capturing a week in the life of an
American Zip code, But It's more nostalgic than docu
mentary,according to one insider. "It's a day in the life of
what America used to be."
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The Heb
Grosvenor, the Society's current chair
man, had good reason to start worry
ing about the SOCiety's fortunes over a
decade ago. The third generation scion
of the Grosvenor dynasty was, by most
accounts, out of his element from the
start. He didn't excel as either a writer
or a photographer, and as editor of the
magazine-s-a birthright he claimed in
197o-he lacked the enthusiasm, vision
and love for the magazine that his fa
ther and grandfather had. "I felt sorry
for him," says one longtime photogra
pher. "I always had the sense that he
was [assuming the mantle] out of a
sense of duty and would have rather

been doing something else."
Things went well enough for Grosvenor at first. He

stuck to tried-and-true formulas. But he kept member
ship prices artificially low to boost circulation. The mag
azine went into the red asa result. In 1980,when he was
poised to assume the addttiona I title of president of the
SOCiety, the board of directors gave him a choice: he
could either be president or editor of the magazine, but
not both, as his father and grandfather had been.

Grosvenor chose the presidency, and the board named
his father's talented protege, Wilbur Garrett to replace
him as editor of the magazine. (That despite concerns of
then board chairman MelVin Payne that Garrett was too
liberal). Garrett had a nose for good stories and a Willing
ness to take risks. The magazine was in the red when he
took over,so Garrett initiated a series of increases in the
price of subscriptions that eventually doubled the cost of
membership. Yet he sustained membership levels wei!
above ten million throughout the Eighties. Meanwhile,
the book division remained a cash cow, preselling 'hun
dreds of thousands of books to members each year.

But by the mid-Eighties, there were signs of trouble.
Book sales began dropping off dramatically, because
the books all began to look the same and competition
from the likes of Reader's Digest and Time Life was
growing. Stuck with accumulating print overruns and
diminishing storage space, Grosvenor started holding
weekend remainder sales. StUI, the formulas for pro
ducing and marketing books went unchanged.

Grosvenor also missed some lucrative opportunities.
After the Society got exclusive pictures of the Titanic dis
covery, for instance, he ignored advice to publish a Titan
ic book quickly The Geographic's research showed that
nobody would be interested. Sothe Society released the
pictures to Titanic expedition leader Robert Ballard, who
published a book that sold well over a million copies."lt

In September,the Society launched a
redesign of the magazine to help boost
newsstand sales and to expand the ~

front and back sections of the magazine <>

to appeal to advertisers and readers ~
alike. But, in keeping with the mage- ~
zlne's ambivalence toward change.ji
Allen says he hopes that "a lot of peo-l
pie are not going to notice [the re-_~

design] at all." And while there will g
probably be more about-the adventures!
and personal impressions of Nationa/~
Geographic photographers spri-nkled ~

throughout the magazine as sidebars,,'
there will be "no dramatic change," he...,

says. "We're about at the point where I ~ "l±SEcib',,~~;:\i~"~~E;;~~?!
would like to see the magazine stay." e i,

Allen's critics say he lacks editorial vision and that he
relies too much on committees and reader surveysto set
the editorial direction of the magazine. "They're preach
ing to their own dying choir," saysone veteran photogra
pher. Alien responds to gripes that he puts too much
emphasison the traditional mix of "bones and stones" sto
ries by arguing that readerslike them: And no matter what
the mix, he points out, somebody would complain.

His defenders saythe decline in circulation is due pri
marily to factors beyond his control, and that it's unlike
ly anyone could reverse the magaztne's fortunes any
faster. But there's mounting pressurefor bolder changes.

Above:Themll1ennium Not only is the magazine market changing, the Society
cover. Below: Longtime has changed dramatically in the last decade. Once a

contributor Steve quirky and quarrelsome family operation, the Society has
McCurry's photos from given way to MBA management with a very different set

AngkorWat. of priorities and expectations.
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SPECIAL PRICING ON NEW IN-STOCK

HA55£LBLAD
EQUIPMENT FOR ONE DAY ONLY!

SAVE UPTO 35%onyour choice of used
Hasselblad products, warranty demo products
from the Photo East show, orequipment from
Foto Care's Rental Department. Allproducts are
in excellent condition and have been checked by
a Hasselbtad technician.

SA1fS TAX PAID: Purchase anew complete Hasselblad
camera orlens, and Hasselblad willpay the New York
Sales Tax. (In-store sales only, no mail order)

SERVICE CUNIC: Bring in upto 4 pieces of your
Hasselblad equipment, have it cleaned andchecked
bya factory trained service technician, Carl Claussen.
Allow 20 minutes forchecks. CallAlanat Fota Care,
212-741-2990, toschedule an appointment
Umlted availability.

LENS REBATE: Purchase a select new Hasselblad
Lens (CFi, CB, CFE) andreceive a FREE A12, A24 or
A16 magazine direct from Hasselblad. (AFREE E-12
magazine withmost new FE lenses). InstantRebate*

50lCM REBATE: Receive a FREE PM45 prism finder
direct from Hasselblad with purchase ofa 501CM
kit See theHasselblad adin thismagazine for
details ofprogram. InstantRebate*

XPAN $200 CASH REBATE: Purchase theexciting
dual format Hasselblad XPan Panoramic camera kit
andreceive $200back from Hasselblad.

V1SATEC MONOUGHT REBATE: Cash Rebates up
to $1000onVisatec monolights andkits.
Hasselblad willpaythesales tax on $1000
orhigher purchase. PLUS Purchase $1000ormore
ofVisatec equipment andreceive a Solo 800
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would have been the biggest seller in the history of
the Geographic," says another inside source.

Even more costly to the Society was its decision
to pass up an entree into the fledgling cable TV
business in the Eighties. Management calculated
that production costs for a full-time TV operation
would be prohibitive, says CEOFahey.Grosveno rec

ognizes his error: He told The Washington Post in

1997 that cable channel competitor Discovery Com
munications "ate our lunch."

Bickering with the Help
Compounding Grosvenor's troubles was his diffi

culty getting along with his people. He frequent-

ly complained that photographers were out

"spending my money," even before money was an
issue for the Society. (See sidebar, "The Geo
graphic's Stormy Relations with Photographers.")
Photographers are convinced Grosvenor had it in

for them in large part because of a Widely circu
lated rumor that his wife accompanied one of the

magazine's photographers on assignment, and
they had a fling on the road. "I don't believe it,"
says one veteran, "But l.thtnk Gil believed it."

Grosvenor's rift with Garrett, meanwhile, is the

stuff of legend. Garrett is said to have been the
son that Grosvenor's father never had. And Gar

rett's success earned him nearly as much power
as Grosvenor. There were clear signs that

Grosvenor was jealous. Grosvenor once intro
duced Garrett as the man who took his job. The

two men, who had been close friends before 1980,
became increasingly estranged.

That fueled plenty of gossip about their efforts
to undermine each other. Grosvenor complained

increasingly to board members about the maga

zine's direction under Garrett. And Garrett has

been credited-despite his denials-with posting
copies of an article about recovering heart bypass

patients allover Geographic bulletin boards after

Grosvenor had heart bypass surgery. The article
described how heart bypass patients exhibit er

ratic behavior and forgetfulness.
Garrett's Achilles' heel was his damn-the

expenses attitude. He spent big bucks on a holo
gram cover in 1988, for instance, justifying the
cost on the grounds that the Society had to be on

the cutting edge of new photographic technolo

gy. It required months of research and experi

mentation just to pull it off technically (it

involved a bunch of $3,000 Steuben glass globes,
an electronically fired bullet and one ofthe most
sophisticated laser beams in the world to light

things up). The printing turned out to be a cost

ly nightmare, and the final tab for the cover ex
ceeded $3 million.

Before it was finished, though, Grosvenor or
dered Garrett to kill it, and Garrett refused. Final
ly, in Apri11990, when Grosvenor had enough loyal
board members behind him, he summoned Gar
rett to his office and fired him. Named in his place
was William Graves, an editor of unremarkable ac

complishment who happened to bethe husband
of Grosvenor's longtime assistant. (Graves was al

so the brother of longtime LIFE editor Ralph
Graves). He was willing to take marching orders
from Grosvenor. But under Graves, circulation start
ed into its long tatlsp!n.

Down to Business
With membership falling, tried-and-true formu

las failing him, and no heir apparent, Grosvenor

went looking for help. He found it in Reg Murphy,

whom he hired out of semiretirement in 1993. It

was the beginning of the SOCiety's big break with
its patriarchal traditions.

Murphy made national headlines in 1974
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when, while an editor at the Atlanta toumat-consntvuon, he was kid
napped by a self-styled revolutionary. He spent part of the ordeal being
driven around in the trunk of a car, and was released after the newspaper
paid a $700,000 ransom. But he made his professional mark as a publish
er, first at the San Francisco Examiner and then the Baltimore Sun, where
he modernized operations and proved himself a tough-as-nails manager.
He took on the unions over wages and benefits, and cut costs ruthlessly;
He wasted little time applying those skills at the National GeographkSo
ciety, where he earned the nickname Mack the Knife. Hundreds of em
ployees, including many department heads who had spent their entire
careers at the Society, were offered early retirement packages they Could
n't refuse. "It was overstaffed." he says. He ushered in a crop of MBA man-

agers. He outsourced fulfillment and other operations to cut expenses."He
brought in corporate America and implanted it deeply at National Geo
graphic," notes one insider.

In the biggest blow of all to the Society's high-minded nonprofit tradi
tions, Murphy conceived and launched National Geographic Ventures, a
wholly owned for-profit subsidiary. That, he says, "was a movetoward an or
ganization that fits the communications world that exists in 2000." It was
a way of modernizing products and operations, he says.

Foryears, Geographic attorneys had protected the Society's nonprofit sta
tus by steering it away from any nontraditional ventures. "Gil's worst night
mare was for the Geographic to turn into a market-driven, for-profit
operation," says the same inside source. "The attorneys repeated the nonprofit
mantra, but Murphy started saying to them, 'Don't tell me we can't. Tell me

how we can;' It was a conscious strategy to make it a for-profit operation."
In 1996,Murphy was named the Geographic's first CEO, another sign of the

Society's increasingly corporate culture. Murphy left in 1998; Grosvenor.had
grown uncomfortable with the institutional havoc Murphy had wrought,and:
Murphy was frustrated by the Society's hidebound traditions. Besides. other in~

terests-golf among them-beckoned (Murphy was president of the USGA in
1994and 1995). He remains on the Geographic's board as vice chairman.

Murphy was succeeded by Fahey, whom he'd hired in 1996 from Time Ufe
Books to head National Geographic ventures. Fahey has continued to press
the changes that Murphy set into motion and to actively pursue new sources,
of revenue and other media. "Having a for-proflt subsidiary," says Fahey,-"-is--
simply a way of achieving our mission in an expanded way, doing things that'

if you were to stay purely not for profit, you wouldn't be able to do."
His biggest project has been the National Geographic Channel, which the

Society is launching in partnership with Fox Entertainment, The Channel ,isi
already making inroads in overseas markets. And part of the Explorer's Hall,
a big draw for school groups at Society's headquarters, has been torn out'
to make way for a new TV studio.

Meanwhile, the Society has overhauled its book division with more .cut-.
ting-edge titles. The Society is also trying to take advantage of cross-dfvt-:
sional synergies. Magazine, TV and book editors now meet regularly td'
update each other on pending projects and support each other's Inltlatlves.]
For instance, National Geographic Television is leading a forthcoming!prp~i

jed on Africa that will include books,maps, an article photographed bY'Nick!
Nichols and an art exhibition. A few photographers are also now working 6~i
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heavily and working hard to do.
Meanwhile, a number-of veterans are con

vinced that the infidels have stormed the gates
and are now sacking the place. "You now have
businesspeople running a scientific and educa
tional foundation," says former Geographic pho
tographer Louis Psihoyos.

Another photographer who is still active thinks
the Society is doing too little, too late. "Cable is yes
terday's media,"he says,"And National Geographic

television projects,
Rich-Clarkson; director of photographyfrom

1985 t01987, asserts, "Reg Murphy saved that
place." 8utth~_transitionhasn't been entirely
smooth, a ndit is far from complete. Like so many
publishers, the Society has yet to see a return on
the millions it has sunk into its Web site. And suc
cess oflts cable channel depends upon its' abili
ty to get distribution to a critical mass of homes,
something the Society and Fox are spending
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is not big enough to compete with the Time Warn
ers and AOLs of the world. It's inevitable that
they'll have to be acquired to survive,"

Maybe, maybe not. But one thing is certain: The
National Geographic Society is no retiring maga
zine pu bltsher anymore. And ti me will tell whether
the magazine that drove the Society for so long can
figure out a way to harness the best of the Sect
ety's old and new ideals, and attract a new gener
ation of readers. 0
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LURCHING INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
Change isn't coming easily to the Society's patriarchal and

bureaucratic culture as it struggles for a new generation of readers.
By David Walker

Left= Notional Geogrophi, circa February1968. Right: The magazine tries for more

newsstand Impact with Its April 2000 cover on the same subject.

T
hese are the waning days of
National Geographic maga
zine, at feast as we know it.

For the past decade, the Nation
al Geographic Society's U.S. mem
berships-its word for magazine
subscriptions-have fallen steadily
from a high of 10.8 million to
around 7 million. And the Society's
growth is slow, with revenues hov
ering around $500 million.

The explosion of cable TV, the
Web and niche magazines have
been hard on all general-interest
magazines in recent years. But
things are particularly bad for
National Geographic, which re
mains stuck in a time warp with a
base of older readers.

"It's our responsibility to make sure this organization is as high
ly regarded, as influential and as relevant as possible in the next
100 years as tt was in the last 100 years," says Society CEO John Fa
hey. "For us todo that. we have to tap into a worldwide audience.
We have to tap into new audiences-meaning younger people in
this country, quite frankly. And we have to use all the media avail
able to get our message out."

To that end, the Society has been morphing into a corporate me
dia giant with the kind of brand extension strategy now in place
at every magazine publisher. Soon it expects to launch the Na
tional Geographic Channel, a z.q-hour cable-TV station that could
cost the Society $250 million or more and is expected to replace
the magazine as the engine that drives the Society. Meanwhile, the
Society has been llce nsmg content for new products. overhauling
Its book division, downsizing staff, outsourcing fulfillment and,yes,

putting the squeeze on suppliers,
But change isn't coming easily to

the Society's patriarchal and bu
reaucratic culture. For 100 years, the
Society has been run by a famiiy dy
nasty named Grosvenor, descen
dants of one of the Society's first
patrons and presidents, Alexander
Graham Bell. The current scion,
Gilbert M, Grosvenor, passed the
reins rel~'ctantlyto professional
managers during the Nineties, and
the struggle between dear old tra
ditions and new corporate ideals is

' __H.",.~m ..__ '_ far from over.
That struggle Is certainly mani

fest at the magazine. Some at
tempts to shore up the magazine's

circulation have tarnished the dignity and exclusivity of the non
profit educational Society. Subscriptions have been offered
through Publisher's Clearinghouse and frequent-flier programs in
recent years. In late 1998, the Society began selling the magazine
on newsstands for the first time in its history.

More significantly, the Society is looking overseas for new sub
scribers. To date, it has launched ten foreign editions with over
seas publishing partners; four more were scheduled for launch at
the end of September. So far, foreign editions account for 1.8 mll
lion subscribers, boosting total subscriptions back to nearly 10 mil
lion. Some overseas editors have dared to say out loud that the
writing is boring, and some foreign publishing partners are doing
something just as unthinkable: selling ad space in the edit well.

Meanwhile, the magazine is cutting costs. Story budgets, which
didn't exist a decade ago, are now tight. The average photo
assignment lasts from four to eight weeks instead of months on
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The Photo layouts are

mote lavish than ever, but

some people inside and out

side the magazine criticize

its reliance on the same

"stones and bones" formula.

Near right: The redesign,

launched in September, cre

ated minimal changes.

)

19941991

Back to the Putu:re
Conservatism runs deep at the National Geographic Society. The
Grosvenor family and the Society's board are staunchly conserva
tive. And the Society, located in Washington, D.C., has always prid
ed itself on its status as a quasi-official institution and its access
to power.

Those conditions have fostered an abiding conservatism In the
magazine. It ran flattering portraits of Nazi Germany and fascist
Italy in the Thirties; whitewashed South African apartheid in the
Sixties, avoided the topic of evoJutionuntil the late Fifties, soas
not to offend Christian fundamentalists, and didn't mention the

Injustices toward blacks' in the Arner
lean South until 1970.

1970-19~5pri(e.of5ubsdiptlons The. magazine is substantially less

conservative than it once was. But the
Society's directors or editors have
killed or watered down what could
have been hard-hitting stories in re
cent years about famine and AIDS in
Africa, social and economic upheaval
in South Korea, and the rise of evan
gelicalism in the U.S. Last year, in an
issue dedicated to biodiversity and
rapid species extinction, the role of
global economics and corporate pol
luters went almost unmentioned.

The magazlnehas eschewed other
controversies,tao. Several years ago,

"They're publishing a monthly encyclopedia," says one contributor.
The challenge tor edttor Bill Allen and staff is figuring out how

to drag the magazine into the 21St century without alienating its
loyal audience. But so far, the magazine has stayed close to old for
mulas and sensibilities.

1988

end. And the Society's push into new media and cross-dtvtstonal
synergies requires extensive re-use rights, bringing the magazine
into conflict with its stable of veteran photographers.

Such changes, traditionalists argue, threaten to undermine the So
ciety's best asset: its editorial quality and authority. But even they ac
knowledge that the magazine looks as good as ever. Last spring,
National Geographic won the National Magazine Award for general ex
celtence for the third time. (It won previously in 1992 ahd 1984).

Still, the magazine has serious editorial handicaps. its founder's
mission, "to increase and diffuse geographlc knowledge," sounds
quaint and pedestrian in the information age. Its attentIon to
science and exploration, unique in 1888, now faces sharp compe
tition from the Discovery Channel, Audubon, Outside and other
media geared to hipper audiences. It is often slow and wooden
in its response to newsworthy events. And it is notorious for its
rosy, Pollyanna view of the world and the bloodless,didactic
style of its writing.
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Above: Alexandra Boulat's

hard-hitting story on the

struggles of Kosovar

Albanians. Right: Jodi

Cobb's story on ideas of

beauty around the world.
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editors killed a story on advances in medical technol
ogy to avoid mentioning abortion. Recently, the Soci
ety killed a new book called Body Beautiful, Body
Bizarre about body art around the world. It reported
ly contained pictures of pierced genitalia. It was
brought to Grosvenor's attention, who ordered all
10,000 copies of the book to the shredder. (Spokesper
son M. J. Jacobsen insists that Fahey, not Grosvenor,

killed the book).
The magazine also roots out the point of view and

even the style of its photographers and writers-in
the name of editorial neutrality. Tom Kennedy, direc
tor of photography from 1987 to '997, says the maga
zi ne "homogenized a whole generation of talented
photographers" in the Seventies and Eighties. He says
he had some success changing that, but he was fired,
in part for challenging the status quo.

Kennedy's replacement, Kent Kobersteen, is by all ac
counts "a company man." "We're trying to convey the
feel of a place, or the personality of a person, or the be
havior of an animal," says Kobersteen. "Our photogra
phers have to make pictures that are about the subject,
not about themselves. Oftentimes, you look at pho
tographs by a person with a strong style, and you come
away having learned more about the photographer than
about the SUbject. That's fine. That's great. But that's
not for us, because we're a general circulation magazine

that's using photography to communicate."
As a result, the magazine has turned away some

brilliant work, including Sebastiao Salgado's work on
manuallabor (Kobersteen says it was turned down be
cause it was in black and white). They also passed on
Lauren Greenfield's story on youth culture in L.A. in the
mid-Nineties. "I'd like to think we'd publish that to
day," says Kobersteen.

That isn't to say that there aren't brilliant and
beautiful images in National Geographic, and, to its
credit, the photo department is making some effort
to break out of its editorial straitjacket. For instance,
it recently published Alexandra 8oulat's hatd-htttfng
story on Kosovar Albanians. Boutat is now working on
her second piece for the magazine. Black-and-white
essays are also in the works.

"We're more open than we were 10 or 15 years ago
to individual styles," says assistant director of pho
tography Susan Smith. Kobersteen admits that he
should be doing more to cultivate a new generation
of photographers-most of the contributors are vet
erans over qo-c-but says he doesn't have the budget
to take chances on new talent.

Meanwhile, Bill Allen, the 59-year-old editor who
joined the magazine in 1982, is steeped in its traditions.
His editorial adjustments have been minor. One of the
biggest changes he's made during his five-year tenure
has been to shorten the length of stories so the maga
zine can publish on average seven a month, rather than
five. That increases the chances that more readers will
find something of interest in each issue, he says.

He and his staffalso point to efforts to put bolder pho
tos on the magazine's cover to make it stand out on news
stands. A recent example is last April's issue, featuring a
shark gnashing its teeth. Allen is also launching a new reg
ular feature called Zip USA. Each installment will feature
text and photos capturing a week in the life of an
American zip code. But it's more nostalgic than docu
mentary, according to one insider. "It's a day in the life of
what America used to be."
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In September, the Society launched a
redesign of the magazine to help boost
newsstand sales and to expand the
front and' back sections of the rnagaztne
to appeal to advertisers and readers
alike. But, in keeping with the maga
zfne's .ambivalence toward change,
Allen says he hopes that "a lot of peo
ple are not going to notice [the re
design] at all." And while there will
probably be more about the adventures
and personal impressions of National
Geographic photographers sprinkled
throughout the magazine as sidebars,
there will be "no dramatic Change," he
says. "We're about at the point where j

would like to see the magazine stay."
Allen's critics say he lacks editorial vision and that he

relies too much on committees and reader surveys to set
the editorial direction of the magazine. "They're preach
ing to their own dying choir," says one veteran photogra
pher. Allen responds to gripes that he puts too much
emphasis on the traditional mix of"bones and stones" sto
ries by arguing that readers like them. And no matter what
the mix, he points out, somebody would complain.

His defenders say the decline in circulation is due pri
marily to factors beyond his control, and that it's unlike
ly anyone could reverse the magazine's fortunes any
faster. But there's mounting pressure for bolder changes.

Above: Themillennium Not only is the magazine market changing, the Society
cover. Below: longtime has changed dramatically in the last decade. Once a

contributor Steve quirky and quarrelsome family operation, the Society has
McCurry's photos from given way to MBA management with a very different set

AngkorWat. of priorities and expectations.
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The Heir
Grosvenor, the Society's current chair
man, had good reason to start worry
ing about the Society's fortunes over a
decade ago. The third generation scion
of the Grosvenor dynasty was, by most
accounts, out of his element from the
start. He didn't excel as either a writer
or a photographer, and as editor of the
magazine-a birthright he claimed in
1970-he lacked the enth usiasm, vision
and love for the magazine that his fa
ther and grandfather had. "I felt sorry
for him," says one longtime photogra
pher. "I always had the sense that he
was [assuming the mantle] out of a
sense of duty and would have rather

been doing something else."
Things went well enough for Grosvenor at first. He

stuck to tried-and-true formulas. But he kept member
ship prices artificially low to boost circulation. The mag
azine went into the red as a result. In 1980, when he was
poised to assume the additional title of president of the
Society, the board of directors gave him a choice: he
could either be president or editor of the magazine. but
not both, as his father and grandfather had been.

Grosvenor chose the presidency, and the board named
his father's talented protege, Wilbur Garrett, to replace
him as editor of the magazine. (That despite concerns of
then board chairman Melvin Payne that Garrett was too
liberal). Garrett had a nose for good stories and.a willing
ness to take risks. The magazine was in the red when he
took over, so Garrett initiated a series of increases in the
price of subscriptions that eventually doubled the cost of
membership. Yet he sustained membership levels well
above ten million throughout the Eighties. Meanwhile,
the book division remained a cash cow, preselling hun
dreds of thousands of books to members each year.

But by the mid-Eighties, there were signs of trouble.
Book sales began dropping off dramatically, because
the books all began to look the same and competition
from the likes of Reader's Digest and Time Life was
growing. Stuck with accumulating print overruns and
diminishing storage space, Grosvenor started holding
weekend remainder sales. Still, the formulas for pro
ducing and marketing books went unchanged.

Grosvenor also missed some lucrative opportunities.
After the Society got exclusive pictures of the Titanic dis
covery, for instance, he ignored advice to publish a Titan
ic book quickly The Geographic's research showed that
nobody would be interested. So the Society released the
pictures to Titanic expedition leader Robert Ballard, who
published a book that sold well over a million copies. "It
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would have been the biggest seller in the history of
the Geographic," says another inside source.

Even more costly to the Society was its decision
to pass up an entree into the fledgling cable TV
business in the Eighties. Management calculated
that production costs for a full-time TV operation
would be prohibitive, says CEO Fahey.Grosveno rec
ognizes his error: He told The Washington Post in
1997 that cable channel competitor Discovery Com

munications "ate our lunch."

Bickering with the Help
Compounding Grosvenor's troubles was his diffi
culty getting along with his people. He frequent-

ly complained that photographers were out
"spending my money," even before money was an
issue for the SOCiety. (See Sidebar, "The Geo
graphic's Stormy Relations with Photographers.")
Photographers are convinced Grosvenor had it in
for them in large part because of a Widely circu
lated rumorthat his wife accompanied one of the
magazlne's photographers on assignment, and
they had a fling on the road. "I don't believe it,"
says one veteran, "But I think Gil believed it."

Grosvenor's rift with Garrett, meanwhile, is the
stuff of legend. Garrett is said to have been the
son that Grosvenor's father never had. And Gar
rett's success earned him nearly as much power
as Grosvenor. There were clear signs that
Grosvenor was jealous. Grosvenor once intro
duced Garrett as the man who took his job. The

two men, who had been close friends before 1980,
became increasingly estranged.

That fueled plenty of gossip about their efforts
to undermine each other. Grosvenor complained
increasingly to board members about the maga
zine's direction under Garrett. And Garrett has
been credited-despite his denials-with posting
copies of an article about recovering heart bypass
patients allover Geographic bulletin boards after
Grosvenor had heart bypass surgery. The article
described how heart bypass patients exhibit er
ratic behavior and forgetfulness.

Garrett's Achilles' heel was his damn-the
expenses attitude. He spent big bucks on a holo
gram cover in 1988, for instance, justifying the
cost on the grou nds that the Society had to be on
the cutting edge of new photographic technolo
gy. It required months of research and experi
mentation just to pull it off technically (it
involved a bunch of $3,000 Steuben glass globes,
an electronically fired bullet and one of the most
sophisticated laser beams in the world to light
things up). The printing turned out to be a cost
ly nightmare, and the final tab for the cover ex

ceeded $3 million.
Before it was finished, though, Grosvenor or

dered Garrett to kill it, and Garrett refused. Final
ly, in April1ggo, when Grosvenor had enough loyal
board members behind him, he summoned Gar
rett to his office and fired him. Named in his place
was William Graves, an editor of unremarkable ac
complishment who happened to be the husband
of Grosvenor's longtime assistant. (Graves was al
so the brother of longtime LIFE editor Ralph
Graves). He was wliling to take marching orders
from Grosvenor. But under Graves, circulation sta rt
ed into its long tailspin.

Down to Business
With membership falling, tried-and-true formu
las failing him, and no heir apparent, Grosvenor
went looking for help. He found it in Reg Murphy,
whom he hired out of semiretirement in 1993. It
was the beginning of the Society's big break with

its patriarchal traditions.
Murphy made national headlines in 1974
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when, while an editor at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. he was kid
napped by a self-styled revolutionary. He spent part of the ordeal being
driven around in the trunk of a car, and was released after the newspaper
paid a $700,000 ransom. But he made his professional mark as a publish
er, first at the San Francisco Examiner and then the Baltimore Sun, where
he modernized operations and proved himself a tough-as-nails manager.
He took on the unions over wages and benefits, and cut costs ruthlessly.
He wasted little time applying those skills at the National Geographic So
ciety, where he earned the nickname Mack the Knife. Hundreds of em
ployees, including many department heads who had spent their" entire
careers at the Society, were offered early retirement packages theycould
n't refuse. "It was overstaffed," he says. He ushered in a crop 6fMBA man-

how we can.' It was a conscious strategy to make it a for-profit operation."
In 1996, Murphy was named the Geographic's first CEO, another sign of the

Society's increasingly corporate culture. Murphy left in 1998; Grosvenor had
grown uncomfortable with the institutional havoc Murphy had wrought, and
Murphy was frustrated by the Society's hidebound traditions. Besides, other in
terests-golf among them-e-beckoned (Murphy was president of the USGA in
1994 and 1995). He remains on the Geographic's board as vice chairman.

Murphywas succeeded by Fahey, whom he'd hired in 1996 from Time Life
Books to head National Geographic Ventures. Fahey has continued to press
the changes that Murphy set into motion and to actively pursue new sources
of revenue and other media. "Having a for-profit subsidiary," says Fahey,"is
simply a way of achieving our mission in an expanded way, doing things that

..
MflOtl

if you were to stay purely not for profit, you wouldn't be able to do."
His biggest project has been the National Geographic Channel, which the

Society is launching in partnership with Fox Entertainment. The Channel is
already making inroads in overseas markets. And part of the Explorer's Hall,
abig draw for school groups at Society'sheadquarters, has been torn out
to make way for a new TV studio.

Meanwhile, the Society has overhauled its book division with more cut
ting-edge titles. The Society is also trying to take advantage of cross-divi
sional synergies. Magazine, TV and book editors now meet regularly to
update each other on pending projects and support each other's initiatives.
For instance, National Geographic Television is leading a forthcoming pro
ject on Africa that will include books, maps, an article photographed by Nick
Nichols and an art exhibition. A few photographers are also now working on

If you'd like more information call us at 303.744.0202 Fax: 303.722.4545
or drop us a line at: Lightware, Inc. 1329 W. Byers Place Denver, CO 80223
or check us out at www.lightwareinc.com

In case you haven't travelled in awhile, you should know that some
airlines are now restricting the size of items you may bring on-board.
Ltghtware's New MF2012 packs a bunch of gear in a small little case that
will fit through that teensy weensy size template at the security check-in.
No more running back to the ticket counter to check your case, no more
cursing. and better yet, no more missing your plane, ...Cool.

SOMETIMES SIZE Is EVERYTHING

CIRCLE #120N THER~ADH SERVICE CARD

agers. He outsourced fulfillment and other operations to cut expenses. "He
brought in corporate America and implanted it deeply at National Geo
graphic," notes one insider.

In the biggest blow of all to the Society's htgh-rntnded nonprofit tradi
tions, Murphy conceived and launched National Geographic Ventures,a
wholly owned for-profit subsidiary. That, he says, "was a move toward an or
ganization that fits the communications world that exists in 2000." It was
a way of modernizing products and operations, he says.

For years, Geographic attorneys had protected the Society's nonprofit sta
tus by steering it away from any nontraditional ventures. "Gil's worst night
mare was for the Geographic to turn into a market-driven, for-profit
operation," says the sa me inside source. "The attorneys repeated the nonprofit
mantra, but Murphy started saying to them, 'Don't tell me we can't. Tell me

11",14",9"... .. .
".."
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heavily and working hard to do.
Meanwhile~ a number of veterans are con

vinced that the infidels have stormed the gates
and are now sacking the place. "You now have
businesspeople running a scientific and educa
tional foundation," says former Geographic pho
tographer Louis Pslhoyos.

Another photographer who is stitl active thinks
the Society is doing too little, too late. "Cable is yes
terday's media," he says,"And National Geographic

television projects.
Rich Clarkson, director of photography from

1985tOlg87, asserts, "Reg Murphy saved that
place," But the transition hasn't been entirely,
smooth, a nd it is far from complete. Like so many
publishers, the Society has yet to see a return on
the millions it has sunk into its Web site. And suc
cess ofits cable channel depends upon its abili
ty to get distribution to a critical mass of homes,
something the Society and Fox are spending

SilverDome nxt··

CIRCLE #140N THE READER SERVICE CARD
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is not big enough to compete with the Time Warn
ers and AOLs of the world. It's inevitable that
they'll have to be acquired to survive."

Maybe, maybe not. But one thing is certain: The
National Geographic Society is no retiring maga
zine pu bl isher anymore. And time wil! tell whether
the magazine that drove the Society for so long can
figure out a way to harness the best of the Soci
ety's old and new ideals, and attract a new gener
ation orveaoers. 0
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ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY
WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COULD REACH
$16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STOCK PHOTOS.

The National Geographic Society (NGS) was warned
repeatedly in advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD product
would infringe the copyrights of photographers and
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents fi led in May by two photogra phers.

NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The

Complete National Geographic CD, which reproduces
its complete magazine archive page by page. And
despite contradiction by its own internal docu
ments, the publisher has steadfastly maintained in
its public statements and in court proceedings that
its CD doesn't infringe copyright.

Photographers suing the publisher are now using
the internal memos to bolster their claims that NGS
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so will
fully. if they succeed, NGS is likeiytoface much high
er penaIties than it wou Id if fou nd gu:Ity of so-calied
innocent infringement.

archival CD, Faulkner asserts. The third attorney
apparently didn't give NG5 a direct warning
against publishing the CD, but according to
Faulkner, that attorney told NGS "there is equi
table appeal to [the] argument that a publisher
should not be able to profit from exploitation of
an author's work in a different medium without
additional compensation ...especially if exploita
tion in the later medium was not contemplated
at the time of the contract."

Author Jonathan Tasini was making just such an
argument against The New York Times at that time,
and he eventually prevailed in the Supreme Court's
New York Times v. tastnt ruling last summer.

tographer for "outright distortion of the record"
regarding the legal advice obtained by the pub
lisher. "Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
as well as its in-house counsel, opined that the
Society had the right to publish The Complete Na

tional Geographic," NGS says.
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have

advised against the CD, is quoted by NGS as having
written, "[NG5] has a persuasive argument that
[publication of the CD] does not create any obliga
tion to make additional payments to writers and

photographers.
NGS also says opinions about the legality of re

using stock photos "is irrelevant" in Faulkner's case

NGS'S INCRIMINATING

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-malls as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker

Sofar, the memos appear in court papers filed by
photographers Douglas Faulkner and Fred Ward in a
New York federal court.

According to Faulkner's papers, NGS consulted
several outside attorneys-prior to publishing the
first edition of the CD in 1997-for advice on
whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images
on the CD. One of the attorneys responded that the
publisher's legal liability could be as high as $16 mil
lion for unauthorized use of images provded by
stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only
for stock photos published in the magazine between
'992 and 1996,according to Faulkner's court papers.

A second outside counsel told NGS that he did
not believe any of the photo licenses from stock
houses would permit re-use of the photos in an

Faulkner's papers also cite a letter from NGS staff
'attorney Suzanne Dupre, who told one of the pub
lisher's outside lawyers that reviewing contributor
contracts for "print use only" restrictIons on photo
licenses would take too much time and effort. "We
are not clearing rights to images in these situa
tions," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing.

NGS went ahead and published the images
on the CD anyway. Only in its third and latest
version of the CD-released late last year-did
NGS begin removing stock images provided for
use in the magazine with licenses that specified
"no electronic use." In all, about 60 images have
been removed.

In Its response to charges that it infringed
Faulkner's images Willfully, NGS blasts the pho-

because his images were shot on assignment.
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion

also quotes various NGS staff members who al
legedly warned NG5 executives during the produc
tion phase of the CD that they were making an
ethical and legal mistake.

In March '997, for instance, assistant director of
photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to di
rector of photography Tom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publishing the CD with
out permission from photographers.

"... It seems to be these two situations [that CD
product is marketed to the general public and is
more interactive than microfiche] invite any judge
and most certainly any jury-to conclude that the
CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different
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products." Kobersteen wrote. (Kobersteen is now the
magazine's director of photography.)

Around the same time, National Geographic il
lustrations editor Dennis Dimick sent an e-mail to
Allen. "I attempted to point out the moral issues
of not making good faith efforts to find [and]
compensate all copyright holders," he said in his
e-mail. "I was essentially told by counsel this was
a business decision, and thank you for your emo
tional arguments."

In April, then executive editor Robert Poole also
appealed to Allen on both legal and moral grounds
in another written memo. "Since we expressly re
turned copyright to many authors," he wrote, "I do
not see how we can take the position that it's ours
not theirs. We are republishing it in another form,
for profit. Even if our legal position is sound (and I
don't think it is), our ethical position is not. Does
anyone care about that?"

"NGS says those messages are also taken out of
context. For instance, Kobersteen and Poole
weren't making legal Judgments. Instead, their
concerns related to whether "as a matter of sound
business judgment, it would be prudent to embark
upon a course that was likely to upset contributors
to the magazine."

NGS says it is confident that if the evidence is
"fairly presented and considered, the jury will find
that [NGS] did not Willfully infringe [the photogra
phers'] copyrights."

But if NGS has its way, the case won't get to
trial. The publisher has asked for summary dis
missal on the grounds that the CD and its mag
azines are different versions of the same product,
and, so, as a matter of law, no copyright in
fringement occurred.

An Atlanta appeals court already rejected that ar
gument last year, however.That court ruled that the

"EVEN IF OUR LEGAL
POSITION IS SOUND (AND I
DON'T THINK IT IS), OUR
ETHICAL POSITION IS NOT."

-ROBERT POOLE, APRIL '97

permits buyers to re-use the images in any digital
or print product, commercial or personal. In other
words, the images were released as clip art.

NGS says it was a mistake that nobody noticed
until a photographer's agent brought it to the pub
lisher's attention on May 6-about six months af
ter the release.

"Since that date, we have aggressively pursued
a recall and remedies to fix the mistake," says
NGS spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen. She de
clined to say how many of the CDs were sold, but

Allen was certainly concerned, according to
Faulkner's court papers. In March '997, Allen
wrote to his boss, NGS CEO and president John Fa
hey, "We are so far down the road at this point
that we probably just have to keep smoothing as
many bumps as possible and drive like hell with
our fingers crossed."

"WE ARE SO FAR DOWN THE
ROAD ATTHIS POINT, WE
PROBABLY JUST HAVE TO...
DRIVE LI KE HElL WITH OU R
FINGERS CROSSED."

-BILL ALLEN, MARCH '97

NGS CD infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by reproducing several of his photos with
out permission. NGS had argued that the CD was a
reproduction of its magazines in a different medi
um, like microfiche, so no permission was required.
The court disagreed with NGS, concluding that the
CD was a completely different product from the
magazi ne.The Supreme Court later affirmed the ru l
ing by refusing to review it. Greenberg's case is now
in the penalty phase, and the photographer is also
using the internal memos to prove willful infringe
ment-and boost the publisher's penalty.

Meanwhile, the saga of the CD has taken
another bizarre twist. Late last year, NGS released
the latest version of the CD (The Complete National
Geographic: 112 Years on CD-ROM) with a license that

adds, "We know of no misuse by anyone who has
purchased the CD-ROM with the erroneous end
user agreement."

Ward says he's skeptical about the ability of NGS
to recali the CDs. "I don't see how it's possible for
NGS to contact buyers of the product because
there's no mandatory registration," he says.

jacobsen says, "We have the names and address
es of nearly all the peopie who bought the product
from the vendor because of the sales channels used;
for example, many were sold online. We are in the
process of contacting all purchasers by letter."

Fred Wardand Douglas Faulkner's court papers
quoting the NGS's memos are now online at
<www.pdnonline.com/features/lawsuit!>.
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EX-DITlO PARTNERS REUNITE FOR
AMERICA 24/7
SAN FRANCISCO-Having patched up old grudges,
the creators of the best-selling photo book of all
time are back together to do a sequel.

Rick Smolan and David Elliot Cohen, who pro
duced A Day in the Life of America in 1986 and
spawned the DITLO franchise, have hired 1,000

photographers to shoot pictures during the week
of May 12 to 18 for a book called America 24/7.

Scheduled for release in November by Darling
Kindersley (DK) Publishing, the coffee-table book

of my life and [cost] a huge amount of money."
In December 1997, Greenberg sued NGS in Mia

mi federal court for unauthorized use of his im
ages on a product called The Complete National
GeographiC on CD-ROM. The CD is a compilation
of back issues of National GeographiC magaztr-c in
digital form. NGS said it didn't need permission to
reproduce the printed photographs on the CD be
cause the CD is merely a revision of its rnagaztnes.

But a federal appeals court in Atlanta ruled in
2001 that the CD is a new and separate product,
not a revision, so NGS had in fact infringed Green
berg's copyrights. After the U.S. Supreme Cou rt re
fused to review that ruling, the case went back to
the Miami court for a trial to determine damages.

On the eve of that trial, the judge ruled that
NGS faced four counts of infringement-one for
each multi-image story of Greenberg's published
by the magazf ne. (Greenberg had argued unsuc
cessfully for 64 counts of infringement, which rep
resented the total number of images involved.)

During the trial, lawyers for NGS argued that
the infringement wasn't willful. In fact, NGS main
tains steadfastly that it didn't infringe Green
berg's copyright at all. despite the appeals court
ruling.

Greenberg's lawyers presented evidence that
included memos and e-mail messages from NGS
editors warning their superiors that publishing
the CD without permission" would be ethically
wrong and illegal.

NGS remained defiant after the jury delivered
its verdict.

NGS spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen said
that the CD-ROM "will no longer be offered for
sale until specific authority is obtained from an
appropriate [udicla l authority."

She added, "We beiieve that the public will be
the loser, as this valuable educational archive will
no longer be available to individuals, libraries and
schools. We look forward to arguing the motion to
set aside the verdict, which is still pending with
the trial judge in Miami, and will further pursue
every legal remedy available to us."

Meanwhile, other photographers suing NGS for
infringement over the CD-ROM are celebrating the
verdict in Greenberg's case.

"I feel good today. This is a big win," says Fred
Ward, a Maryland photographer whose case is
pending in New York.

CONTEST MANAGERS
PROPOSE SIMPLIFIED STANDARDS
JERSEY CITY, N.J.-Driven crazy for too long by the

process of entering multiple photo contests with
different submission requlrerner-ts, a group of
photographers and photo editors think they've
come up with a way to simplify the process.

Under the direction of Pim Van Hemmen of
The Star-Ledger (New Jersey), the group met on
March 14 at the Northern Short Course (NSC) in
Jersey City. In two hours, the group hammered
out a set of submission standards they say

'should save photo contest entrants roughly 20

hours of work each year.
"We have 27 shooters and they spend most of

the month of January entering contests," Van
Hemmen says. "Hopefully, we'll get everybody on
the same page and the next contest season will
be significantly simpler."

Representatives from the NSC, Atlanta Photo
journalism Seminar (APS), New Jersey Press Pho
tographers Association (NJPPA), Boston Press
Photographers Association (BPPA) and Best of Pho
tojournalism (BOP) participated.

The proposed standards include maximum
number of images per picture story (12), maximum
image file size, and a coding system for identify
ing images by photographer and category.

If the proposed standards are adopted, photog
raphers will be able to enter the same images in
multiple contests without having to resize, rename
or re-edit their entries. That could result in more en
tries for each contest, Van Hemmen predicts.

But Widespread adoption of the standards is
still a big if. The White House News Photographers
Association says it may adopt some-but not all
of the standards. POYi, BOP and World Press Pho
to have yet to announce their intentions, though
BOP board member Joe Elbert is supportive.

"Photographers spend 2 months out of 12 get
ting their entries ready," he says. "If contest entries
are interfering with personal time and time they
should be devoting to photography, then we need
to help out. It's really a good solution."

For more detailed information, contact Pim Van
Hemmen at pvanhemmen@starledger.com.

-Jay DeFoore

GREENBERG WINS
$400,000 JURY VERDICT
MIAMI-A federal jury has ruled against the Na
tional Geographic Society (NGS) on four counts of
willful copyright infringement for unauthorized
use of Jerry Greenberg's images, and awarded the
photographer $400,000 in damages. It was the
maximum allowable award under the law.

NGS reacted to the decision with a vow to ap
peal the verdict, but the publisher also said it
would discontinue selling its infringing CD prod
uct, at least for now.

Certain that the fight isn't over, Greenberg is
subdued about his victory. "I'm physically and men
tally exhausted," he says. "This has taken five years
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW

Jerry Greenberg: Defender of

copyright.

FEBRUARY
Eric Grigorian of Polaris Images won

World Press Photo of the Year 2002 for

his black-and-white picture of victims of

a deadly earthquake in Iran. Antonin

Kratochvil of VII took first place in both

the General News Singles and Nature

and the Environment Singles categories.

Andrea Bruce Woodall of The
Washington Postwas named

photographer of the year by the White

House News Photographer's Association

(WHNPA). Woodall's photograph of

former Vice President AI Gore

campaigning for Democratic candidates

for Congress won the Political Photo of

the Year award.

Fashion photographer Juergen Teller's

celebrity snapshots and humorously

unflattering nude self-portraits propelled

him to the winner's circle of the 2003

Citibank Photography Prize.The German

photographer beat out Simon Norfolk's

Afghan landscapes, Bertien van Manen's

photographs of Chinese youth and Jitka

Hanztova's portraits of strangers

encountered on the street for the

£20,000 (about $30,000) prize.

MARCH
The top two prizes in the 19th annual

International Center of Photography's

Infinity Awards went to Bernd and Hilla

Becher,for their lifetime contributions to

the field, and France's Marc Riboud, who

won the Cornell Capa Infinity Award.

Other winners included Alex Majoli for

photojournalism, Jonas Bendiksen for

young photographer, Zartna Bhimji for

art, Scottish curator Sara Stevenson for

writing, Thal-Ccng for applied

photography and Deirdre O'Callaghan

for publication. Allof the winners were

either born in or based in Europe.

Rob Finch of TheOregonianand

Randy Olson of NationalGeographic
have won the top individual awards in

the eotf annual Pictures of the Year

International (POYi) contest. Finch's

varied and intimate coverage of the

Portland community earned him

Newspaper Photographer of the Year,

while Olson won Magazine

Photographer ofthe Year for his

documentation of the civil war in Sudan

and cultures on the Black Sea.

Morning News for substi
tuting a bad contract for a
really bad one. They ended
up giving the paper broad
rights for a single bare
bones fee, instead of giving
the paper all rights.

In Boston, freelancers
still fighting a 2000 rights
grab by The Boston Globe
lost in court last fall when
a judge ruled that the con
tract was "heavy-handed"
but not Illegal. Though it's
been nearly three years since the free
lancers were shut out of the Globe for
refusing to rollover, they plan to appeal
the court ruling, and continue to picket
Globe events to publicize the paper's
economic bullying.

Not all of the news from newspaper
contract land is bad, though. Photog
raphers were mostly pleased by USA
Today's new contract last summer,
which offered day rates ranging from
$225 to $275, plus a $100 transmission
fee. The contract also stipulated addi
tional payments for each re-use. Paul
Whyte, director of photography, ex
plained that photographers "are our

lifeblood." Imagine that, in
this day and age.

On other fronts, some
photo trade associations
have been working on
strategies to shore up
photographers' rights.
The APA, National Writers
Union and other artists
groups are pressing Con
gress for a law that would
make it legal for freelance
artists to discuss prices
and join forces to negoti

ate contracts with publishers. One
such bill died last fall, and future bills
are likely to face stiff challenges in an
anti-labor atmosphere. But support
ers are convinced that someday, over
the rainbow..

The Professional Photographers of
America is also appealing to the U.S.
Copyright Office to aliow for deposltless
registration of photographs, to make it
easier to register work so photogra phers
have more access to remedies against
infringers. Depositless registration is an
other initiative that's been tried before.
Last time, it ran into stiff opposition
from publishers and photo finishers. D



WE TIP OUR HATS TO THE ROGUES WHO LEFT THEIR MARKS-AND SCARS-ON THE
PHOTOGRAPHY COMMUNITY THIS YEAR. BY DAVID WALKER

Father Don: Winner of the What Jesus Would Not Do Award
Don Kimball, a defrocked San Francisco priest,just can't seem to keep his hands to himself. In April 2002 he was
on trial for molesting young girls when he slugged San Francisco Chronicfe photographer Penni Gladstone in a

courtroom hallway.
"He hit me once, then came and got [my] camera and tried to hit me again," says the photographer. Father Don

ended up throwing Gladstone's camera and hitting another journalist with it. The incident was an outburst not on
ly of violence, but of stupidity: the hallway was bustling with witnesses who happened to be state prosecutors.

A couple days later, Father Don was convicted for molesting kids and sentenced to seven years in jail. This year,
he finally stood trial on felony assault charges for attacking Gladstone, who suffered bruises and a detached retina
that she believes resulted from the attack. Father Den's lawyer tried to paint Gladstone as an annoying paparazzo
who got what she had coming, but the jury recognized a violent crime for what it was and convicted the priest.

"I'm a liberal," Gladstone said, "but this guy is a pedophile; he's violent and he needs to be put away."
At press time, he was awaiting sentencing on the assault conviction. If he gets the maximum three years, the

streets of San Francisco will be safe from Father Don, at least for a good decade.

PDN"S FIRST ANNUAL

National Geographic Society: Lifetime Achievement Award for Abject Knavery
So egregiOUS are the National Geographic Society's (NGS) offenses against photographers that no mere

Award of Dubious Distinction would do. So we bestow upon NGs our Lifetime Achievement Award for
Abject Knavery.They've certainly earned it, having waged warfare on photographers' rights for the bet

ter part of a decade.
It all started as run-of-the-mill rights grabbing, but quickly turned nasty with economic arm twist

ing and vengeful retribution against photographers and agents who dared to defend their rights. Then the Thugs
of M Street turned to blatant thievery. We're talking, of course, about The Complete National Geographic on CO,
an NGS product that is now the object of numerous copyright infringement claims.

Before the CD was first published in '997, NGS executives were warned by some of their own editors that they
were doing a dastardly thing. Sure enough, in 200l, a federal appeals court ruled that NGS was infringing the
work of at least one photographer, Jerry Greenberg of Miami. The u.s. Supreme Court declined an NGS plea to re
view that decision. But NGS kept infringing anyway, certain that its own lawyers were right and the federal courts
were wrong. This past March, a Miami jury slapped NGS with a $400,000 verdict-the maximum allowable un
der the law-for four counts of willful copyright infringement in the Greenberg case.

In a snit, NGS finally pulled the CD off the market and announced that the real loser was the public. That was
an attempt on the part of NGs to blame its victim, Jerry Greenberg. NGS could easily keep the CD on the market
by paying him (and others) for use of their copyrighted works. And such payments would surely amount to far
less than NGS has spent so far defending its thievery in court.

But NGS can't stomach the thought of giving photographers their due. After all, this isn't business. It's per
sonal. NGS has vowed to appeal theGreenberg verdict and get its CD back on the market under the protection
of "an appropriate judicial authority." The publisher apparentlycan't accept what is so obvious to everyone else:
Stealing the work of others for your own profit is just plain wrong.
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Bless me Father, for I have sinned. Former Roman

Catholic priest Don Kimball looking less than

priestly in court the day he was being sentenced on

two counts of lewd conduct with a 13"year-old girl.

Photog Penni Gladstone felt his fury.







[LEGAL REVIEW]
BY VICTOR S. PERLMAN I

ASMP TO FilE BRIEF IN
FAULKNER ET AL. V. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

I
n our last issue, we reported that photogra

phers and their lawyers were stunned by a

federal trial court decision handed down in

New York in December, involving the National

Geographic Society's CD-ROM collection. A

number of photographers who had licensed
their images to print editions of National

Geographic magazine flied copyright infringe

ment suits when the Society produced the CD

ROM collection containing their images "With

out their permission and without paying
licensing fees.

Jerry Greenberg was the first photographer

to file suit. The case was litigated in U.S.
District Court in Florida. In the Greenberg

case, both the trial court and, later, the u.s.
Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit ruled
that National Geographic had violated
Greenberg's copyrights by creating and selling

its digital collection without securing permis

sion to use the Greenberg photographs. In

light of that decision, the December 11 opin

ion of the U.S. District Court for the Southern

District ofNew York,dismissing similar claims

against National Geographic by photogra

phers Douglas Faulkner, Fred Ward, David

Hiser, Louis Psihoyos (the last MO are ASMP

members) and others came as a shock. If the

New York decision becomes law, it means that

publishers will be able to make, publish, and

sell digital versions of printed editions of col

lective works without paying additionallicens-

Louis Psihoyos licensed this image to

National Geographic for print on paper rights

only, no electronic rights granted. Because of

the specific terms of the license for this

photograph, the court found that National

Geographic had infringed his copyright

ing fees to the photographers, writers and illus

trators who created the content. Those creators

would be cut out of the loop for any revenues

the publishers will collect for digital versions.

Faulkner, et al. are planning to appeal.

ASMP has committed funds to write an amicus
curiae brief in support of the photographers.

ASMP is approaching other photographers'

organizations to join in the brief. As is its usual

practice, ASMP will pay the entire cost of the

brief, and will ask the other groups only to

contribute their names and verbal support.

Henri Dauman, one of ASMP's leading pho

tographers and one of the people instrumental

in shaping ASMP as an industry leader, has

served as an expert trial witness in several of

the New York cases. He told ASMP, "If the

Faulkner decision is not overturned, it creates

a serious loophole that would allow publishers

to use photographs without compensating the

photographers."

If National Geographic wins on appeal in
the Second Circuit, the issue could end up

before the u.s. Supreme Court. If you are

interested in reading the full text of the District

Court's decision in the Faulkner case, you ca?

find it on the ASMP website at www.asmp.org/

pdfs/ntlgeographie.pdf

NFL REPORT
There have been some recent developments in

the ongoing battle between sports photogra

phers and the National Football League over

the disposition of the NFL'sphoto archive. The

group of more than 50 photographers, repre

sented by photographer and Miami attorney

Richard Lewis, continues to refuse to allow

their work to be handled by Getty Images,

which had been the NFL's apparent first and

only choice to take over its extensive photo

library. Until recently, the NFL had not

appeared willing to disclose any hard infor

mation about the status of its negotiations

with Getty, or about its real intentions.

However, pressure from the photographers

now appears to be having some effect. They

have convinced the NFL to re-open discus

sions with one of the other stock houses that
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had originally been interested in taking over

the NFL's photo archive.

The photographers are waiting to see what

happens with those discussions. If, after all, it

turns out that Getty will be the sole holder of

the archive, it is likely that the photographers

will demand the return of their images. The

NFL will then be faced with the daunting task

of identifying, locating, retrieving and deliver

ing many thousands of pictures. Many ques

tions remain unanswered, such as what will

happen if the NFL is unable to deliver any of

this multitude of images, or if, in the mean

time, they make or license unauthorized use of

them. Keep watching. This one looks likely to

go into overtime.
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THE REACTION

Publishers Set
To Remove
Older Articles
From Files

their original context."
She said the principle of media

neutrality "should protect the au
thors' rights in the individual articles
to the extent those articles are now
presented individually, outside the
collective work context, within the
databases' new media."

The court may soon have a chance
to expand on the role of context that
Justice Ginsburg emphasized. Na
tional Geographic said today that it
would soon file an appeal to the Su
preme Court from a ruling by the
federal appeals court in Atlanta,
which said that a 3D-disc CD-ROM
set that reproduced every page of
every issue of the magazine was a
new work rather than a revision,
even though each article appeared in
its original context.

said.
But Justice Ginsburg'S majority

opinion said the publishers' "encom
passing construction" of their repub
lication privilege was "unaccept
able." She said the massive data
base, encompassing many published
issues, "no more constitutes a 'revi
sion' of each constituent edition than
a 400-page novel quoting a sonnet in
passing would represent a 'revision'
of that poem."

The electronic databases are not
simply modern versions of old-fash
ioned microfilm, Justice Ginsburg
said. Even though a microfilm roll
combines multiple editions, "the
user first encounters ·the article in
context," she said, in contrast to
someone calling up an article on
their computer, where individual ar
ticles appear "disconnected from

"Neither the conversion of the
print publishers' collective works
from printed to electronic form, nor
the transmission of those electronic
versions of the collective works to
the electronic databases, nor even
the actions of the electronic databas
es once they receive those electronic
versions does anything to deprive
those electronic versions of their sta
tus as mere 'revisions' of the original
collective works," Justice Stevens

Susan B. Markisz for The New York Times

Jonathan Tasini, president of the National Writers Union, with a lithograph ofa workers protest.

Little change in
current practice but
liability for past
infringement.

ership and payment obligations.
The case, New York Times Com

pany v. Tasini, No. 00-201, dealt only
with freelance work; publishers own
the copyright on articles produced by
staff members.

The three publishers in the case
license their contents to Lexis/Nexis,
an electronic database by which indi
vidual articles are retrieved in a
text-only format. The Times has a
separate arrangement with another
defendant in the case, University Mi
crofilms International, which repro
duces Times material in other elec
tronic formats that also result in the
display of individual articles.

It was this feature - that what the
electronic user retrieves, views or
downloads is an individual article,
divorced from its original context --:
that was most significant for the
court's legal analysis.

The case called on the court to
interpret a section of the Copyright
Act of 1976 that gives newspapers
and magazines, which hold a collec
tive copyright in the entirety of each
issue, the right also to publish "any
revision of that collective work."

The question for the court was
whether the electronic version was a
revision or something else, in which
case the copyright on individual arti
cles would revert to any freelance
contributors who had not agreed to
give up that right.

The publishers .ar-gued that the
electronic versions were simply a
technologically more sophisticated
version of the printed issues that
should be seen as a mere "revision"
under the "media-neutral" approach
of the Copyright Act.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice
John Paul Stevens, who was joined
by Justice Stephen G. Breyer, said
there was nothing more to the case
than that.

By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK

Newspaper and magazine publish
ers, reacting to the Supreme Court's
ruling that freelance writers retain
some rights to the electronic use of
their previously published work, be
gan preparing yesterday to cull thou
sands of articles from Lexis-Nexis
and other online databases while pow
sitioning themselves for the next
round in the battle with writers'
groups.

The court passed the case back to
a lower court to determine what
damages the publishers may owe the
writers. Writers, meanwhile, have
filed similar lawsuits seeking class
action status for freelancers.

The publishers involved said some
older articles would start disappear
ing from online databases in the next
few months, but the fuil impact of
yesterday's verdict, including poten
tial damages, remained uncertain.

Since 1993,when a group of writers
filed the case, most publications
have modified their contracts specif~
icaliy to include the right to digitai
reuse, so only work before the mid
1990's is affected. There are also
issues about the statute or limita
tions for this form of copyright in
fringement that courts have not yet
settled.

Leon Friedman, a law professor at
Hofstra University who filed a brief
on behalf of an authors' trade group,
said the case would have few impli
cations for the digital use of other
media like books, music or film be
cause of differences in the specific
contracts used in other industries.

Both publishers and freelance
writers immediately began looking
ahead. Jonathan Tasini, president of

lthe National Writers Union and a

4-~-----=====::::::;;;;;;•••iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•••••••••~~~::::::::::::jplaintiff in the original suit, called on, nnblisher-s tn settle the suits hv npp"o_
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ail Continued From Page Al
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;'i$upreme Court Says Writers
l~flaveRights to Online Work

':;~ls for distributing copyrighted
'..words and remunerating authors for
i) their distribution."
';',; ..Arthur Sulzberger J r., chairman of
'.~The New York Times Company and
,lLI', . .publisher of The Times, said today
i\fthat the company "will now under-

take the difficult and sad process of
':;(removing significant portions from
"'~ts electronic historical archive." He

c:ladded, "Unfortunately, today's deci
i~sion means that everyone loses."

i~;' : The Times Company said in a
statement that freelance writers who

~. "wanted their articles to remain in the
electronic archives should notify the

"company.
ir;:!'Since the mid-1990's, The Times
i~'a'rid most other publishers that use
,il1ereelance work have required au
~'thors to waive their electronic repub
c!'lkation rights. For that reason, the

decision today has little prospective
r:Ji:tnportance in terms of changing
recurrent industry practice. But liabil
-utty for past infringement could be
<;icpn;:;iderable, depending in part on
. J,!~lO.W the lower courts deal with com
.r.plex statute of limitations issues. It is

,;![,fi-pt clear, for example, whether there
'I - f'.,11.".as. been a new infringement each
~ iMme a freelance article has been

1- ;c;,-pa?e available for viewing on a us-
~ er's computer screen.

Jonathan Tasini, president of the
. .:National Writers Union and the lead
,dRlaintiff in the lawsuit, said in a
:::J~t'~tement, "Now it's time for the

media industry to pay creators their
,_;('~flir share and let's sit down and
,c:negotiate over this today."
s.t. .In 1993, the union, which has 7,000
:,;:;In,embers, set up a "publication
:'itfgbts clearinghouse" through which
'~:;}YXiters can register their work and
~,pUblishers can track copyright own-
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it set up a clearinghouse for licensing
the electronic use of freelance writ
ers' work. He said the clearinghouse
would resemble similar organiza
tions in the music industry for dis
tributing fees to musicians and song
writers.

Publishers, however, called Mr.
Tasini's plan unworkable, noting that
his organization's roughly 7,000
members were only a small portion
of freelance writers, The National
Writers Union's clearinghouse
would require writers to come Ior
ward and sign up for its service to
make their already-published work
available for licensing.

Instead, publishers said the ruling
was a blow to the public interest in
easy access to information. "What's
sad is that this wholesale destruction
of historical records will not lead to
any benefit to the writers seeking
redress from the court," said John F.
Sturm, president of the Newspaper
Association of America.

Catherine Mathis, spokeswoman
for The New York Times Company,
said about 115,000 articles by 27,000
writers would be affected. All ap
peared in the paper from about 1980
to about 1995. The Times will begin
removing any affected articles as
soon as nossible from Lexis-Nexls
and other database services, to mini
mize its potential liability. The
Times has created an online form
and set up phone lines for freelance
contributors who want their work to
remain available - (212) 556-8008 or
8009 and (888) 814-2698.

Robin Bierstedt, deputy 'general
counsel for Time Inc., which also was
sued by the group of freelance wr-it
ers, said its magazines, includtng
Time and Fortune, would also begin
removing articles from its online da
tabases. "We have no choice but to
delete the articles," she said. She
said she did not know how many
articles were at issue.

A spokesman for the Tribune Com
pany, which owns The Chicago Trtb
une, The Los Angeles Times and
Newsday and also was a defendant,
said the company was still assessing
the decision's impact.

Michael Jacobs, vice president and
general counsel for, Lexis-Nexts, a
defendant in the original suit and a
unit of the Brtnsh-Dutch media com
pany Reed Elsevier, said it expected
to begin deleting articles from its
database within a few months.

UWe are disappointed - it has the
effect of compromising our data
base," he said, adding that Lexis
Nexis expected the loss to be minor
among its three billion documents
from 30,000 sources. Since 1979, Lex
is-Nexis has paid publishers and oth
ers for their contents and sold access
to the database to subscribers.'

Mr. Jacobs and all the publishers
involved said the cost of deleting
articles would be minimal

The American Library Associa
tion applauded the decision. It noted
that the court referred to "numerous
models for distributing copyrighted
works and remunerating authors for
their distribution" and suggested the ,
lower court might develop a solution. ~I
Librarians' groups also noted that
libraries continue to provide public
access to the historical record of
periodicals and newspapers, and, un
like Lexis-Nexis, libraries do not
charge a fee. W•

'The court therefore
appears to back away

from principles ofmedia
neutrality.'

23, 1990, edition."
In contrast, I think that a proper respect

for media neutrality suggests that The New
York Times, reproduced as a collection of
individual ASCII files, should be treated as a
"revision" of the original edition, as long as
each article explicitly refers to the original
collective work and as long as substantially
the rest of the collective work is, at the same
time, readily accessible to the reader of the
individual file. In this case, no one disputes
that the first pieces of information a user sees
when looking at an individual ASCII article
file are the name of the publication in which
the article appeared, the edition of that publi
cation, and the location of the article within
that edition, I agree with the majority that
such labeling alone is insufficient to establish
that the individual file exists as part of a
revision of the original collective work. But
such labeling is not all there is in the group of
files sent to the electronic databases....

To see why an electronic version of The
New York Times made up of a group of
individual ASCII article-files, standing alone,
may be considered a Section 201(c) revision,
suppose that, instead of transmitting to
NEXIS the articles making up a particular
day's edition, The New York Times saves all
of the individual files on a single floppy disk,
labels that-disk "New York Times, October 31,
2000," and sells copies of the disk to users as
the electronic version of that day's New York
Times. The disk reproduces the creative, edi
torial selection of that edition of The New
York Times. The reader, after all, has at his
fingertips substantially all of the relevant
content of the Oct. 31 edition of the collective
work. Moreover, each individual article
makes explicit reference to that selection by

including tags that remind the reader that it is
a part of The New York Times for Oct. 31,
2000. Such a disk might well constitute "that
particular collective work"; it would surely
qualify as a "revision" of the original collec
tive work. Yet all the features identified as
essential by the majority and by the respond
ents would still be lacking. An indlvidual look
ing at one of the articles contained on the disk
would still see none of the original formatting
context and would still be unable to flip the
page....

Users like Douglas Brinkley do not go to
NEXIS because it contains a score of individ
ual articles by Jonathan Tasini. Rather, they
go to NEXIS because it contains a comprehen
sive and easily searchable collection of (in
tact) periodicals.

Because it is likely that Congress did not
consider the question raised by this case when
drafting Section 201(c), because I think the
District Court's reading of that provision is
reasonable and consistent with the statute's
purposes. and because the principal goals of
copyright policy are better served by that
reading, I would reverse the judgment of the
Court of Appeals. The majority is correct that
we cannot know in advance the effects of
today's decision on the comprehensiveness of
electronic databases. We can be fairly certain,
however, that it will provide little, if any,
benefit to either authors or readers.

JUSTICE STEVENS

FROM THE DISSENT
By Justice Stevens

This case raises an issue of first impres
sion concerning the meaning of the word "re
vision" as used in Section 201(c) of the 1976
revision of the Copyright Act of 1909. Ironical
ly, the court today seems unwilling to ac
knowledge that changes in a collective work
far less extensive than those made to prior
copyright law by the 1976 "revision" do not
merit the same characterization....

No one doubts that The New York Times
has the right to reprint its issues in Braille, in
a foreign language or in microform, even
though such revisions might look and feel
quite different from the original. Such differ
ences, however, would largely result from the
different medium being employed. Similarly,
the decision to convert the single collective
work newspaper into a collection of individual
ASCII files can be explained as little more
than a decision that reflects the different
nature of the electronic medium. ,Just as the
paper version of The New York Times is
divided into "sections" and "pages" in order
to facilitate the reader's navigation and ma
nipulation of large batches of newsprint, so too
the decision to subdivide the electronic ver
sion of that collective work into individual
article files facilitates the reader's use of the
electronic information. The bare-bones nature
of ASClI text would make trying to wade
through a single ASClI file containing the
entire content of a single edition of The New
York Times an exercise in frustration.

Although the court does not separately
discuss the question whether the groups of
files that The New York Times sends to the
electronic databases constitute "revisions,"
its reasoning strongly suggests that it would
not accept such a characterization. The ma
jority, for example, places significant empha
sis on the differences between the various
electronic databases and microform, a medi
um that admittedly qualifies as a revision
under Section 201(c). As with the conversion
of individual editions into collections of sepa
rate article-files, however, many of the differ
ences between the electronic versions and
microform are necessitated by the electronic
medium. The court therefore appears to back
away from principles of media neutrality
when it implicitly cnttcrzes ASCII-text files
for their inability to reproduce "Remember
ing Jane" "in the verysame position, within a
film reproduction of the entire Magazine, in
turn within a reproduction of the entire Sept.

(much less all freelance articles in any data
bases) must issue. The parties (authors and
publishers) may enter into an agreement al
lowing continued electronic reproduction of
the authors' works; they, and if necessary the
courts and Congress, may draw on numerous
models for distributing copyrighted works
and remunerating authors for their distribu
tion. In any event, speculation about future
harms is no basis for this court to shrink
authorial rights Congress established in Sec
tion 201(c). Agreeing with the Court of Ap
peals that the publishers are liable for in
fringement, we leave remedial issues open for
initial airing and decision in the District
Court. ... We conclude that the electronic
publishers infringed the authors' copyrights
by reproducing and distributing the articles in
a manner not authorized by the authors and
not privileged by Section 201(c). We further
conclude that the printpublishers infringed
the authors' copyrights by authorizing the
electronic publishers to place the articles in
the databases and by aiding the electronic
publishers in that endeavor. We therefore
affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals.

It is so ordered.

'Such a storage and
retrieval system

etiectivelv overrides the
authors' exclusive right:'

JUSTICE GINSBURG

terta, and containing articles from vast nurn
bers of editions. In response to patron re
quests, an inhumanly speedy librarian would
search the room and provide copies of the
articles matching patron-specified criteria.

Viewing this strange library, one could
not, consistent with ordinary English usage,
characterize the articles "as part of" a "revi
sion" of the editions in which the articles first
appeared. In substance, however, the databas
es differ from the file room only to the extent
they aggregate articles in electronic packages
(the LEXIS/NEXIS central discs or U.M.I.
[University' Microfilms International] CD
ROMs), while the file room stores articles in
spatially separate files. The crucial fact is
that the databases, like the hypothetical li
brary, store and retrieve articles separately
within a vast domain of diverse texts. Such a
storage and retrieval system effectively over
rides the authors' exclusive right to control
the individual reproduction and distribution of
each article.

The publishers claim the protection of
Section 201(c) because users can manipulate
the databases to generate search results con
sisting entirely of articles from a particular
periodical edition. By this logic, Section 201(c)
would cover the hypothetical Hbrary if, in
response to a request, that library's expert
staff assembled all of the articles from a
particular periodical edition. However, the
fact that a third party can manipulate a
database to produce a noninfringing docu
ment does not mean the database is not in
fringing. Under Section 201(c), the question is
not whether a user can generate a revision of
a collective work from a database, but wheth
er the database itself perceptibly presents the
author's contribution as part of a revision of
the collective work. That result is not accom
plished by these databases.

The publishers finally invoke Sony Corp.
of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,
(1984). That decision, however, does not genu
inely aid their argument. Sony held that the
"sale of copying equipment" does not consti
tute contributory infringement if the equip
ment is "capable of substantial noninfringing
uses." The publishers suggest that their data
bases could be liable only under a theory of
contributory infringement, based on end-user
conduct, which the anthors did not plead. The
electronic publishers, however, are not mere
ly selling "equipment"; they are selling cop
ies ofthe articles. And, as we have explained,
it is the copies themselves, without any rna
nipulation by users; that fall outside the scope
of the Section 201(c) privilege.

The pnblishers waru that a ruling for the
authors will have "devastating" conse
quences. The databases, the publishers note,
provide easy access to complete newspaper
texts golngback decades. A ruling for the
authors; the publishers suggest, will punch
gaping holes in the electronic record of histo
ry. The publishers' concerns are echoed by
several historians, but discounted by several
other historians.

Notwithstanding the dire predictions
from some quarters, it hardly follows from
today's decision that an injunction against the
inclusion of these .~icles in the databases

www.nytimes.com
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'; : WASHINGTON, June 25 - Following are
If terpts from the Supreme Court's ruling

tay that publishers, by making their can
ts accessible through electronic databases,

'pinged the copyrights of freelance contribu
s, The vote in New York Times Company v.

was 7 to 2. The majority opinion was
by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg; Jus

John Paul Stevens wrote the dissent.

ON litHE WEB
~~The. full texts of the Supreme Court

:~:r ttectstons in the copyright, campaign
J",tcontribution and immigration cases are
"\ ~vailable from The New York Times on
'JheWeb:

FROM THE DECISION
By Justice Ginsburg

This copyright case concerns the rights of
lance authors and a presumptive privilege
eir publishers. The litigation was initiated

$ix freelance authors and relates to articles
'y contributed to three print. periodicals
"0 newspapers and one magazine). Under
reements with the periodicals' publishers,
J~withoutthe freelancers' consent, two com
iter database companies placed copies of the

freelancers' articles - along with all other
articles from the periodicals in which the
ffeelancers' work appeared - into three data
bases. Whether written by a freelancer or
staff member, each article is presented to,
and retrievable by, the user in isolation, clear
of the context the original print publication
presented. The freelance authors' complaint
alleged that their copyrights had been in-

~Jringed by the inclusion of their articles in the
databases. The publishers, in response, relied
oa, the privilege of reproduction and distribu
tion accorded them by Section 201(c) of the
Copyright Act, which provides:

"Copyright in each separate contribution
to-a collective work is distinct from copyright
in' the collective work as a whole, and vests
initially in the author of the contribution. In
the: absence of an express transfer of the
copyright or of any' rights under it, the owner
of copyright in the collective work is pre
sumed to have acquired only the privilege of
reproducing and distributing the contribution
as part of that particular collective work, any
revision of that collective work and any later
collective work in the same series."

Specifically, the publishers maintained
.:~at, as copyright owners of collective works,

,

:- i.e., the original print publications, they had
merely exercised "the privilege" Section
201(c) accords them to "reproduce and dis-

I
,:.••.'..t r...ibu~e .. ~e author's discretely, COpy.righted
; (~9p.trtbutlOn....
"(:t':: , For the purpose at hand - determining
';~.' e."ther the authors' copyrights have been
i1 JPlt:inged - an analogy to an imaginary li! i--ry may be instructive. Rather than main-

I·...... ,,".'mg intact editions of periodicals, the li
, .~, , Y would contain separate copies of each
" _- : Ie. Perhaps these copies would exactly

I
,ri!foduce the periodical pages from which
" ~qrticles derive (if the model is GPO [Gen-

.

.; e.,£:aJ,periodicals OnDisc]); perhaps the copies
.; would contain only typescript characters, but
. ~Hll indicate the original periodical's name
~ <lnd date, as wellas the articie's headliue and
u.agenUmber (if the model is NEXIS or NYTO
~ !~ew York Times OnDisc]). The library
I.o;,;;;)yo.uld store the folders containing the articles

a file room, indexed based on diverse cri-



Court Says Writers Keep Right
to Their Work in Databases
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FREELANCERS WIN .:~

IN COPYRIGHT CASE 1f
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By LINDA GREENHOUSE C.
WASHINGTON, June 25 - The \ ~

Supreme Court ruled today that a
group of newfspapedr an

h
d mag~Zlh'ne ~.

publishers in ringe t e copyng ts ~

of freelance contributors by making ~
their articles accessible without per~ . .'
mission in electronic. databases after _ ,520
publication.' .J"":""

As a result, the publishers, includ- .
I ing The New York Times, face the . :~

prospect of paying substantial dam•...::s;
ages to the six freelancers who ~
brought the lawsuit in 1993 and per; ::s
haps to thousands of others who have~
joined in three class-action lawsuits
against providers of electronic data- .
bases, which the court also found
liahle for copyright infringement to'
day. [Excerpts, Page A14.]

The court did not rule today on a .
remedy for the violation that it found
in a 7-to~2 majority opinion by Jus
tice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The case
now returns to Federal District
Court in Manhattan. In a 1999 ruling
against the publishers, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Sec'
ond Circuit did not address the reme
dy issue. There are a number :of
unresolved questions that were not
part of the Supreme Court case and
that may take months or years to
resolve, lawyers involved in the case
said today.

The Times and the other publish
ers, Time Inc. and Newsday, had
warned the Supreme Court that a
finding of liability would lead them to

. remove freelance contributions trorn
the databases, a threat that the court
appeared to have found something of
an irritant.

"Speculation about future harms
is no basis for this court to shrink .
authorial rights," Justice Ginsburg

I said. Referring to the licensing ar
rangements that are commonly used
to apportion royalties in the music .
industry, she said the parties to the
case "may draw on numerous mod-

Continued on Page A14
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Jerry:

Just in case you weren't able to find a New York Times,
here is the complete story that ran today.

The jUdges seem to be in your favor, no matterwhat NG
tries to say or do.

Best to all,
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group of newspaper and magazine ,;-J/
publishers infringed the copyrights- .~

of freelance contributors by making ~ '\'i
their articles accessible without per-.; "
mission in electronic databases after ~••.~
publication. .'. J't."

As a result, the publishers, includ- ,
ing The New York Times, face the. >:t) .
prospect of paying substantial dam;' .::;S
ages to the six freelancers who .~
brought the lawsuit in 1993 and per" "q

I, ',,',' ,'.lohaps to thousands of others who have ~,
joined in three class-action lawsuits .. :,
against providers of electronic data•.
bases, which the court also found
liable for copyright infringement to,
day. [Excerpts, Page AI4.] ..

The court did not rule today on a
remedy for the violation that it found
iu a 7-to-2 majority opinion by Jus
tice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The case
now returns to Federal District
Court in Manhattan. In a 1999 ruling
against the publishers, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Sec:
and Circuit did not address the rerne
dy issue. There are a number' of
unresolved questions that were not
part of the Supreme Court case and
that may take months or years to
resolve, lawyers involved in the case
said today. .

The Times and the other publish'
ers, Time Inc. and Newsday, had
warned the Supreme Court that -;1
finding of liability would lead them to
remove freelance contributions from:
the databases, a threat that the court
appeared to have found something of
an irritant.

"Speculation about future harms
is no basis for this court to shrink
authorial rights," Justice Ginsburg
said. Referring to the licensing ar
rangements that are commonly used
to apportion royalties in the music .
industry, she said the parties to the _
case "may draw on numerous mod-
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THE REACTION

Publishers Set
To Remove
Older Articles
From Files

By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
Newspaper and magazine publish

ers, reacting to the Supreme Court's
ruling that freelance writers retain
some rights to the electronic use of
their previously published work, be
gan preparing yesterday to cull thou"
sands of articles from Lexis-Nexts
and other online databases while po
sitioning themselves for the next
round in the battle with writers'
groups.

The court passed the case back to
a lower court to determine what
damages the publishers may owe the
writers. Writers, meanwhile, have
filed similar lawsuits seeking class
action status for freelancers.

The publishers involved said some
older articles would start disappear
ing from online databases. in the next
few months, but the full impact of
yesterday's verdict, including poten
tial damages, remained uncertain, .. _

Since 1993,when a group of writers
filed the case, most publications
have modified their contracts specif
ically to include the right to digital
reuse, so only work before the mid
1990's is affected. There are also
issues about the statute of limita
tions for this form of copyright in
fringement that courts have not yet
settled,

Leon Friedman, a law professor at
Hofstra University who filed a brief
on behalf of an authors' trade group,
said the case would have few impli
cations for the digital use of other
media like books, music or film be
cause of differences in the specific
contracts used in other industries.

Both publishers and freelance
writers immediately began looking
ahead. Jonathan Tasini, president of
the National Writers Union and 11
plaintiff in the original suit, called on
publishers to settle the suits by nego
tiating with his organization, In 1993
it set up a clearinghouse for licensing
the electronic use of freelance writ
ers' work. He said the clearinghouse
would resemble similar organiza
tions In the music industry for dis
tributing fees to musicians and song
writers.

their original context."
She said the principle of media

neutrality "should protect the au
thors' rights in the individual articles
to the extent those articles are now
presented individually, outside the
collective work context, within the
databases' new media."

The court may soon have a chance
to expand on the role of context that
Justice Ginsburg emphasized, Na
tional Geographic said today that it
would soon file an appeal to the Su
preme Court from a ruling by the
federal appeals court in Atlanta,
which said that a 30-disc CD-ROM
set that reproduced every page of
every issue of the magazine was a
new work rather than a revision,
even though each article appeared in
its original context,

23, 1990, edition."
In contrast, I think that a proper respect

for media neutrality suggests that The New
York Times, reproduced as a collection of
individual ASCII files, shouldbe treated as a

said.

But Justice Ginsburg's majority
opinion said the publishers' "encom
passing construction" of their repub
lication privilege was "unaccept
able." She said the massive data
base, encompassing many published
issues, "no more constitutes a 'revi
sion' of each constituent edition than
a 400-Page novel quoting a sonnet in
passing would represent a 'revision'
of thai poem."

The- electronic databases are not
simply modern versions of old-fash
ioned microfilm, Justice Ginsburg
said. Even though a microfilm roll
combines multiple editions, "the
user first encounters the article in
context," she said, in contrast to
someone calling up an article on
their computer, where individual ar
ticles "appear "disconnected from

(much less all freelance articles in any data
bases) must issue. The parties (authors and
publishers) may enter into an agreement al
lowing continued electronic reproduction of
the authors' works; they, and if necessary the

Jonathan Tasini, president of the National Writers Union, with a lithograph of. a workers protest.

Little change in
current practice but
liability for past
infringement.

"Neither the conversion of the
print publishers' collective works
from printed to electronic form, nor
the transmission of those electronic
versions of the collective works to
the electronic databases, nor even
the actions of the electronic databas
es once they receive those electronic
versions does anything to deprive
those electronic versions of their sta
tus as mere 'revisions' of the original
collective works," Justice Stevens

'Such a storage and
retrieval system

ership and payment obligations.
The case, New York Times Com

pany v. Tasini, No. 00-201, deait only
with freelance work; publishers own
the copyright on articles produced by
staff members.

The three publishers in the case
license their contents to Lexis/Nexis,
an electronic database by which indi
vidual articles are retrieved in a
text-only format. The Times has a
separate arrangement with another
defendant in the case, University MiM
crofilms International. which repro
duces Times material in other elec
tronic formats that also result in the
display of individual articles.

It was this feature - that what the
electronic user retrieves, views or
downloads is an individual article,
divorced from its original context -t

that was most significant for the
court's legal analysis.

The case called on the court to
interpret a section of the Copyright
Act of 1976 thatgives .newspapers
and magazines, which hold a collec
tive copyright in the entirety of each
issue, the right also to publlsh "any
revision of that collective work."

The question for the court was
whether the electronic version was a
revision or something else, in which
case the copyright on individual arti
cles would revert to any freelance
contributors who had not agreed to
give up that right.

The publishers .ar'gued that the
electronic versions were simply a
technologically more sophisticated
version of the printed issues that
should be seen as a mere "revision"
under the "media-neutral" approach
of the Copyright Act.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice
John Paul Stevens, who was joined
by Justice Stephen G. Breyer, said
there was nothing more to the case
than that.
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¥~l1ay that publishers, by making their con- • I lowing con;inued electronic :eproduction of yo~k. Times, rep~oduced as a collection of
i,jiJ!s accessible through electronic databases, retrieva system the authors works; they, and If necessary the :?dlVIdua~,ASCIIIlles. should be treated as a
f~fringed the copyrights Offreelance contribu- H. tiv I . id 1 courts and Congress, may draw on numerous revision of the original edition, as, long as
I~$. The vote in New York Times Company v. e lee lve .Y overrl es t 1e models for di~tributing copyrighted w~rks each ~rtic1e _explicitly refers to the ori~inal
\~f.psini was 7 to 2. The majority opinion was th' I' . h' and remuneratmg authors for their distribu- collective work and as long as substantially
iltfVrilten by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg; Jus- au ors exe USlve rig t. tion. In any event, speculation about future the rest of the collective work is, at the same
, .~~{[C.¢. John Paul Stevens wrote the dissent. harms is no basis for this court to shrink time, readily accessible to the reader of the

;~:'" ' JUS T Ie E GIN S BUR G authorial rights Congress established in Sec- individual file. In this case, no one disputes
~''i';;...~: ~ tion 201(c). Agreeing with the Court of Ap- that the first pieces of information a user sees

:i;jii,~' FROM THE DECISION peals that the publishers are liable for in- when looking at an individual ASCII article
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;f~"$IXfreel~ceauthors and re~ates to ~rt~cles Viewing this strange library, one could a manner not authorized by the authors and that the individual file exists as part of a
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tWjVO newspapers and one magazine). Under characterize the articles "as part of" a "revi- conclude that the print publishers infringed such labeling is not all there is in the group of
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:,f;}?yt:,wIthout the freelanc.ers' consent,~wocorn- appeared. In substance, however, the databas- electronic publishers to place the articles in To see why an electronic version of The

puter databas~c.ompanles placed.coples of the es differ from the file room only to the extent the databases and by aiding the electronic New York Times made up of ~ group of
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From Files
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK

Newspaper and magaztnepubllsji,
ers, reacting to the Supreme Court's
ruling that freelance writers retain
some rights to the electronic use of
their previously publIshed work, be
gan preparing yesterday to cull thou
sands of articles from Lexis-Nexls
and other online databases while po
sitioning themselves for the next
round in the battle with writers'
groups.

The court passed the case back to
a lower court to determine what
damages the publishers may owe the
writers. Writers, meanwhile, have
filed similar lawsuits seeking class
action status for freelancers.

The publishers involved said some
older articles would start disappear
ing from online databases in the next
few months, but the full impact of
yesterday'S verdict, including poten
tial damages, remained uncertain.':

Since 1993,when a group of writers
filed the case, most publications
have modified their contracts spectt
icaily to include the right to digital
reuse, so only work before the mid
1990's is affected. There are also
issues about the statute of..Iimita
tions for this form of copyright in
fringement that courts have not yet
settled.

Leon Friedman, a law professor at
Hofstra University who filed a brief
on behalf of an authors' trade group,
said the case would have few impli
cations for the digital use of other
media like books, music or film be
cause of differences in the specific
contracts used in other industries.

Both publishers and freelance
writers immediately began looking
ahead. Jonathan Tasini, president of
the National Writers Union and a
plaintiff in the original suit, called on
publishers to settle the suits by nego
tiating with his organization. In 1993
it set up a clearinghouse for licensing
the electronic use of freelance wr-it
ers' work. He said the clearinghouse
would resemble similarorganiza
tions in' the music industry for dis
tributing fees to musicians and song
writers.

Publishers, however, called Mr.
Tasini's plan unworkablenottng that
his organization's roughly 7,000
members were only a small portion
of freelance writers. The National
Writers Union's clearinghouse
would require writers to come for
ward and sign up for its service to
make their already-published work
available for licensing.

Instead, publishers said the ruling
was a blow to the public interest in
easy access to information. "What's
sad is that this wholesale destruction
of historical records will not lead to
any benefit to the writers seeking
redress from the court," said John F.
Sturm, president of the Newspaper
Association of America.

Catherine Mathis, spokeswoman
for The New York Times Company,
said about 115,000 articles by 27,000
writers would be affected. All ap-

"

their original context."
She said the principle of media

neutrality "should protect the au
thors' rights in the individual articles
to the extent those articles are now
presented individually, outside the
collective work context, within the
databases' new media."

The court may soon have a chance
to expand on the role of context that
Justice Ginsburg emphasized. Na
tional Geographic said today that it
would soon file an appeal to the Su
preme Court from a ruling by the
federal appeals court in Atlanta,
which said that a 30-disc CD-ROM
set that reproduced every page of
every issue of the magazine was a
new work rather than a revision,
even though each article appeared in
its original context.

said.
But Justice Ginsburg'S majority

opinion said the publisher's" "encom
passing construction" of their repub
lication privilege was "unaccept
able." She said ,the massive data
base, encompassing many published
issues, "no more constitutes a 'revi
sion' of each constituent edition than
a 400~page novel quoting a sonnet in
passing would represent a 'revision'
of that poem."

The electronic databases are not
simply modern versions of old-rash
ioned microfilm, Justice Glnsburg
said. Even though a microfilm roll
combines multiple editions, "the
user first encounters the article in
context," she said, in contrast to
someone calling up an article on
their computer, where individual ar
ticles appear "disconnected from

Little change in
current practice but
liability for past
infringement.

"Neither the conversion of the
print publishers' collective works
from printed to electronic form, nor
the transmission of those electronic
versions of the collective works to
the electronic databases, nor even
the actions of the electronic databas
es once they receive those electronic
versions does anything to deprive
those electronic versions of their sta
tus as mere 'revisions' of the original
collective works," Justice Stevens

pany v. Tasini, No. 00-201, dealt only
with freelance work; publishers own
the copyright on articles produced by
staff members.

The three publishers in the case
license their contents to Lexis/Nexis,
an electronic database by which indi
vidual articles are retrieved in a
text-only format. The Times has a
separate arrangement with another
defendant in the case, University Mi
crofilms International, which repro
duces Times material in other elec
tronic formats that also result in the
display of individual articles.

It was this feature - that what the
electronic user retrieves, views or
downloads is an individual article,
divorced from its original context -r

that was most significant for the
court's legal analysis.

The case called on the court to
interpret a section of the Copyright
Act of 1976 that gives newspapers
and magazines, which hold a collec
tive copyright in the entirety of each
issue, the right also to publish "any
revision of that collective work."

The question for the court. was
whether the electronic version was a
revision or something else, in which
case the copyright on individual arti
cles would revert to any freelance
contributors who had not agreed to
give up that right.

The publishers .argued that the
electronic versions were simply a
technologically more sophisticated
version of the printed issues that
should be seen as a mere "revision"
under the "media-neutral" approach
of the Copyright Act.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice
John Paul Stevens, who was joined
by Justice Stephen G. Breyer, said
there was nothing more to the case
than that.

,3\',1'8 for distributing copyrighted
. Y{ords and remunerating authors for
0J~neir distribution."
J,)c
1 .;.r~rthur Sulzberger Jr., chairman of
\tlie New York Times Company and
~j~4blisher of The Times, said today
;) tfi"'-t the company "will now under-

take the difficult and sad process of
!~!-%emOVing significant portions from
:? ItS'electronic historical archive." He
"'lidded, "Unfortunately, today's deci
fJsfon means that everyone loses."

vir; The Times Company said in a
statement that freelance writers who
nW~ted their articles to remain in the
electronic archives should notify the

'Nilimpany.
:8f!~Since the mid~1990's. The Times
iSland most other publishers that use
.;jJfreelartce work have required au.
?t:hors to waive their electronic repub

c-:J-ileation rights. For that reason, the
decision today has' little prospective

2llnportance in terms of changing
;)~urrent industry practice. But Iiabil
~~[ity for past infringement could be
~J~,Qn~iderable, depending in part on
··.ub~w the lower courts deal with corn
"I!pl¥x statute of limitations issues. It is
';f!llQtclear, for example, whether there
rr~fiS: been a new infringement each
{i!iple a freelance article has been
5e"r..Ja~e available for viewing on a USM

er's computer screen.
·;t I:>Jonathan Tasini, president of the
.xNational Writers Union and the lead
r;j~laY1tiff in the lawsuit, said in a
!GRt~tement, "Now it's time for the
- media industry to pay creators their
c"JJfl~r share and let's sit down and
;(:;n~~otiate over this today."
~jt)n 1993, the union, which has 7,000
:tme,J?bers, set up a "publication
:i?r~ghts clearinghouse" through which
'~:~~riters can register their work and
~Ji4b,lishers can track copyright own-- ., ~,
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the rest of the collective work is, atthe same
time, readily accessible to the reader of the
individual file. In this case, no one disputes
that the first pieces of information a user sees
when looking at an individual ASCII article
file are the name of the publication in which
the article appeared, the edition of that publi
cation, and the location of the article within
that edition. I agree with the majority that
such labeling alone is insufficient to establish
that the individual file exists as part of a
revision of the original collective work. But
such labeling is not all there is in the group of
files sent to the electronic databases....

To see why an electronic version of The
New York Times made up of a group of
individual ASCII article-files, stariding alone,
may be considered a Section 201(c) revision,
suppose that, instead of transmitting to
NEXIS the articles making up a particular
day's edition, The New York Times saves all
of the individual files on a single floppy disk,
labels that disk "New York Times, October 31,
2000," and sells copies of the disk to users as
the electronic version of that day's New York
Times. The disk reproduces the creative, edi
torial selection of that edition of. The New
York Times. The reader, after all, has at his
fingertips substantially all of the relevant
content of the Oct. 31 edition of the collective
work. Moreover, each individual article
makes explicit reference to that selection by

'The court therefore
appears to back away

from principles ofmedia
neutrality.'

including tags that remind the reader that it is
a part of The New York Times for Oct. 31,
2000. Such a disk might well constitute "that
particular collective work"; it would surely
qualify as a "revision" of the original collec
tive work. Yet all the features identified as
essential by the majority and by the respond
ents would still be lacking. An individual look
ing at one of the articles contained on the disk
would still see norte of the original formatting
context and would still be unable to flip the
page....

Users like Douglas Brinkley do not go to
NEXIS because it contains a score of Individ
ual articles by Jonathan Tasini. Rather, they
go to NEXIS because it contains a comprehen
stve and easily searchable collection of (in
tact) periodicals.

Because it is likely that Congress did not
consider the question raised by this case when
drafting Section 201(c), because I think the
District Court's reading of that provision is
reasonable and consistent with the statute's
purposes, and because the principal goals of
copyright policy are better served by that
reading, I would reverse the judgment of the
Court of Appeals. The majority is correct that
we cannot know in advance the effects of
today's decision on the comprehensiveness of
electronic databases. We can be fairly certain,
however, that it will provide little, if., any,
benefit to either authors or readers. '''1

JUSTICE STEVENS

FROM THE DISSENT
By Justice Stevens

This case raises an issue of first impres
sion concerning the meaning of the word "re
vision" as used in Section 201(c) of the 1976
revision of the Copyright Act of 1909. Ironical
ly, the court today seems unwilling to ac
knowledge that changes in a collective work
far less extensive than those made to prior
copyright law by the 1976. "revision" do not
merit the same characterization....

No one doubts that The New York Times
has the right to reprint its issues in Braille, in
a .foreign language or in microform, even
though such revisions might look and feel
quite different from the original. Such differ
ences, however, would largely result from the
different medium being employed. Similarly,
the decision to convert. the single collective
work newspaper into a collection of individual
ASCII files can. be explained as little more
than a decision that reflects the different
nature of the electronic medium. -Just as the
paper version of The New York Times is
divided into "sections" and "pages" in order
to facilitate the reader's navigation and ma
nipulation of large batches of newsprint, so too
the decision to subdivide the electronic ver
sion of that collective work into individual
article files facilitates the reader's use of the
electronic information. The bare-bones nature
of ASClI text would make trying to wade
through a single ASCII. file containing the
entire content of a single edition of The New
York Times an exercise in frustration.

Although the court does not separately
discuss the question whether the groups of
files that The New York Times sends to the
electronic databases constitute "revisions,"
its reasoning strongly suggests that it would
not accept such a characterization. The ma
jority, for example, places significant empha
sis on the differences between the various
electronic databases and microform, a medi
um that admittedly qualifies as a revision
under Section 201(c). As with the conversion
of individual editions into collections of sepa
rate article-files, however, many of the differ
ences between the electronic versions and
microform are necessitated by the electronic
medium. The court therefore appears to back
away from principles of media neutrality
when it implicitly criticizes' ASCII-text files
for their inability to reproduce "Remember
ing Jane" "in the very same position, within a
film reproduction of the entire Magazine, in
turnwithin a reproduction of the entire Sept,

tion. In any event, speculation about future
harms is. no basis for thts court to shrink
~llthoriaI rights Congress established in Sec
tion 201(c). Agreeing with the Court of Ap
peals that the publishers are liable for in
fringement, we leave remedial issues open for
initial airing and decision in the District
Court. ... We conclude that the electronic
publishers infringed the authors' copyrights
by reproducing and distributing the articles in
a manner not authorized by the authors and
not privileged by Section 201(c). We further
conclude that the print publishers infringed
the authors' copyrIghts by authoriZing the
electronic publishers to place the articles in
the databases and by aiding the electronic
publishers in that endeavor. We therefore
affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals.

It is so ordered.

aULllULI:> c::,Xc.;lUl:>lVe rtgttt:

JUSTICE GINSBURG

teria, and containing articles from vast num
bers of editions. In response to patron re
quests, an inhumanly speedy librarian would
search the room and provide copies of the
articles matching patron-speclfled criteria.

Viewing this strange library, one could
not, consistent with ordinary English usage,
characterize the articles "as part of" a "revi
sion" of the editions in which the articles first
appeared. In SUbstance, however, the databas
es differ from the file room only to the extent
they aggregate articles in-electronic packages
(the LEXIS/NEXIS central discs or V.M,1.
[University 'Microfilms International} CD
ROMs), while the file room stores articles in
spatially separate files. The crucial fact is
that the databases, like the hypothetical li
brary, store and retrieve articles separately
within a vast domain of diverse texts. Such a
storage and retrieval system effectively over
rides the authors' exclusive right to control
the individual reproduction and distribution of
each article.

The publishers claim the protection of
Section 201(c) because users can manipulate
the databases to generate search results con
sisting entirely of articles from a particular
periodical edition. By this logic, Section 201(c)
would cover the hypothetical library if, in
response to a request, that library's expert
staff assembled all of the articles from a
particular periodical edition. However, the
fact 'that a third party can manipulate a
database to produce a' noninfringtng docu
ment does not mean the database is not in
fringing. Under Section 201(c),the question is
not whether a user can generate a revision of
a collective work from a database, but wheth
er the database itself perceptibly presents the
author's contribution as part of a revision of
the collective work. That result is not accom
plished by these databases.

The publishers finally invoke Sony Corp.
of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,
(1984). That decision, however, does not genu
inely aid their argument. Sony held that the
"sale of copying equipment" does not consti
tute contributory infringement if the equip
ment is "capable of substantial noninfringing
uses." The publishers suggest that their data
bases could be liable only under a theory of
contributory infringement, based on end-user
conduct, which the authors did not plead. The
electronic publishers, however, are not mere
ly selling "equipment"; they are selling cop
ies of the articles. And, as we have, explained,
it is the copies themselves, without any rna
nipulation by users, that fall outside the scope
of the Section 201(c) privilege.

The publishers warn that a ruling for the
authors will have "devastating" conse
quences. The databases, the publishers note,
provide easy access to complete newspaper
texts going back decades. A ruling for the
authors; the publishers suggest, will punch
gaping holes in the electronic record of histo
ry. The publishers' concerns are echoed by
several historians, but discounted by several
other historians.

Notwithstanding the dire predictions
from some 'quarters, it hardly follows. from
today's decision that an injunction against the
inclusion of these t..J1;icles in the databases.~
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FROM THE DECISION
By Justice Ginsburg

: This copyright case concerns the rights of
lance authors and a presumptive privilege
eir publishers. The litigation-was initiated

.ix freelance authors and relates to articles
_ contributed to three print periodicals
;0 newspapers and one magazine). Under

?"_~.E!~'eements with the periodicals' publishers,
¥~:btj.t::Withoutthe freelancers' consent,two com
""'''puter database companies placed copies of the

freelancers' articles - along with all other
articles from the periodicals in which the
i¥eelancers' work appeared - into three data
bases. Whether' written by a freelancer or
staff member, each article, is presented to,
and retrievable by, the user in isolation, clear
of the context the original print publication
presented. The freelance authors' complaint
alleged that their copyrights had been in-

rlrjnged by the inclusion of their articles in the
.od"1itabases. The publishers, in response, relied
oa.the privilege of reproduction and distribu
Win accorded them by Section 201(c) of the
Copyright Act, which provides:

. "Copyright in each separate contribution
toa collective work is distinct from copyright
iri,j the collective work as a whole, and vests
initially in the author of the contribution. In
ther absence of an express transfer of the
copyright or of any rights under it, the owner
of copyright in. the collective work is pre
surned to have acquired only the privilege of
reproducing and distributing the contribution
as part of that particular collective work, any
revision of that collective work and any later
collective work in the same series."

Specifically, the publishers maintained
-'P!P1;lt, as copyright owners of collective works,

,

H Le," the original print publications,. they had
~ merely exercised "the privilege" Section

201 (c) accords them to "reproduce and dis
~ tribute" the author's discretely copyrighted
~1 conmbution....
~~,; For the purpose at hand - determining
~ ~ether the authors' copyrights have been

'

" Wf.\inged -r- an analogy to an imaginary Ii
, fl,~ry may be instructive. Rather than main
~ iWing intact editions of peri.odicals, .the li
f.! OF.ary would contain separate copies of each
l~ ~icle. Perhaps these copies would exactly
r~p;roduce the periodical pages from which
tbe.arttclcs derive (if the model is GPO [Gen

:.. er;ar Periodicals OnDisc}) ; perhaps the copies
would contain only typescript characters, but

, ~NI indicate the original periodical's name
H'1"9 date, as well as the article's headline and

Iiage number (if the model is NEXIS or NYTO
Wew York Times OnDiscJ). The library

~;:':'~8uld store the folders containing the articles
~kilf,:a file room, indexed based on diverse crt-

•
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JUSTICE STEVENS

including tags that remind the reader that it is
a part of The New York Times for Oct. 3i,
2000. Such a disk might wen constitute "that
particular collective work"; it would surely
qualify as a "revision" of the original collec
tive work. Yet all the features identified as
essential by the majority and by the respond
entswould still be lacking. An Individual look
ing at one of the articles contained on the disk
would still see none of the original formatting
context and wouid still be unable to flip the
page....

Users like Douglas Brinkley do not go to
NEXIS because it contains a score of individ
ual articles by Jonathan Tasini. Rather, they
go to NEXIS because it contains a comprehen
sive and easily searchable collection of (in
tact) periodicals.

Because it is likely that Congress did not
consider the question raised by this case when
drafting SectIon 20i(c), because I think the
District Court's reading of that provision is
reasonable and consistent with the statute's
purposes, and because the principal goals of
copyright policy are better served by that
reading, I would reverse the judgment of the
Court of Appeals. The majority is correct that
we cannot know in advance the effects of
today's decision on the comprehensiveness of
electronic databases. Wecan be fairly certain,
however, that it will provide little, if any,
benefit to either authors or readers. ";'1

(The court therefore
appears to back away

. from principles ofmedia
neutrality.'

23, 1990, edition."
In contrast, I think that a proper respr

for media neutrality suggests that The N
York Times, reproduced as a collection
individual ASCII files, should be treated a,
"revision' of the original edition, as ,long
each article _explicitly refers to the orlgir
collective work and' as long as substantia;
the rest of the collective work is, at the san
time, readily accessible to the reader of t!
individual file. In this case, no one disput
that the first pieces of information a user se
when looking at an individual ASCII artie
file are the name of the publication in whk
the article appeared, the edition of that pub
cation, and the location of the article with
that edition. I agree wIth the majority th:
such labeling alone is insufficient to establis
that the individual file exists as part of
revision of the original collective work. Bt
such labeling is not all there is in the group (
files sent to the electronic databases....

To see Why an electronic version of Th
New York Times made up of a group c
individual ASCII article-files, standing alone
may be considered a Section 201(c) revision
suppose that, instead of transmitting tl
NEXIS the articles making up a parttculai
day's edition, The New York Times saves al

\ of the individual files on a single floppy disk
labels that disk "New York Times, October 3i
2000," and sells copies of the disk to users as
the electronic version of that day'S New York
Times. The disk reproduces the creative, edi
torial selection of that edition of The New
York Times. The reader, after all, has at his
fingertips substantially all of the relevant
content of lhe Oct. 31 edition of the collective
work. Moreover, each individual article
makes explicit reference to that selection by

FROM THE DISSENT
By Justice Stevens

(much less all freelance articles in any data
bases) must Issue. The parties (authors and
publishers) may enter into an agreement al
lowing continued electronic reproduction of
the authors' works; they, and Ifnecessary the
courts and Congress, may draw on numerous
models for distributing copyrighted works
and remunerating authors for their distribu
tion. In any event, speculation about future
harms is no basis for this court to shrink.
authorial rights Congress established in Sec
tion 20I(c). Agreeing with the Court of Ap
peals that the publishers are liable for in
fringement, we leave remedial 'issues open for
initial airing and decision in the District
Court. ,.. We conclude that the electronic
publishers infringed the authors' copyrights
by reproducing and distributing the articles in
a manner not authorized by the authors and
not privileged by Section 20i(c). We further
conclude that the print publishers infringed
the authors' copyrights by authorizing the
electronic publishers to place the articles in
the databases and by aiding the electronic
publishers in that endeavor. We therefore
affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals.

It is so ordered.

This case raises an issue of first impres
sian concerning the meaning of the word "re
vision" as used in Section 201 (c) of the 1976
revision of the Copyright Act of 1909. IronIcal
ly, the court today seems unwilling to ac
knowledge that changes in a collective work
far less extensive than those made' to prior
copyright law by the 1976 "revision" do not
merit the same characterization....

No one doubts that The New York Times
has the right to reprint its issues in Braille, in
a foreign language or in microform, even
though such revtsions might look and feel
quite different from the original. Such differ
ences,however, would largely result from the
different medium being employed. Simiiarly,
the decision to convert the single collective
work newspaper into a collection of individual
ASCII files can be explained as little more
than a decision that reflects the different
nature of the electronic medium. ·Just as the
paper version of The New York Times is
divided into "sections" and "pages" in order
to facilitate the reader's navigation and ma
nipulation of large batches of newsprint, so too
the decision to subdivide the electronic ver
sion of that collective work into individual
article files facilitates the reader's use of the
electronic information. The bare-bones nature
of ASCII text would make trying to wade
through a single ASCII file containing the
entire content of a single edition of The New
York Times an exercise in frustration.

Although the court does not separately
discuss the question whether the groups of
files that The New York Times sends to the
electronic databases constitute "revisions,"
its reasoning strongly suggests that it would
not accept such a characterization. The ma
jority, for example, places significant empha
sis on the differences between the various
electronic databases and microform, a medi
um that admittedly qualifies as a revision
under Section 201(c). As with the conversion
of individual editions into collections of sepa
rate article-files, however, many of the differ
ences between the electronic versions and
microform are necessitated by the electronic
medium. The court therefore appears to back
away from principles of media neutrality
when it implicitly criticizes' ASCII-text files
for their inability to reproduce "Remember
ing Jane" "in the very same position, within a
film, reproduction of the entire Magazine, in
turn ..within a reproduction of the entire Sept.

-

JUSTICE GINSBURG

(Such a storage and
retrieval system

eiiectivelyoverrides the
authors' exclusive right.'

terla, and containing articles from vast num
bers of editions. In response to patron re
quests, an inhumanly speedy librarian would
search the room and provide copies of the
articles matching patron-specified criteria.

Viewing this strange library, one could
not, consistent with ordinary English usage,
characterize the articles "as part of" a "revi
sion" of the editions in which the articles first
appeared. In substance, however, the databas
es differ from the file room only to the extent
they aggregate articles in electronic packages
(the LEXIS/NEXIS central discs or U.M.l.
[University Microfilms International] CD
ROMs). while the file.room stores articles in
spatially separate files. The crucial fact is
that the databases, like the hypothetical li
brary, store and retrieve articles separately
within a vast domain of diverse texts. Such a
storage and retrieval system effectively over
rides the authors' exclusive right to control
the individual reproduction and distribution of
each article.

The publishers claim the protection of
Section 201(c) because users can manipulate
the databases to generate search results con
sisting entirely of articles from a particular
periodical edition. By this logic, Section 20i(e)
would cover the hypothetical library if, in
response to a request, that library'S expert
staff assembled all of the articles from a
particular periodical edition. However, the
fact that a third party can manipulate a
database to produce a' noninfringing docu
ment does not mean the database is not in
fringing. Under Section 201(c), the question is
not whether a user can generate a revision of
a collective work from a database, but wheth
er the database itself perceptibly presents the
author's contribution as part of a revision of
the collective work. That result is not accom
plished by these databases.

The publishers finally invoke Sony Corp.
of America v. Universal City Studios, lnc.,
(i984). That decision, however, does not genu
inely aid their argument. Sony held that the
"sale of copying equipment" does not consti
tute contributory infringement if the equip
ment is "capable of substantial noninfringing
uses." The publishers suggest that their data
bases could be liable only under a theory of
contributory infringement, based on end-user"
conduct, which the authors did not plead. The
electronic publishers, however, are not mere
ly selling "equipment"; they are selling cop
ies of the articles. And, as we have, explained,
it is the copies themselves, without any ma
nipulation by users, that fall outside the scope
of the Section 20i(c) privilege.

The publishers warn that a ruling for the
authors will have "devastating" conse
quences. The databases, the publishers note,
provide easy access to complete newspaper
texts going back- decades. A ruling for the
authors; the publishers suggest, will punch
gaping holes in the electronic record of histo
ry. The publishers' concerns are echoed by
several historians, but discounted by several
other historians.

Notwithstanding the dire predictions
from some quarters, it hardly follows, from
today's decision that an injunction against the
inclusion of these'&(ticles in the databases
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i~ ;; WASHINGTON, June 25 - Following are
[~...'-~."erpts from the Supreme Court's ruling
~~f1ay that publishers, by making their con'
rets accessible through electronic databases,
I~Fl;inged the copyrights o{freelance contribu- .
~i~$. TIle vote in New York Times Company v.
~~T6sini was 7 to 2. The majority opinion was
~ftwbtten by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg; Jus
;.~f(lc,~ John Paul Stevens wrote the dissent.
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Ij.hi; FROM THE DECISION
l'qj~"":

~~; ByJustice Ginsburg
f"l')'f,."":p,w>1'; This copyright case concerns the rights of
rt·, .eeJance authors and a presumptive privilege
\lfj &1:heir publishers. The litigation was initiated
t~1::-i,~iX freelance authors and relates to articles
<Jf\ey contributed to three print periodicals
!;.:;'(IW'o newspapers and one magazine). Under
~;~':'~gr,eements with the periodicals' publishers,
Wlput-,without the freelancers' consent, two corn
""piiler database companies placed copies of the

freelancers' articles - along with all other
articles from the periodicals in which the
tl'eelancers' work appeared - into three data"
bases. Whether \Vrillen by a freelancer or
staff member, each 'arttcte IS presented to, '
and retrievable by, the user in Isolation, clear
of the context the, original print publication
presented. The freelance authors' complaint
alleged that their copyrights had been in-

~frjnged by the inclusion of their articles in the
~·d~tabases. The publishers, in response, relied
o~r the privilege of reproduction and distribu
tioll accorded them by Section 20t(c) of the
Copyright Act, which provides:

" "Copyright in each separate contribution
tc'a collective work is distinct from copyright
in]the collective work as a whole, and vests
initially in the author of the contribution. In
the: absence of an express transfer of the
copyright or of any rights under it, the owner
oI copyright in the collective work is pre
sumed to have acquired only the privilege of
reproducing and distributing the contribution
as part of that particular collective work, any
revision of that collective work and any later
collective work in the same series."

Specifically, the publishers maintained
·~t, as copyright owners of collective works,
fi i.e', the original print publications, they had
~ merely exercised "the privilege" Section
~ 20I(c) accords them to "reproduce and dis
',tribute" the author's discretely copyrighted
~ . lb .
~1 coptn utlO11.... , .
b;,o/~,,, For the purpose at hand - determining
fik.ether the authors' copyrigh~s ha:ve bee~
~ W{Qnged - an analogy to an rmagmary Ii-

;

' ijl;uy may be instructive. Rather than main
,. ~~.:'ing intact editions of periodicals, the li
~ Jirary would contain separate copies of eachi ~F;trcle. Perhaps these copies would exac.tly
~ r~Ploduce the periodical pages from which
Bthe.articles derive (if the model is GPO [Gen-

eral Periodicals OnDiscJ) ; perhaps the copies
~ would contain only typescript characters, but
S~t:i.ll indicate the original periodical's name
~ ;p,<;l date, as well as the article's headline and

i'~a.ge number (if the model is NEXIS or NYTO
(New York Times OnDisc)). The llbrary

:,j.,;,'t'.,:"?t1ld store the .folders containing t?e article.s
",i:;i"lla file room, indexed based on diverse en
·'0j,~S:c;."
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Susan B. Markiszfor-The New York Times

their original context."
She said the principle of media

neutrality "should protect the au
thors' rights in the individual articles
to the extent those articles are now
presented indivldually, outside the
collective work context, within the
databases' new media."

The court may soon have a chance
to expand on the role of context that
Justice Ginsburg emphasized. Na
tional Geographic said today that it
would soon file an appeal to the Su
preme Court from a ruling by the
federal appeals court in Atlanta,
which said that a 30-disc CD-ROM
set that reproduced every page of
every issue of the magazine was a
new work rather than a revision,
even though each article appeared in
its original context.

said.
But Justice Ginsburg's majority

opinion said the publishers' "encom
passing construction" of their repub
lication privilege was "unaccept
able .'' She said the massive data
base, encompassing many published
issues, "no more constitutes a 'revt
sian' of each constituent edition than
a 400-pagenovel quoting a sonnet in
passing would represent a 'revision'
of that poem."

The electronic databases are not
simply modern versions of cld-fash
Icned microfilm, Justice Ginsburg
said. Even though a microfilm roll
combines multiple editions, "the
user first encounters the article in
context," she said, in contrast to
someone calling up an article on
their computer, Where individual ar
tides .appear "disconnected from

Jonathan Tasini, president of the National Writers Union, with a lithograph ofa workers protest.

Little change in
current practice but
liability for past
infringement.

"Neither the conversion of the
print publishers' collective works
from printed to electronic form, nor
the transmission of those electronic
versions of the collective works to
the electronic databases, nor -even
the actions of the electronic databas
es once they receive those electronic
versions does anything to deprive
those electronic versions of their sta
tus as mere "revisions" of the original
collective works,". Justice Stevens
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ership and payment obligations.
The case, New York Times Com

pany v. Tasini, No. 00-201, dealt only
with freelance work; publishers own.
the copyright on articles produced by
staff members.

The three publishers in the case
license their contents to Lexis/Nexls,
an electronic database by which Indi
vidual articles are retrieved in a
text-only format.· The Times has a
separate arrangement with another
defendant in the case, University Mi
crofilms International, which. repro
duces Times material in other elec
tronic formats that also result in the
display of individual articles.

It was this feature - that what the
electronic user retrieves. views or
downloads is an individual article,
divorced from its original context -r
that was most significant for the
court's legal analysis.

The case called on the court to
interpret a section of the Copyright
Act of 1976 that gives newspapers
and magazines, which hold a collec
tive copyright in the entirety or each
issue, the right also to publish"any
revision of that collective work."

The question for the court was
whether the electronic version was a
revision or something else, in which
case:the copyright on individual arti
cles would revert to any freelance
contributors who had not agreed to
give up that right.

The publishers .argued that the
electronic versions were simply a
technologically more sophisticated
version of the printed issues that
should be seen as a mere "revision"
under the "media-neutral" approach
of the Copyright Act.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice
John Paul Stevens, who was joined
by Justice Stephen G. Breyer, said
there was nothing more to the case
than that.
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FREELANCERS WIN :::_~ ~
IN COPYRIGHT CASE~~X14~~:=::-:~~ _

' :','fHE SUPREME COURT: Freelance Work

Court Says Writers Keep Rigtit: ,"I.e
" - 'OuPYRIGHTS

toTheirWork in Databases '" - '€' ' rver 1.1'1: •
-~upreme Court ~aySYY titers

By LINDA GREENHOUSE )0, ' .

su:"~~~I~~Jr~~ul~~nioJ~y ~ha~lJ~ It!ave Rights to Online Work
. group of newspaper and magazine . '?[;~~,

publishers Infringed the copyrights- '11;". Continued From Page Al
of freelance contributors by making' . ~,,£ _
their articles accessible without per: : .'1&, for distributing copyrighted
mlss.lOn_~nelectromc.data1;>,q~csafter:,,-,.. words and remunerating authors for
publication: '. rtlleir distribution."
. As a result, the pUb~.ishers, includ- Y~j :T~~rthurSulzberger Jr., chairman of
mg The New York Tunes, face the _ e!f~e New York Times Company and
prospect of paying substantial dam,; :. iJ,\\blisher of The Times, said today
ages to the SIX freelancers who , . that the company "will now under
brought the lawsuit in 1993 and per" ,,1'-, take the difficult and sad process of
haps to thousands of others who ha:v~"",Cteinoving significant portions from
joined in three class-action Iawsutts .' -'1t~electronic historical archive." He
against providers of electronic data•. -'lidded, "Unfortunately, today's deci
bases which the court also found ~§ton means that everyone loses."
liable' for copyright infringement t6, rQ The Times Company said, in a
day. [Excerpts, Page A14.] ';, 1statementthat freeiance wnters who

The court did not rule today on a . Wanted their articles to remam m the
remedy for the violation that it found ,~l~ctromc archives should notify the
in a 7-to-2 majority opinion by Jus- ~r::~pany. ., ...
tice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The case 8.,',Smce the mld-199~ 5, The TImes
now returns to Federal D' trict and most other publishers that use

. . . ~ (\. IS ~l . :Ifreelance work have required au-
Cou: t ill Manhatt~n. In a ~~99 ru~mg ?thors to waive their electronic repub
against the publishers, the Ull1tc9. ,'tIc.ation _rights. For that reason, the
States Court of Appeais for the Sec- decision today has little prospective
and Circuit did not address the rcme- .Importance in terms of changing
dy issue. There are a number: of I~urrent industry practice. But liabil
unresolved questions that were not fity _for past infringement could be
part of the Supreme Court case and J@neiderable, depending in part on
that :may take months or years tc l.!J.qwthelower~o~rts.deal.withco~
resolve, lawyers involved in the case !pl~x statute of limitations Issues. It IS
said today. mQt clear, for example, whether there

The Times and the other ubliSh,IIW": been a new infringement each
. .. p ~ .' ';4nne a freelance article has been

ers, TIme Inc. and Newsday, ha.d~ ;fP~de available for viewing on a us
,,:,ar~led th.e ~~preme Court that ~. ' 'er's' computer screen.
finding of liability.would lead them to I '-Jonathan Tasini, president of the

. remove freelance contributions fro~· ..~lational Writers Union and the lead
the databases, a threat that the court i~liJntiff in the lawsuit, said in a
appeared to have found something of .i~tl\tement, "Now it's time for the
an irritant. . media industry to pay creators their

"Speculation about future harms ". ,f~ir share and let's sit down and
is no basis for this court to shrink . ~n~~otiate over this today."
authorial rights," Justice Ginsburg 1.;"In 1993, the union, which has 7,000
said. Referring to the licensing ar, .irner;nbers, set up a "publication
rangements that are commonly used.ln\l~tsclearlnghouse" through which

. to apportion royalties in the music.. .»Jf-~t~rs can register their ~ork and
industry, she said the parties to the ,f~b,hshers can track copyright own-

case "may draw on numerous mod7~· .'•.fJ~."I;;;,:;" ======_=========-=============== _



THE REACTION

Publishers Set
To Remove
Older Articles
From Files

By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK'

Newspaper and magazine publish.
ers, reacting to the Supreme Court's
ruling that freelance writers retain
some rights to the electronic use 'of
their previously pubhshed work, be
gan preparing yesterday to cull thou"
sands of articles from Lexis-Nexis
and other online databases while po
sitioning themselves for the next
round in the battle with writers'
groups.

The court passed the case back to
a lower court to determine what
damages the publishers may owe the
writers. Writers, meanwhile, have
filed similar lawsuits seeking class
action status for freelancers.

The publishers involved said some
older articles would start disappear
ing from online databases in the next
few months, but the full impact of
yesterday's verdict, including poten
tial damages, remained uncertain: 1:

Since 1993,when a group of writers
filed the case, most publications
have modified their contracts specif'
ically to Include the right to digital
reuse, so only work before the mid
1990's is affected. There are also
issues about the statute of. Ilmita
nons for this form of copyright in
fringement that Courts have not yet
settled.

Leon Friedman, a law professor at
Hofstra University who filed a brief
on behalf of an authors' trade group,
said the case would have few impli
cations for the digital use of other
media like books, music or film be
cause of differences in, the specific
contracts used in other industries.

Both publishers and freelance
writers immediately began looking
ahead. Jonathan Tasini, president of
the National Writers Union and a
plaintiff in the original suit, called on
publishers to settle the suits by nego
tIating with his organization. In 1993
it set up a clearinghouse for licensing
the electronic use of freelance writ
ers' work. He said the clearinghouse
would resemble similar organiza
tions in-the music industry for dis
tributing fees to musicians and song
writers.



Publishers, however, called Mr.
Tasini's plan unworkable.noting that
his organization's roughly 7,000
members were only a small portion
of freelance writers. The National
Writers Union's clearinghouse
would require writers to come for
ward and sign up for -its service to
make their already-published work
available lor licensing.

Instead, publishers said the ruling
was a blow to the public interest in

\ easy access to information. "What's
. sad is that this wholesale destruction

01 historical records will not lead to
any benefit to the writers seeking
redress from the court," said John F.
Sturm, president of the Newspaper
Association of America.

Catherine .Mathis, spokeswoman
lor The New York Times Company,
said ahout 115,000 articles by 27,000
writers would be' affected. All ap
peared itt the. P:lJ.?P-l: £romabout1980
to about 1995. The Times will begin
removing any affected articles as
soon as possible from Lexis-Nexis
and other database services, to mini
mize its potential liability. The
Times has- created an online form
and set up phone lines lor freelance
contributors who want their work to
remain available - (212) 556-8008 or
8009 and (888) 814-2698.

Robin Bierstedt, deputy general
counsel for Time Inc., which also was
sued by tbe group of freelance writ,
ers, said its magazines, including
Time and Fortune, would also begin
removing articles from its online da~

tabases. HWe have no choice but to
delete the articles," she said, She
said she did not know how many
articles were at issue. .

A spokesman for the Tribune Com
pany, which owns The Chicago Trib
une, The Los Angeles Ttmes arid
Newsday and also was a defendant,
said the company was still assessing
the decision's impact.

Michael Jacobs, vice president and
general counsel for Lexis-Nexis, a
defendant in the original suit and a
unit of the British-Dutch media com
pany Reed Elsevier, said it expected
to begin deleting articles from its
database within a few months.

"We are disappointed - it has the
effect of compromising our data
base," he said, adding that Lexis
Nexis expected the loss to be minor
among its three billion documents
from 30,000 sources. Since 1979, Lex
is-Nexis has paid puhlishers and oth
ers for their contents and sold access
to the database to subscribers:

Mr. Jacobs and all the publishers
involved saId the cost of deleting
articles would be minimal.

The American Library Associa
tion applauded the decision. It noted
that the court referred to "numerous
models for dIstributing copyrighted
works and remunerating authors for
their distribution" and suggested the
lower court might develop a solution. •
Librarians' groups also noted that
libraries continue to provide public
access to the historical record of
periodicalsand newspapers, and, un~
like Lexis-Nexis, libraries do not
charge a fee. -~:-,!.
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In a legal battle over electronic publishing, the court upholds the
"constitutionally secured" copyright of a photographer. By David Walker

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY RULING
A MAJOR VICTORY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
ATLANTA-The nth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled March 22 that the Na
tional Geographic Society (NGS) violated photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by including several of his images in a CO product without his
permission. The ruling was a decisive victory for creators in their ongo
ing tug-af-war with publishers over electronic rights-but by no means
the last word.

Greenberg sued because the NGS used his images without permission
on a 1997 CD compilation of the entire National Geographic magazine
archive. The CD reproduces each back issue of the magazine page by
page, but also includes search-and-retrieval software and an introducto
ry montage, The Society said it didn't need permission to use Greenberg's
images because the CD is simply a revision of its magazines in a differ
ent medium,

But the court rejected the publisher's claim. "In layman's terms, the
[CD] 'IS in no sense a revision," the court said, "The Society.. .has created
a new product, in a new medium, for a new market," The NGS has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies of the CO and generated millions of dol
lars in revenue from it.

The court's ruling was based upon its reading of Section 201 (c) of the
U.S, Copyright statute, which grants publishers the prtvllege to produce

The court ruled that the Geographic's CD·ROMset (above) is a "new work, In a new medium" and

Infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyright.

and distribute revision of collective works without permission from
contributors, Collective works, such as magazines and newspapers, con
tain separately copyrighted contributions such as photographs and arti
cles, Examples of revisions include later editions of a magazine or
newspaper,

In reaching its decision, the court weighed the right of contributors
namely, their copyright-against the "privilege" of publishers under

26 PDN MAY2001
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in its legislative commentary spelled it out," the
court said. That commentary says explicitly that
while publishers can reprint contributions for
one issue or edition in later editions, "the pub.
lisher could not. . .lnclude [a contribution] in a
new anthology or an entirely different magazine
or other collective work."

The court went on to say that its analysis "is
totally consistent with the conduct of the Soci
ety when it registered its claim of copyright tn
the [COl." A '997 copyright notice on the CD
packaging indicated a new work of authorship,
the court noted. And the Society indicated onIts
copyright application for the CD that it had not

And now, tram Jan, I, 2001 -June 30, 2001 VALUABLE CASH REBATE0FFERS!":
Contact Hasselblad for theauthoriZed,VrSATEC.de~ie~ri~i6tyou

or visitwww.hasselbladusa,c6ni for detilih.":: ·i~,;,).

The Disputed Statute
Lawyers In both the Greenberg and Toslnl cases have argued over the language of Section 201 (c)
of the 1976 Copyright Act. This section establishes-the ownership of the copyright of "collective
works," such as newspapers and magazines:

(c) ContributIons to Collective Works. -Copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work
Is distinct from copyright In the collective work as a whole, and vests Initially In the author of the
contribution. In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or of any rights under It, the
owner of copyright In the collective work Is presumed to have acquired only the prlvIJegeof repro
duclng and distributing the contribution as port of that particular collective work, any revision of
that collective work, and any later colJectlve work In the some series.

Section 201 (c)."This is an important distinction
that militates in favor of narrowly construing the
publisher's privilege when balancing it against
the constitutionally secured rights of the
author/contributor," the court said.

The court concluded the CDis a new collective
work, a nd not merely a revision of existing works,
because it contains an animated opening mon
tage and search-and-retrieval software that en
ables users to quickly locate articles using
keywords.

"In this case we do not need to consult dic
tionaries or cottoquf a! meanings to understand
what is permitted under Section 201 (c). Congress
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COMMERCIAL LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHY:
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entire life ofthe flash tube.

• FLASH,TO,FLASH CONSISTENCY
at all power settings.
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accommodate afull range ofprofessional applications

• SWISS PRECISION by renowned Bran Electronik.

• DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY in the USA by Hasselblad.
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already registered the work, or any earlier versions of it. "Accordingly, this
is a new work," the court reiterated.

The appeals court said Greenberg is entitled to damages, court costs
and attorney's fees, all of which will be determined by the lower court that
originally rejected his claims. But the appeals court also warned the low
er court against taking the CD off the market as part of any remedy. "We
urge the [lower] court to consider alternatives, such as mandatory license
fees, in lieu of foreclosing the public's computer-aided access to this ed
ucational and entertaining work," the appeals court said.

Asked for his reaction to the decision, Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of Miami, said, "We're just plain delighted." National Geographic So
ciety's general counsel Terry Adamson says, "We were surprised and dis
appointed by the ruling."TheNGS is waiting to hear the arguments before

Attorney Patricia Felch, who wrotean amicus
brief insupport of Greenberg, madeno effort to
hide her glee with the decision:"Whooopeeee!"

the Supreme Court in the Tasini case-"which is obviously related to
Greenberg v. National Geographic"-before deciding how to' respond to the
Greenberg ruling, Adamson says. Options include asking the uth Circuit
to reconsider, or appealing the Greenberg ruling to the Supreme Court.
Chicago attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus brief on behalf of
ASMP in support of Greenberg, made no effort to hide her glee with the
decision. "wbccopeeeer' she said.

Felch is part of the legal team that argued the New York Times v. Tasini
case before the Supreme Court the week after the Greenberg decision (see
Sidebar, "Supreme Court Hears Arguments in Tasint'). In the Tasini case,
The New York Times, like the National Geographic Society, argued that an
electronic database amounts to an allowable revision of its print
publication.

The Supreme Court ruling on Tosini could affect any appeal of the Green
berg ruling significantly, especially if the high court interprets the defin
ition of a revision more broadly than the nth Circuit Court has in
Greenberg. But Felch and other attorneys on the side of authors' rights say
the facts of the Greenberg and Tasini cases are very different-which is
their way of saying a Supreme Court decision unfavorable to creators in
the Tasini case shouldn't affect the Greenberg decision. 0



In a legal battle over electronic publishing, the court upholds the
"constitutionally secured" copyright of a photographer. By David Walker

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY RULING
AMAJOR VICTORY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
ATlANTA-The nth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled March 22 that the Na
tional Geographic Society (NGS) violated photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by including several of his images ina CD product without his
permission. The ruling was a decisive victory for creators in their ongo
ing tug-of-war with publishers over electronic rights-but by no means
the last word.

Greenberg sued because the NGS used his images without permission
on a 1997 CD compilation of the entire National Geographic magazine
archive. The CD reproduces each back issue of the magazine page by
page, but also includes search-and-retrieval software and an introducto
ry montage. The Society said it didn't need permission to use Greenberg's
images because the CD is simply a revision of its magazines in a differ
ent medium.

But the court rejected the publisher's claim. "In layman's terms, the
[CDj is in no sense a revision," the court said. "The Society...has created
a new product, in a new medium, for a new market." The NGS has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies of the CO and generated millions of dol
lars in revenue from it.

The court's ruling was based upon its reading of Section 201 (c) of the
u.s. Copyright statute, which grants publishers the privilege to produce

Thecourt ruled that the Geographies CD·ROM set (above) is a "newwork,Ina new medium" and

Infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyright.

and distribute revision of collective works without permission from
contributors. Collective works, such as magazines and newspapers, con
tain separately copyrighted contributions such as photographs and arti
cles. Examples of revisions include later editions of a magazine or
newspaper.

In reaching its decision, the court weighed the right of contributors
namely, their copyright-against the "privilege" of publishers under
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in its legislative commentary spelled it out," the
court said. That commentary says explicitly that
while publishers Can reprint contributions for
one issue or edition in later editions. "the pub
lisher could not... include [a contribution] in a
new anthology or an entirely different magazine
or other collective work."

The court went on to say that its analysis "is
totally consistent with the conduct of the Soci
ety when it registered its claim of copyright if!
the [COj," A 1997 copyright notice on the CO
packaging indicated a new work of authorship,
the court noted. And the SOCiety indicated on. its
copyright application for the CD that it had not

The Disputed Statute
Lawyers In both the Greenberg and Tastnl cases have argued over the language of Section 201 (c)
of the 1976 Copyright Act. This section establishes the ownership of the copyright of "collective
works," such as newspapers and magazines:

(cj Contributions to Collective Works. -Copyright In each separate contribution fo a collective work
is distInct from copyright In the co/lective work as Q whole, and vests Initially In the author of the
,on trlbutlon. In the absence Ofan express transfer of the copyright or of any rights under it, the
owner of copyright In the collective work Is presumed to have acquiredonly the prlvlJege of repro
duclng and distrIbuting the contribution as part of that particular collective work, any revision of
that collective work, and any later collective work In the same series.
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Section 201 (c). "This is an important distinction
that militates in favor of narrowly construing the
publisher's privilege when balancing it against
the constitutionally secured rights of the
author/contributor," the court said.

The court concluded the CD is a new collective
work, and not merely a revision of existing works,
because it contains an animated opening mon
tage and search-and-retrieval software that en
ables users to quickly locate articles using
keywords.

"In this case we do not need to consult dic
tionaries or colloquial meanings to understand
what is permitted under Section 201 (c). Congress
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Attorney Patricia Felch,who wrote an amicus
brief in support of Greenberg, made no effort to
hide her glee with the decision: "Whooopeeee!"
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already registered the work, or any earlier versions of it. "Accordingly, this
is a new work," the court reiterated.

The appeals court sald Greenberg is entitled to damages, court costs

and attorney's fees, all of which will be determined by the lower court t hat
originally rejected his claims. But the appeals court also warned the low

er court against taking the CD off the market as part of any remedy. "We
urge the [lower] court to consider alternatives, such as mandatory license

fees, in lieu of foreclosing the public's computer-aided access to this ed

ucational and entertaining work," the appeals court said

Asked for his reaction to the decision, Greenberg's attorney, Norman
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ciety's general counsel Terry Adamson says, "We were surprised and dis

appointed by the rultng.rrhe NGS is waiting to hear the arguments before

the Supreme Court in the Tosini case-"which is obviou sly refa-ed to

Greenberg v. Nationo! Geographic"-before deciding how to respond to the

Greenberg ruling, Adamson says, Options include asking the u t h Circuit

to reconsider, or appealing the Greenberg ruling to the Supreme Court

Chicago attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus brief on behalf of

ASMP in support of Greenberg, made no effort to hide her glee with the
decision. "wbooopeeeer' she said.
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electronic database amounts to an allowable revision of its print
publication,

The Supreme Court ruling on Tosini could affect any appeal of the Green
berg ruling significantly, especially if the high court interprets the defin

ition of a revision more broadly than the u th Circuit Court has in

Greenberg. But Felch and other attorneys on the side of authors' rights say
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their way of saying a Supreme Court decision unfavorable to creators in
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In a legal battle over electronic publishing, the court upholds the
"constitutionally secured" copyright of a photographer. By David Walker

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY RULING
AMAJOR VICTORY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
ATLANTA-The nth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled March 22 that the Na
tional Geographic Society (NGS) violated photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by including several of his images in a CD product without his
permission. The ruling was a decisive victory for creators in their ongo·
ing tug-of-war with publishers over electronic rights-but by no means
the last word.

Greenberg sued because the NGS used his images without permission
on a 1997 CD compilation of the entire National Geographic magazine
archive. The CD reproduces each back issue of the magazine page by
page, but also includes search-and-retrteval software and an introducto
ry montage. The Society said it didn't need permission to use Greenberg's
images because the CD is simply a revision of its magazines in a differ
ent medium.

But the court rejected the publisher's claim. "In layman's terms, the
[CD] is in no sense a revision," the court said. "The Society...has created
a new product, in a new medium, for a new market." The NGS has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies of the CD and generated millions of dol
lars in revenue from it.

The court's ruling was based upon its reading of Section 201 (c) of the
U.S. Copyright statute, which grants publishers the privilege to produce

The court ruled thatthe Cieographlc's CD-ROM set (abovellsa"newwork,Ina newmedium" and
Infringed photographer Jerry Creenberg's copyright.

and distribute revision of collective works without permission from
contributors. Collective works, such as magazines and newspapers, con
tain separately copyrighted contributions such as photographs and arti
cles. Examples of revisions include later editions of a magazine or
newspaper.

In reaching its decision, the court weighed the right of contributors
namely, their copyright-against the "privilege" of publishers under
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in its legislative commentary spelled it out," the
court said. That commentary says explicitly that
while publishers can reprint contributions for
one issue or edition in later editions, "the pub
lisher could not ... include [a contribution] in a
new anthology or an entirely different magazine
or other collective work."

The court went on to say that its analysis "is
totally consistent with the conduct of the Soci
ety when it registered its claim of copyright in
the [CDI." A 1997 copyright notice on the CD

packaging indicated a new work of authorship,
the court noted. And the Society indicated on, its
copyright application for the CD that it had not

The Disputed Statute
lawyers In both the Greenberg and rastnt cases have argued over the language of Section 201 (c)
of the 1976 Copyright Act. This section establishes the ownership of the copyright of "collectlve
works," such as newspapers and magazines:

(e) Contributions to Collective Works. -Copyright In each separate contribution to a coltectlve work
Is dIstinct from copyright In the collective work as a whole, and vests Inltlol1y In the author of the
contribution. In the absence Of on express transfer of the copyright or of any rights under it, the
owner of copyright In the collective work Is presumed to have acquired only the prlvJlege of repro
ducing and distrIbutIng the contribution as part of that particular collective work, any revision of
that collective work, and any later collectlve work In the same series,
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Section 201 (c). "This is an important distinction
that militates in favor of narrowly construing the
publisher's privilege when balancing it against
the constitutionally secured rights of the
author/contributor," the court said.

The court concluded the CD is a new collective
work, and not merely a revision of existing works,
because it contains an animated opening mon
tage and search·and-retrieva) software that en
ables users to quickly locate articles using
keywords.

"In this case we do not need to consult d!c
tionaries or colloquia! meanings to understand
what is permitted under Section 201 (c). Congress
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already registered the work, or any earlier versions of it. "Accordingly, this
is a new work," the court reiterated.

The appeals court said Greenberg is entitled to damages, court costs
and attorney's fees, all of which will be determined by the lower court .that
originally rejected his claims. But the appeals court also warned the low

er court against taking the CD off the market as part of any remedy. "We
urge the [lower] court to consider alternatives, such as mandatory license

fees, in lieu of foreclosing the public's computer-aided access to this ed
ucational and entertaining work," the appeals court said.

Asked for his reaction to the decision, Greenberg's attorney, Norman ~

Davis of Miami, said, "We're just plain delighted," National Geographic 50- ~.
ciety's general counsel Terry Adamson says, "We were surprised and dis.

appointed by the ruling.tfhe NGS is waiting to hear the arguments before

the Supreme Court in the Tosini case-"which is obviously related to
Greenberg v. Nationa! Geograph!c"-before deciding how to respond to the
Greenberg ruling, Adamson says. Options include asking the u th Circuit

to reconsider, or appealing the Greenberg ruling to the Supreme Court.
Chicago attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus brief on behalf of

ASMP in support of Greenberg, made no effort to hide her glee with the
decision. "Whooopeeee!" she said.

Felch is part of the legal team trat argued the New York Times v. Tasini

case before the Supreme Court the week after the Greenberg decision (see

sidebar, "Supreme Court Hears Arguments in Tosin!"), In tile Tasini case,

The New York Times, like the National Geographic SOCiety, argued that In

electronic dat abas e amounts to (In allowable revision of its print
publication,

The Supreme Court ruling on Tasini could affect any appeal of the Green

berg ruling significantly, especially if the high court interprets the defin

ition of a revision more br oadlv than the uth Circuit Court has in

Greenberg. But Felch and other attorneys on the side of authors' rights say

the facts of the Greenberg and Tosini cases are very different-which is
their way of saying a Supreme Court decision unfavorable to creator s In
the Tosini case shouldn't affect the Greenberg decision. 0

Attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus
brief in support of Greenberg, made no effort to
hide herglee with the decision: "Whooopeeee!"
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In a legal battle over electronic publishing, the court upholds the
"constitutionally secured" copyright of a photographer. By David Walker

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY RULING
AMAJOR VICTORY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
ATlANTA-The nth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled March 22 that the Na
tional Geographic Society (NGS) violated photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by including several of his images in a CD product without his
permission. The ruling was a decisive victory for creators in their ongo
ing tug-of-war with publishers over electronic rights-but by no means
the last word.

Greenberg sued because the NGS used his images without permission
on a '997 CO compilation of the entire National Geographic magazine
archive. The CD reproduces each back issue of the maganne page by
page, but also includes search-and.retrteva! software and an introducto
ry montage. The Society said it didn't need permission to use Greenberg's
images because the CD is simply a revision of its magazines in a differ
ent medium,

But the court rejected the publisher's claim. "In layman's terms, the
[CDJ is in no sense a revision," the court said. "The Society... has created
a new product, in a new medium, for a new market." The NGS has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies of the CDand generate'd millions of dol
lars in revenue from it.

The court's ruling was based upon its reading of Section 201 (c) of the
U.S. Copyright statute, which gtants publishers the privilege to produce

The(ourtruled that the Cieographk's CD-ROM set (above) Isa "newwork,lna new medium" and

Infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's (opyrlght.

and distribute revision of collective works without permission from
contributors. Collective works, such as magazines and newspapers, con
tain separately copyrighted contributions such as photographs and arti
cles. Examples of revisions include later editions of a magazine or
newspaper.

In reaching its decision, the court weighed the right of contributors
namely, their copyright-against the "prtvllege" of publishers under
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in its legislative commentary spelled it out," the
court said. That commentary says explicitly that
while publishers can reprint contributions for
one issue or edition in later editions, "the pub
lisher could not... include [a contribution] in a
new anthology or an entirely different magazine
or other collective work."

The court went on to say that its analysis "is
totally consistent with the conduct of the Soci
ety when it registered its claim of copyright if!
the [CD]." A '997 copyright notice on the CD
packaging indicated a new work of authorship,
the court noted. And the Society indicated on, its
copyright application for the co that it had not
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The Disputed Statute

Section 201 (c). "This is an important distinction
that militates in favor of narrowly construtng the
publisher's privilege when balancing it against
the constitutionally secured rights of the
author/contributor," the court said.

The court concluded the CD is a new collective
work, and not merely a revision of existing works,
because it contains an animated opening mon
tage and search-and-retrieval software that en
ables users to quickly locate articles using
keywords.

"In this -case we do not need to consult dic
tionaries or cofloquial meanings to understand
what is permitted under Section 201 (c). Congress

lawyers In both the Greenberg and Tasinl cases have argued over the language of Section 201 (e)
of the 1976 Copyright Act. This section establishes the ownership of the copyright of "collective
works," such as newspapers and magazines:
(e) Contributions to Collective Works. -Copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work
Is distInct from copyright In the collective work as a whole, and vests Initially in the author of the
contribution. In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or oj any rights under It, the
owner of copyright in the collective work Is presumed to have acquIred only the privilege of repro
duclng and distributing the contrtbutlon as part of that particular collective work, any revision of
that collective work, and any later collective work In the same series.
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the Supreme Court in tile rasint case-"which is obviously related to
Greenberg v. National Geographic"-before deciding how to respond to the
Greenberg ruling, Adamson says. Options include asking the u th Circuit
to reconsider, or appealing the Greenberg ruling to the Supreme Court

Chicago attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus brief on behalf of

ASMPin support of Greenberg, made no effort to hide her glee with the
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already registered the work, or any earlier versions of it. "Accordingly. this
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The appeals court said Greenberg is entitled to damages, court costs

and attorney's fees, ail of which will be determined by the lower court that

originally rejected his claims. But the appeals court also warned the low

er court against taking the CD off the market as part of any remedy. "We

urge the [lower] court to consider alternatives, such as mandatory license
fees, in lieu of foreclosing the public's computer-aided access to this ed
ucational and entertaining work," the appeals court said.

Asked for his reaction to the decision, Greenberg's attorney, Norman ,:
Davis of Miami, said, "We're just plain delighted." National Geographic 50- '

ctcty's general counsel Terry Adamson says, "We were surprised and dis

appointed by the ruling.t'The NGS is waiting to hear the arguments before

Attorney Patricia Felch, who wrote an amicus
brief in support of Greenberg, made no effort to
hide her glee with the decision: "Whooopeeee!"

boring dream?"
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Minden Settles with National Geographic
SAN JOSE-National Geographic has settled a copyright infringement ~Iaim

brought against it by Minden Pictures, both sides have confirmed. The terms were
not disclosed. "We reached a satisfactory settlement and we're moving on," says
agency ownerLarry Minden.., .., ..

Minden declinC;d further comment, but sourcesfarnlllarwlth the casesay fie was
under pressure to -accepta settlement because of his mounting legal costs and
because his photographers wanted to get backtoworkfor the Geographic.

Minden 'filed his claim lasfDecember, alleging that the National Geographic
Society had re-used the work ofMinden'sphotographers without permission "on sev
eral occasions." At least three of the unauthorized uses involved reproduction of
Mi.ndenPictures photos onaproduct tttled "thecornplete National Geographic: 108
years of National Geoqraphic. Magazine on CD-ROM." As of two years ago, the.
Geographic had sold more than 300,000 copies ofthe CD.

Three similar claims against NationalGeographic arestill pending inother federal
courts, Most of the photographers involved in those.c1aims haven't shot for the
Society forsOf0e years. ButMinden Pictures represents Flip Nicklin and Frans Lanting,
among others still shooting forNational Geographic.
. The Society has told photographers it won't work with anyone who sues, and it
had stqpged giving assignments to Minden's photographers inaccordance withthat

J "',-' .. .. - .. .... •

poli~Y.The Society put intensepressure on Fiip Nicklin in particular to get him to coax
Mind"eritowit,hdraw the lawsuit, according to inside sources,

Nicklin declined to comment, other.than to say, "everything is resolved,"
The Geographic was also under pressure to settle rather than face a court battle

because Minden's paperwork wasunassailable, according to the same sources, "It
V{,asn't a question ofwhethertheyhad infringed, but how much theywere going to

.. Have to pay," says one. . . .
. in announcing the settlement internally, the Geographic's top counsel Terry

" Adamson told the staff, "There must bestrictadherence by all., .to the Society rights
clearance policy, .. , [T]he rights clearance process should not bean afterthought." He
also notedthe Society is examiningways to reduce rights clearance errors,...._ " . .._ ". m.._._.'":_m__ """"'_", _",.c_< . ..~.,':.,..~".." ':.-..·. :_.•,.._:'. _, _,---.'"

Still, the.Geographic agreed to settle only those ciaims by Minden that were not
connected tothe,"lo8 Years:'CD product. The Society hasmaintained that it didn't
need permission 1:0 reproduce text and photos on theCD'exactly as those text and
pictures appeared in various issues ofthe magazine: i.

But iv\indenhas reserved the right under thesettlement to renew his claims
over the CD product,pendi~gthe outcome of another claim filed previously by
MiamIphotographer Jerry. Greenberg, A federal trial court in' Miami rejected
Greenberg's orlglnal claim over the CD, but he is now appealing to the nth
CircuTt c.ou,rt'of Appeals in Atlanta, A hearing on that case is scheduled for
October 3. :',~





NATiONAL
GEOG>R APH Ie

LU ReH I NGd NTO TH E 21ST CENTU RV
Change isn't coming easily to the Society's patriarchal and

bureaucratic culture as it struggles for a new generation of readers.
By David Walker

left: National Geographic circa February 1968. Right: The magazine tries for more

newsstand impact with its April 2000 cover on the same subject.

T
hese are the waning days of
National Geographic maga
zine, at least as we know it.

For the past decade, the Nation
al Geographic Society's U.S. mem
berships-its word for magazine
subscriptions-have fallen steadily
from a high of 10.8 million to
around 7 million. And the Society's
growth is slow, with revenues hov
ering around $500 million.

The explosion of cable TV, the
Web and niche magazines have
been hard on all general-interest
magazines in recent years. But
things are particularly bad for
National Geographic, which re
mains stuck in a time warp with a
base of older readers.

"It's our responsibility to make sure this organization is as high
ly regarded, as influential and as relevant as possible in the next
100 years as it was in the last 100 years," says Society CEO John Fa
hey. "For us to do that, we have to tap into a worldwide audience.
We have to tap into new audiences-meaning younger people in
this country, qulte frankly. And we have to use all the media avail
able to get our message out."

To that end, the Society has been morphing into a corporate me
dia giant with the kind of brandexte-rs.on strategy now in place
at every magazine publisher. Soon it expects to launch the Na
tional Geographic Channel, a zc-huur cable-TV station that could
cost theSociety $250 million or more and is expected to replace
the magazine as the engine that drives the SOCiety. Meanwhile, the
Society has been licensing content for new products, overhauling
its book division, downsizing staff, outsourcing fulfillment and,yes,

putting thesqueeze on suppliers.
But change isn't ,~oming easily to

the Society's patriarchal and bu
reaucratic culture. Forroo years, the
Society has been run by a family dy
nasty named Grosvenor, descen
,Rants of one of the Society's first
.patrons and presidents, Alexander

Bell. The current scion,
Gilbert M. Grosvenor, passed the
reins reluctantly-to professional
managers during the Nineties, and
the struggle between dear old tra
ditions and new corporate ideals is
far from over.

That struggle is certainly mani
fest at the magazine. Some at
tempts to shore up the magazine's

circulation have "tarnished the dignity and exclusivity of the non
profit educational SOCiety. Subscriptions have been offered
through Publisher's Clearinghouse and frequent-flier programs in .,.,
recent years. In late 1998, the Society began selling the magazine
on newsstands for the first time in its tustory

More significantly, the Sbciety is looking overseas for new sub
scribers. To date, it has launched ten foreign editions with over
seas publishing partners; four more were scheduled for launch at
the end of September. So far, foreign editions account for 1.8 mil
lion subscribers, boosting total subscriptions back to nearly 10 mil
lion. Some overseas editors have dared to say out loud that the
writing is boring, and some foreign publishing partners are doing
something just as unthinkable: selling ad space in the edit well.

Meanwhile, the magazine is cutting costs. Story budgets, which
didn't exist a decade ago, are now tight. The average photo
asslgnment lasts from four to eight weeks instead of months on

;10 PON OCTOBER 2000
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The Photo layouts are

..... more lavish than ever, but

'"'some people inside and out

side the magazine criticize

Its reliance on the same

"stones and bones" formula.

Near right: The redesign,

launched in September, ere

ated minimal changes.

National Geographic Magazine Circulation Level History

end. And the Society's push into new media and cross-divisional
synergies requires extensive re-use rights, bringing the magazine
into conflict with its stable of veteran photographers. ,

Such changes, traditionalists argue, threaten to undermine the So
ciety's best asset. tis editorial quality and authority. But even they ac
knowledge that the magazine looks as good as ever. Last spring,
National Geographic won the National Magazine Award for general ex
cellence for the third time. (It won previously in 1992 and 1984).

Still, the magazine has serious editorial handicaps. Its founder's
mission, "to increase and diffuse geographic knowledge," sounds
quaint and pedestrian in the information age. Its attention to
science and exploration, unique in 1888, now faces sharp compe
tition from the Discovery Channel, Audubon, Outside and other
media geared to hipper audiences. It is often slow and wooden
in its response to newsworthy events. And itis notorious for its
rosy, Pollyanna view of the world and the bloodless, didactic
style of its writing.

19941991

1970,...199S priceof subscriptions

Back to the Futu:a:e
Conservatism runs deep at-the National Geographic SOCiety. The
Grosvenor family and the SOCiety's board are staunchly conserva
tive. And the Society, located in Washington, D.C., has always prid
ed itself on its status as a quasi-official institution and its access
to power.

Those conditions have fostered an abiding conservatism in the
rnagazlne. It ran flattering portraits of Nazi Germany and fascist
Italy in the Thirties, whitewashed South African apartheid in the
Sixties, avoided the top.t~. of evolution until the late Fifties, so as
not to offend Christian 'fundamentalists, and didn't mention the

injustices toward blacks in the Amer
ican South until 1970.

The magazlne is substantially less
conservative than it once was. But the
Society's directors or editors have
killed or watered down what could
have been hard-hitting stories in re
cent years about famine and AIDS in
Africa, social and economic upheaval
in South Korea, and the rise of evan
gelicalism in the U.S. Last tear, in an
issue dedicated to blodrverslty and
rapid species extinction, the role of
global economics and corporate pol
luters went almost unmentioned.

The magazine has eschewed other
controversies, too. Several years ago,

"They're publishing a monthly encyclopedia," says one contributor.
The challenge for editor Bill Allen and staff is figuring out how

to drag the magazine into the atst century Without alienating its
loyal audience. But so far, the magazine has stayed close to old for
mulas and sensibilities.
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editors killed a story on advances in medical technol
ogy to avoid mentioning abortion. Recently, the Soci
ety killed a new book called Body Beautiful, Body
Bizarre about body art around the world. It reported
ly contained pictures of pierced genitalia. It was
brought to Grosvenor's attention, who ordered all
10,000 copies of the book to the shredder. (Spokesper
son M. J. Jacobsen insists that Fahey, not Grosvenor,
killed the book).

The magazine also roots out the point of view and
even the style of its photographers and writers-in
the name ofedltorial neutrality. Tom Kennedy, direc
tor of photography from 1987 to 1997, say's the maga
zine "homogenized a whole generation of talented
photographers" in the Seventies and Eighties. He says
he had some success changing that, buthe was fired,
in part for challenging the status quo.

Kennedy's replacement, Kent Kobersteen, is by a1-1 'ac
counts "a company man." "We're trying to convey the
feel ofa place, or the personality of a person, or the be
havior of an animal," says Kobersteen. "Our photogra
phers have to make pictures that are about the subject,
not about themselves. Oftentimes, you look at pho
tographs by a person with a strong style,and you come
away having learned more about the photographer than
about the subject. That's fine. That's great. But that's
not for us, bccause we're a general circulation magazine

that's using photography to communicate."
As a result, the magazine has turned away some

brilliant work, including Sebas'tlao Salgado's work on
manual labor (Kobersteen says it was turned down be
cause tt was in black and white). They also passed on
Lauren Greenfield's story on youth culture in L.A. in the
mid-Nineties. ''I'd like to think we'd publish that to
day.rseys Kobersteen.

That isn't to say that there-aren't, brilliant and
beautiful images In National Geographic, and, to its
credit, the photo department is making some effort
to break out of its editorial straitjacket. For instance,
it recently published Alexandra Boulet's hard-hitting
story on Kosovar Alb'~ni;ans. Boulat is now working on
her second piece for the magazine. Black-and-white
essays are also ,iQdhe 'works. -

"We're more:bp~ri than we were-to or. 15 years ago
to individual styles," says assistant director of pho
tography Susan Smith. Kobersteen aci~its that he
should be doing more to cultivate a new generation
of photographers-most of the contributors are vet
erans over ac-e-but says he doesn't have the budget
to take chances on new talent.

Meanwhile, Bill Allen, the 59-year-old editor' who
joinedthe magazine in 1982, is steeped in its traditions.
His editorial adjustments have been minor. One of the
biggest changes he's made during his five-year tenure' "'"
has been to shorten the length or-stones so the maga
zine can publish on average seven amonth. rather than
five.That-increases the chances that more readers will
find something of interest in each issue, he says.

He and his staff also point to efforts to put bolder pho
tos on th~ magazine's coverto make it stand out on news
stands. A recent example is last April's issue, featuring a
shark gnashing itsteeth. Alien isalso launchinga new reg
ular feature called Zip USA. Each installment will feature
text and photos capturing a week in the life of an
American zip code. But it's more nostalgic than docu
mentary,according to one insider. "It's a day in the lifeof
what America used to be."
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The Heir
Grosvenor, the Society's current chair
man, had good reason to start worry
ing about the Society's fortunes over a
decade ago. The third generation scion
of the Grosvenor dynasty was, by most
accounts.out of his element from the
start. He didn't excel as either a writer
or a photographer, and as editor of the
magaaine-c-a birthright he claimed in
197o~he lackedthe enthusiasm, vision
and love for the magazine that his fa
ther' and grandfather had. "I felt sorry
for him," says one longtime photogra
pher. "I always had the sense that he
was [assuming the mantle] out of a
sense of duty and wou.ld have rather

been doing something else."
Things went well enough for Grosvenor at first. He

stuck to tried-and-true formulas. But he kept member
ship prices artificially lowto boost circulation. The mag
azine went into the red as'a result. In1980,when he was
poised to assume the additional title of president of the
SOCiety, the board of directors gave him a choice: he
could either be president or editor of the magazine, but
not both, as his father and grandfather had been.

Grosvenot-dhose the presidency, and the board named
his father's ;"~:3le;nted protege, Wilbur Garrett, to replace
him as ~~:htor'of the magazine. (That despite concerns of
then board chairman Melvin Payne that Garrett was too
liberal). Garrett had a nose for good stories and a Willing
ness to take risks. The rriagazjne was inthe red when he
took over, so Garrett initiated a series of increases in the
priceofsubscriptions that eventually doubled the cost of
membership. Yet he sustained membership levels well
above ten million throughout the Etghtles. Meanwhile,
the book dlvlslon remained a cash cow, preselling hun
dredsofthousands of booksto members each year.

But bythe mid-Eighties, there were signs of trouble.
Book sales began dropping off dramatically, because
the books all began to look the.sarne and competition
from the likes of Reader's Digest and Time Life was
growing-Stuck with accumulating print overruns and
diminishing storage space, Grosvenor started holding
weekend remainder sales. Still, the formulas for pro
ducing and marketing books went unchanged.

Grosvenor also missed some lucrative opportunities.
~ Afterthe Societygot exclusive pictures of the Titanicdis
'" covery, for instance, he ignored advice to publish a Titan-
~
1:; ic book quickly The Geographic's research showed that
~ nobody would be interested. So the Society released the
- pictures to Titanic expedition leader Robert Ballard, who
~ published a book that sold well over a million copies."It

In September, the Societylaunched a
redesign of the magazine to help boost
newsstand sales and to expand the ~

front and back.sections.of the magazine ~

to appeal,.t6,'aqvertisers.' and readers j
alike. But, in kee,pi~g with the maga-~
arne's ambivalence, toward change, ~

Allen says he hopes that "a lot ofpeo-I
pie are ,not' gomg to notice [the re- ~
design] at aIL-", And while there, willg
probably be more about the adventures ~
and personal Nnpressions of Nationaf~
Geooraphic . photographers sprinkled ~

throughout, the magazine as Sidebars, ~
there will berncdramatrc change," he ~

says."We'reabout at the point where I~ :1::i2;:E2S;:::;:;;~;;;;::;:;::;::;;;;;t;
would like to see the magazine stay." '" '"

Allen's critics say he lacks editorial vision and that he
reliestoo much on committees and reader surveys to set
the editorial direction of the magazine. "They're preach
ing to their own dying choir," says one veteran photogra
pher. Allen responds to gripes that he puts too much
emphasis on the traditional mixof"bones and stones"sto
riesbyarguing that readers like them. And no matter what
the mix, he points out, somebody would complain.

His defenders say the decline in circulation is due pri
marily to factors beyond his control, and that It's unlike
ly anyone could reverse the magazine's fortunes any
faster. Butthere's mounting pressure for bolder changes.
Not only is the magazine market changing, the Society
has changed dramatically in the last decade. Once a
quirkyand quarrelsome family operation, the Societyhas
given way to MBA management with a verydifferent set
of priorities and expectations.

Above:The millennium

. cover.Below: Longtime

contributorSteve

MCCurry's photos from

~ngkorWat.
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Iy complained that photographers were out
"spending my money,"even before money was an
issue for the Society. (See sidebar, "The Geo

graphic's Stormy Relations with Photographers.")
Photographers are convinced Crosverror had it in
for them in large part because of a Widely circu
lated rumor that his wife accompanied one of the
magazine's photographers on assignment, and
they had a fling on the road. "I don't believe it,"
says one veteran, "But I think Gil,be(jeved it."

Grosvenor's rift with Garrett, meanwhile, is the
stuff of legend. Garrett is said to have been the
son that Grosvenor's father never had. And Gar
rett's success earned him nearly as much power
as Grosvenor. There were clear signs that
Grosvenor was jealous. Grosvenor once intro
duced Garrett as the man who took his job. The
two men, who had been close friends before 198 0 .

became increasingly estranged.

That fueled plenty of gossip about their efforts
to undermine each other. Grosvenor complained
increasingly to board members about the maga
zine's direction under Garrett. And Garrett has
been credited~despite his denials-With posting
copies of an article about recovering heart bypass
patients allover Geographic bulletin boards after
Grosvenor had heart bypass surgery. The article
described how heart bypass patients exhibit er
ratic behavior and forgetfulness.

Garrett's Achilles' heel was his damn-the
expenses attitude. He spent bl15 bucks on a holo
gram cover in 1988, for instance, justifying the
cost on the grounds that the Society had to be on
the cutting edge of new photographic technolo
gy. .lt required months of research and experi
mentation "just to pull it off technically (it
involved a'~ut)ch of Sj.ooo Steuben grass globes,
an e!eqr~nically fired bullet and one of the most
sophisticated laser beams in the world to light
things up). The printing turn~d_out to be a cost
ly nightmare, and thefinal tab for the cover ex
ceeded $3 million.

Before it was finished, though, Grosvenor or
dered Garrett to kill it, and Garrett refused. Final
ly, in April 1990, when Grosvenor had enough loyal
board members behind him, he summoned Gar
rett to his office and fired him. Named in his place
was William Graves,an editor of unremarkableac.
complishment who happened to be the husbanCJt"
of Grosvenor's longtime assistant. (Graves was al
so the brother of longtime LIFE editor Ralph
Graves). .He was Willing to' take marching orders
from Grosvenor.But under Graves,circulation start
ed into its long tailspin.

Down to Business
With membership falling, tried-and-true formu
las failing him, and no heir apparent, Grosvenor
went looking for help. He found it in Reg Murphy,
whom he hired out of semiretirement in 1993. It
was the beginning of the Society's big break with
its patriarchal traditions.

Murphy made national headlines in 1974

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: LURCHING INTO THE 21" CENTURY
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would have been the biggest seller in the history of
the Geographic," says another inside source.

Even more costly to the Society was its decision
to pass up an entree into the fledgli-ng cable TV
business in the Eighties. Management calculated
that production costs for a full-time TV operation
would be prohibitive, says CEO Fahey. Grosveno rec
ognizes his error: He told The Washington Post in
1997that cable channel competitor Discovery Com
munications "ate our lunch."

Bickering with the Help
Compounding Grosvenor's troubles was his diffi
culty getting along with his people. He frequent-
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when, while an editor at the Atlanta Journal"Constitiition, he was kid
napped by a self-styled revolutionary, He spent part of the ordeal being
driven around in the trunk of a car, and was released after the newspaper
paid a $700,000 ransom'. But he made his professional mark as a publish
er, first at the San Francisco Examiner and then the Baltimore Sun, where
he modernized operations and proved himself a tough-as-nails manager~

He took on the unions over wages and benefits, and cut costs ruthlessly.
He wasted little tlrne.applylng those skills at the National Geographic So
ciety, where he earn~'d the nickname Mack the Knife. Hundreds of em
ployees, including manydepartment heads who had spent their entire
careers at the Society, were offered early retirement packagesthey could
n't refuse. "it was overstaffed," he says. He ushered in a crop of MBA man-

how we can.' It was a conscious strategy to make it a for-profit operation."
In 1996, Murphywas 'named the Geographic's first CEO, another sign of the

Society's increasingly corporate culture. Murphy left in 1998; Grosvenor had
grown uncomfortablewith the institutional havoc Murphy had wrought, and
Murphywas frustrated bythe Society's hidebound traditions. Besides, other in
terests-golf among them-beckoned (Murphy was president of the USGA in
;994 and 1995). He remains on the Geographic's board as vice chairman.

Murphy was succeeded by Fahey, whom he'd hired in 1996 from Time ufe
Books to head National Geographic Ventures. Fahey has continued to press
the changes that Murphyset into motion and to actively pursue new sources
of revenue and other media. "Having a for-proflt substdlary," says Fahey, "ts-.
simplya wayct achtevr-rg our mission in an expanded way,doing things that

, ,

agers. He outsourced fulfillment and other operations to cut expenses. "He
brought in corporate America and implanted it deeply at NatiOnal Geo
graphic," notes one insider.

In the biggest blow of all to the Society's high-mi~ded nonprofit tradi
"ttons, Murphy conceived and launched National Geographic Ventures, a
wholly owned for-profit subsidiary. That, he says,"was a move toward an or
ganization that fits the communications world that exists in 2000." It was
a way of modernizing products and operations, he says.

Foryears, Geographic attorneys had protected the Society's nonprofitsta
tus by steering" it away from any nontraditional ventures. "Gil's worst night
mare was for the GeographiC to turn into a market-driven, for-profit
operation,"says the same inside source. "Theattorneys repeated the nonprofit
mantra, but Murphy started saying to them, 'Don't tell me we can't. Tell me

if you were to stay purely not for profit, you wouldn't be able to do."
His biggest project has been the National Geographic Channel, which the

Society is launching in partnership with Fox Entertainment; The Channel is
already making inroads in overseas markets. And part of the Explorer's Hall,
a.btg draw for school groups at Society's headquarters, has been torn out
to make way for a new TV.studio.

Meanwhile, the Society has overhauled its book division with more cut
ting-edge titles, The Society is also trying to take advantage of cross-rnvr
sional synergies. Magazine, TV and book editors now meet regularly to
update each other on pending projects and support each other's initiatives.
For instance, National Geographic Television is leading a forthcoming pro
ject on Africa that will include books, maps, an article photographed by Nick
Nichols and an art exhibition. Afew photographers are also now working on
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television projects.
Rich 'Clarkson, director of photography from

1985 to .1987, asserts, "Reg Murphy saved that
place:" But the transition hasn't been entirely
smooth, and It is far from complete. like so many
publtshersr the Society has yet to see a return on
the millions it has sunk into its Web site. Andsuc
cess of its cable channel depends upon its abili
ty to get dtstrtbutton.to a critical mass of homes.
something the soctetyand Fox are spending

heavily and-workjng hard to do.
Meanwhile, a number of veterans are con

vinced' that the Infldels have stormed the gates
and are now sacking the place. "You now have
businesspeople running, a stientificand educa
tional foundation," says former Geograpliicpho
tographer louis Psihoyos.

Anotherphotographer who is still active thinks
the Society is doing too little, too late. "Cable is yes
terday's' media," he, says, "And National Geographic
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is not big enough to compete with the Time warn
ers and AOls of the world. It's inevitable that
they'll have to be acquired to survive."

Maybe, maybe not. But one thing is certatn.The
National Geographic Society is no retlring maga
zine pu blisher anymore. And tl me will tell whether
the magazi ne that drove the Society for so long can
figure out-a way.to harness the best of the Socl
ety's old and new ideals, and attract a new gener
ation of readers. 0






